
 
BROOK MEADOW, EMSWORTH   2001 

 
Summary of the week’s news and wildlife observations in the meadow  

Week 52: Dec 24-30, 2001   
 

WILDLIFE ON THE MEADOW 
On Monday I spent a few minutes at a favourite spot in Lumley Road, near where the tree 
root has been extracted, watching a Song Thrush, 4 Blackbirds, a Wren and a Blue Tit 
having communal bathing session in the shallow Lumley Millstream.  I noticed 
Meadowsweet was still in flower on the river bank.   
On Boxing Day I had a quick walk round the meadow was delighted to see a Treecreeper 
feeding in the Willows near the bend in the river. This was only my second sighting of this 
elusive bird on the meadow.   
On Saturday morning there was a light covering of snow over the ground and trees, but 
forecasters said it would not last.  I went over to the meadow to take some photos of this 
rare event before all the snow disappeared.  The meadow looked really pretty.  While I was 
there a Little Egret flew up from the river and a Grey Heron stood rather forlornly in the 
middle of the meadow.  I heard Wren, Robin, Blue Tit and Collared Dove singing.   

ENVIRONMENT 
I was very suprised this week to find that all the logs had been cleared from the river near 
the bend.  What good samaritan has done this deed, I wonder?    
 

PLANTING FOR WATER VOLES  
Tony Wilkinson told me about a pond management leaflet he had received from Dee 
Christianses of West Sussex BTCV, which suggested planting Greater Tussock Sedge 
(Carex paniculata) near water vole habitats to encourage them.  Apparently, the tops of 
vegetation tussocks provide ideal spots for them to sit, eat and leave small piles of 
droppings to mark their territory.   Tony wonders if we can lay our hands on some Greater 
Tussock Sedge and plant them in the appropriate spots.  
Looking up Greater Tussock Sedge up in the Hants Flora indicates that it does not appear 
to grow locally.   The nearest recorded place is in Bedhampton - but I don't know where, 
specifically (though no doubt Ralph Hollins will).  It is said to be common along river 
valleys, particularly the Avon, Test and Itchen which is where Water Voles can be found.  
However, my impression is that the voles will eat almost any vegetation, but they do like a 
lot of it around, both for food and for cover.   
 

REVIEW OF THE YEAR - BIRDS 
The total number of bird species seen on and around the meadow this year was 48 from a 
total meadow list of 52.  Our resident birds were all regularly seen or heard and, hopefully, 
bred successfully – they will have some nest boxes to help them next year.  It was 
particularly pleasing to have 2 or possibly 3 Song Thrushes  on the meadow.  Our regular 
summer visitors all returned to the meadow with 3 Whitethroat, 4 Blackcap and 4 Chiffchaff 
recorded and possibly breeding.  Sedge Warbler was also present, but did not nest.  There 
was no sign this year of Nightingale, Willow Warbler, Spotted Flycatcher or Bullfinch.  
Around the waterways Little Egret, Grey Wagtail and Kingfisher were frequently seen.  
Treecreeper was a first for the meadow.  Kestrel and Sparrowhawk were seen over the 
meadow.   
Reviews of other wildlife on the meadow will be presented in subsequent updates.  
 

OTHER EMSWORTH WILDLIFE NEWS 
The Millponds 
On Monday I counted just 30 Mute Swans on the town millpond, though I saw another 20 or 
so over at Nore Barn plus the regular pair were on Slipper Millpond, making a grand total of 



52 for the area.  The Black Swan was also present on the town millpond.  Mallard numbers 
on the town millpond were again breaking records, with 136 counted this morning; another 
24 on the Hermitage ponds brought the total to 160 for the area. Only 2 Tufted Duck were 
on the town millpond.  I have had no sightings of Red-breasted Merganser, Goldeneye, or 
Goosander on the ponds in 2001.  
 
The Harbour 
This week the harbour has been packed with gulls – I would estimate at least 3,000 were 
roosting on the mudflats.  More interesting were the presence of 32 Shelduck in the main 
channel on Monday with two Little Egrets feeding in the town channel.  Little Egrets can 
also be seen inland at this time of the year.  Walking through the fields to Westbourne and 
back via Lumley I counted 5 Little Egrets in the fields and along the waterways.  

 
BIRDS IN THE GARDEN 

With a succession of hard frosts this has been an interesting week for birds in the garden.  
Most days started at about 7am with the strident song of the local Song Thrush.  It 
sometimes ventured into the garden to take food, but was often chased off by a Blackbird.   
On most days I saw a Little Egret fly down into the Westbrook Stream which runs behind 
the gardens on the east of Bridge Road and into the millpond.  What it finds of interest in 
this rather small and mucky stream is difficult to imagine.  I got some excellent views of the 
Egret perched on my garden wall and once it actually came down onto the lawn for about 2 
minutes, which it has never done before, to my knowledge.  
Probably, the most interesting visitor to the garden this week was a Grey Wagtail.  This 
delightful bird with a bright yellow bottom is not to be confused with a Yellow Wagtail, which 
is a summer visitor and rarely comes into gardens.  I saw it feeding on the grass on three 
mornings running.  But what was it eating?    Grey Wagtails are generally thought to be 
exclusively insect eaters, but as I watched it carefully through binoculars it was clearly 
feeding on the seed that I had thrown onto the grass.  On one occasion, it even started 
tucking into particles of chopped sausage rolls (Xmas left overs) that the Starlings had 
scattered from the bird table. 
One one day a flock of about 8 Long-tailed Tits visited the garden, exploring the shrubs for 
insects and feeding, four at a time, on the peanut holder.  They stayed for a few minutes 
and then were gone.   
Large flocks of Starlings were flying around the town as usual, with about 70 descending at 
one time to gobble up the moistened bread I put on the bird table for them.   
 

FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Committee Meeting: Tuesday 15th January at 7pm at 13, The Rookery.   
Charlotte Walker of the BTCV will be attending this meeting to discuss with us the pros and 
cons of a volunteer group getting into grazing to help us understand what we may be taking 
on.  
 
Workdays: Thursday 3rd January and Sunday 20th January, meeting at 10am at the 
Lumley Gate.    
 



 
Week 51: Dec 17-23, 2001   

 
WILDLIFE 

Birds 
Robin, Wren, Blue Tit (particularly active) and Collared Dove were all singing this week.  
Dunnock was calling.  On Wednesday I saw a pair of Goldcrest working their way through 
the trees in Palmer's Road copse; one came to within 10 feet of where I was standing and 
showed its bright golden crest - I have noticed previously how confiding Goldcrests can be.  
Another Goldcrest was bathing in the shallow river beneath the South Bridge.  Long-tailed 
Tits were commonly seen, or heard, working their way through the trees in the meadow.  
Great Spotted Woodpecker was also a regular visitor.   
On his regular Friday visit Tony Wilkinson reported about five Robins in the fenced-in tree 
plantation on the meadow in front of the gasholder.  He said they were all flying around 
rather frenetically so perhaps it was a case of competition rather than socialising?    
On Sunday, Frances Brettell and I saw a pair of Great Tits on the railway embankment.  
There were also two Little Egrets flying onto the river. 
 
Plants 
I found just 12 plants in flower this week, plus 4 grasses.  Dandelion seems to have given 
up. The Petty Spurge looks quite fresh, but I don’t think it is in flower.  I did find a Red 
Dead-nettle flowering along the path leading down to Palmer's Road Car Park from the 
town, but could not add it to the list as it is off the meadow.   Winter Heliotrope is flowering 
well and smelling strongly both by the South Bridge and along the main river bank.  There 
is also a good patch of it on the NW bank of Peter Pond, near the A259.   
A number of Michaelmas Daisies are still flowering along the A259 bank overlooking Peter 
Pond.  
Cow Parsley is sprouting in many places in preparation for flowering in the spring.   
 
Dead Creatures 
I found a corpse of a rat or a water vole in the SE corner of the South Meadow with the 
Ingram’s black cat in the vicinity.  I could not be sure which animal it was, but I fear it could 
have been a water vole.   
On Wednesday Fred Portwin pointed out two dead fish in the Lumley Millstream, a Trout 
and a flatfish.  We also sighted a number of live Trout.  
 
More Molehills 
There has been lots of activity by moles, with fresh molehills appearing all over the 
meadow.  Ralph Hollins thinks this may indicate a retreat of earthworms from the frozen 
surface of the soil.  
 

ENVIRONMENT 
Tree Surgery 
On Monday the Bud Tree Surgeons (contracted to Havant Borough Council) cleared all the 
tree cuttings from around the North Bridge.  They also felled and removed the large fallen 
Willow from the north meadow.  I had planned to keep this Willow for the Wildlife Watch 
group to have a go at, but looking at it now it probably would have been far too much for 
them to tackle; we should be able to find them something else suitable to do.  The Bud boys 
did a good job, though there is still an awful lot of tree cuttings scattered around the 
meadow which will need to be cleared away sometime.  Thanks to Ian Brewster for 
organising this work.  
The large tree root that has recently been extracted from the bed of the Lumley Millstream 
still lies on the edge of Lumley Road along with wood cuttings.  All this needs removing 



before it finds its way  back into the stream!  Ian Brewster has told the relevant person/s 
and says it should be dealt with ASAP.  
 
The seat is up! 
When you go for a stroll round the meadow you now will be able to rest a while on our 
splendid new seat.  It is situated on the west end of the causeway and is a very sturdy 
structure with black seat and back and green metal frame and arms.  I sat there for about 
10 minutes on Wednesday morning and it was really comfortable.  It was good to be able to 
relax and enjoy the view across the meadow and watch the constant flow of gulls overhead 
going to and from the harbour.  I have written to David Sawyer to thank him for organising 
the installation of such a nice seat which certainly enhances the environmental value of the 
meadow.  

OTHER LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS 
Birds on the Millponds 
This week I counted just 35 Mute Swans on the town millpond plus the regular Black Swan.  
One of the Mute Swans had a white ring on its right leg, but I could not detect any lettering 
with which to identify it.   
Duck numbers remain high with 106 Mallard on the town millpond plus another 30 or so on 
the other millponds.  Tufted Duck numbers were up to 20 on the millpond. There has been 
a mini-invasion of Coot with 20 in the harbour near the quay and another 10 on the 
Hermitage ponds – they may be fleeing from the inland frost.   A Kingfisher has also been 
seen near the millpond.   Gulls have also been staying near the coast during the frosty 
weather with around 3,000 in the area.  On one day I found 2,000 on the Slipper Mill Pond 
- mainly Black-headed, with a few Commons, Herrings and Lesser and Great Black-backs.  
Sparrowhawks in gardens 
Following the Sparrowhawk in my garden last week, Graham Ault told me that one comes 
to his garden in north Emsworth quite regularly. Last time, about 2 weeks ago, the 
Sparrowhawk caught a sparrow, sat on the lawn and ate it while Graham watched from the 
window!  Sparrowhawks are not uncommon visitors to gardens – they are reported in 10% 
of gardens in the BTO Garden Garden BirdWatch Scheme.  Research shows conclusively 
that Sparrowhawk predation has no significant effect on numbers of small birds.   
 

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS 
Is Slipper Millpond in the Chichester Harbour AONB? – Yes! 
Anne de Potier confirms that the AONB includes the Slipper Pond but not Peter Pond - 
interesting news for the Slipper Millpond Association in view of the Conservancy’s 
application for Lottery Funding?!   
Emsworth Food Festival Donation - £250 
The group will be receiving the princely sum of £250 from The Emsworth Food Festival as 
this year’s “good cause”.   The handover of the donation will be made by Chris Allwood, the 
Vice-Chairman, and a publicity picture will be taken of the event. 
Dog mess.   More dumping.  Blue water pipes.  Gooseberry Cottage extension 
The doggie bins are being well used, but there is still far too much dog mess along the 
paths.  The Portsmouth News have launched a campaign against dog mess which, by 
making people more aware of the problem, might have a beneficial effect on situation in the 
meadow.  
More garden waste has been dumped on the east side of the meadow. David Sawyer at 
HBC has been told.   
Blue water pipes are still everywhere along Lumley Road.  I trust they will eventually be 
covered up? 
The extension to Gooseberry Cottage is nearing completion and looks rather splendid! 
 

GROUP NEWS 
Committee Meeting on 11th December 



Wally produced a document about strimmers highlighting a Husqvarna split shaft model 
which should be suitable for our purposes.  A demonstration will be arranged.  Wally also 
presented the design for a noticeboard which we hope to get constructed.  Andy promised 
to produce badges for the volunteer wardens in due course; some would be clip-on others 
pinned.  Frances Brettell reported a current membership of 106 and a bank balance of 
£853.  It was agreed to make applications for grants from Whitbread Action Earth. Alison 
Angel from BTCV led a review of the past year in which it was agreed considerable 
achievements had been made by the group.  Let’s hope things continue to go well.  
Meeting with Havant Borough Council on 20 December 
Frances Brettell, Richard Bishop and Brian Fellows met Mark Wilson and David Sawyer at 
the Civic Offices for a useful preliminary discussion about funding the future management 
of the meadow.  It would seem that HBC will be able to find some funds towards future cuts 
and the purchase of a strimmer, though funds for fencing, etc. for grazing may require on 
application to the Countryside Stewardship Scheme. 
 

FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Committee Meeting: Tuesday 15th January at 7pm at 13, The Rookery.   
Charlotte Walker of the BTCV will be attending this meeting to discuss with us the pros and 
cons of a volunteer group getting into grazing to help us understand what we may be taking 
on.  
Workdays: Thursday 3rd January and Sunday 20th January, meeting at 10am at the 
Lumley Gate.    



 
Week 50: Dec 10-16, 2001   

 
BIRDS 

Not much change from last week.  Wren, Robin and Collared Dove were singing as usual 
with occasional bursts from Blue Tit and Great Tit.  Dunnock were giving their squeeky 
calls, but not yet singing.  Several Long-tailed Tit flocks were moving around the meadow – 
listen for the “tsee, tsee, tsee” calls as they move in a follow-my-leader procession from 
one group of trees to the next.   Plenty of Blackbirds were in the wooded areas, giving their 
chinking calls.  A couple of Carrion Crows and Magpies were also about.  A Grey Wagtail 
was on the river or flying overhead with a characteristic “tiz-zit” call (not to be confused with 
the softer “chis-sick” call of the Pied Wagtail) and the usual visits from our Little Egret.   
 

MAMMALS 
There are lots of fresh Molehills springing up all over the meadow.   
 

PLANTS 
The number of flowering plants was down to just 13 this week, plus 4 grasses.  One new 
flower was a single bright yellow flower of the Creeping Buttercup which has sprung up 
alongside the path from the Palmer's Road Car Park to the South Bridge.   
I was suprised at the very strong smell coming from the patch of Annual Mercury which has 
been flowering for some weeks near the barrier at the end of Seagull Lane.  Apparently, the 
purpose of this plant’s fetid odour is to attract midges which pollinate the female flowers 
when they  crawl over them, though there are few midges around at present.   I read that 
Annual Mercury, like Dog's Mercury, is highly poisonous to both man and animals though 
its poisonous qualities are said to be removed by boiling the leaves (though personally I 
would recommend sticking with sprouts for your Xmas dinner!).  In the past, small extracts 
of it were used in medicines as enemas and emetics.   
Winter Heliotrope has a far more pleasant aroma and is now flowering along the main river 
bank as well as under the South Bridge.   
I was grateful to Ralph Hollins for pointing out that the Germander Speedwell I have been 
reporting is more likely to be Common Field Speedwell.  When I checked the patch of 
plants growing alongside the Palmer's Road Car Park they were, as Ralph, suggested very 
clearly Common Field Speedwell.  The leaves of Common Field Speedwell are much 
rounder-shaped than those of Germander Speedwell and the flowers are single on the end 
of long stalks rather than in spikes of several flowers.  The stem of Germander Speedwell 
has two opposite rows of long white hairs up the stem whereas in Common Field 
Speedwell the hairs are distributed evenly over the stem.   
I have just realised that the small patch of tall Phragmites (Common Reed) which can be 
seen growing in the far SE corner of the meadow are just inside the boundary of Brook 
Meadow.  They are in a ditch which runs south from the garden of Gooseberry Cottage 
along the edge of the piece of land belonging to Lillywhite Brothers.  This discovery takes 
the plant list for the meadow over the past two years to a grand total of 211.   

ENVIRONMENT 
Another mini-dam has appeared across the river near the bend in front of Unit Number 5.  It 
was constructed mainly from small branches gleaned from the cuttings on the banks.  I 
removed some of the smaller branches that I could reach, though the rest will have to be 
shifted.   
The large tree stump has been removed from the Lumley Millstream opposite “El Rancho”.  
A lot of small twigs have gone into the millstream which needs cleaning out.   
 

WORKDAY 
Sunday 16 Dec:  



There were just three of us for today’s work session in the meadow, Frances, Penny and 
me!  We got the power scythe out and managed to cut and rake most of the area 
immediately north of the causeway, which had been left during the big cut in August.  This 
is where a lot of the good sedges, etc can be found and the cut should benefit them.  We 
had a good morning’s work and went back to Penny’s place for mincepies.   
 
 
 
Future workdays 
As an experiment, for the first three months of 2002, we shall be holding workdays on 
Thursday mornings in addition to the regular Sunday morning.  The next workdays are on 
Thursday 3rd January and Sunday 20th January, meeting at 10am as usual at the Lumley 
Gate.    
 

OTHER LOCAL NEWS 
Birds on the millponds 
There were plenty of birds on the millponds this week with up to 52 Mute Swans, 1 Black 
Swan, 116 Mallard and 8 Tufted Duck on the town millpond and another 34 Mallard, 4 
Coot, 4 Moorhen and 200+ Black-headed Gulls, plus a few others, on the Hermitage 
millponds.  The gulls regularly bathe in the fresh water of the millponds to clean off the dirt 
from their inland feeding areas. On Sunday afternoon I found over 20 Coot in the harbour 
near the quay and the usual collection of Pied Wagtails skipping around the millpond wall.  
Look out also for up to 5 Little Egrets feeding in the town channel.    
 
Is Slipper Millpond in the Chichester Harbour AONB? 
In response to my comments on the area covered by the application for Heritage Lottery 
funding by the Chichester Harbour Conservancy, Bruce Hailstone phoned to say that he 
understood that the Chichester Harbour Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty did not go as 
far as the A259 in Emsworth as I stated. If this is so it would mean that Slipper Millpond 
does not fall within the area of application. I will check with Anne de Potier.  
 
Hollybank Woods 
On Friday I had a lovely stroll through the woods.  With all the leaves off the trees you can 
actually see where you are!  No special bird observations, but several Robins came out to 
investigate me and a Kestrel was mobbed by Carrion Crows.  I spoke to a dog walker who 
reported having seen a falconer exercising a hawk on several occasions just recently over 
the western area.  He was justifiably concerned that local birds were being frightened off by 
it.  The Cedar Tree Surgeons (contracted to Havant Borough Council) have started 
clearing trees alongside the tracks which have been ear-marked for upgrading to 
bridleways.   
 
Sparrowhawk in my garden 
On Thursday I was watching a mixed flock of Greenfinch, Chaffinch and House Sparrow 
feeding on the seeds I had recently thrown onto the grass in my back garden when in 
swooped a Sparrowhawk.  The flock took off, but not before the hawk had grabbed a 
Greenfinch and brought it down onto the grass, with the finch still struggling in its talons.  It 
remained looking around for about 30 seconds before flying off with the Greenfinch still 
held tightly.  A super bird!  From Sparrowhawk’s large size and brownish plumage I would 
guess it was a female.  This is the first time I have seen a Sparrowhawk take a bird in my 
garden.  I would be interested to hear of any other local Sparrowhawk sightings in gardens.  
 
Grey Wagtail in Havant 
On Friday I was in Havant and parked in the small car park off Prince George Street from 
where I noticed a Grey Wagtail in the small bricked-up channel that runs under the road at 



the entrance to the car park.  This adds evidence to Ralph Hollins’s theory that you are as 
likely to see a Grey Wagtail in the centre of the town as by a running stream.  Anyone had 
one in their garden?   
 

MEMBER NEWS 
Ted Aylett can see again!  When I went round to 13, The Rookery last Monday to deliver 
the weekly update I found both Ted and Penny in a great mood.  Ted had just had his 
operation and all went well and he could see again!  Amazing!  Ted commented in 
particular on the brightness of colours of the world around him and enjoyed seeing the 
birds visiting the bird feeders in his garden.  Ted also expressed approval of Penny’s 
choice of paint for kitchen!  We all wish him and Penny all the best for the future and hope 
to see him back in the meadow in due course. 
 

FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Committee Meeting:  
Tuesday 15th January at 7pm at 13, The Rookery.   
Workdays:  
Thursday 3rd January, Sunday 20th January, meeting at 10am at the Lumley Gate.    
 



 
Week 49: Dec 3-9, 2001   

 
WILDLIFE ON THE MEADOW 

Birds 
On Wednesday a Great Spotted Woodpecker was calling from the tall trees near the 
Lumley Gate.  Another Great Spotted Woodpecker was calling from the west bank behind 
the industrial estate, though they could have been the same bird.  I found a woodpecker 
hole in a dead tree on the west bank.   Robin, Wren and Great Tit were singing.  A tit flock 
was moving through the trees near the Lumley Millstream, including Long-tailed and Blue 
Tits and a Chiffchaff calling.   On Saturday morning Tony Wilkinson saw a small flock of at 
least five Magpies giving quite an aerobatic display over the South Meadow.   
 
Plants 
No change in the flowering plants from last week; a total of 15 were counted.  The only 
suprise was  Meadowsweet, still flowering on the river bank.  Winter Heliotrope is smelling 
nicely.  
 

ENVIRONMENT 
The river was flowing well.  More logs were in the river, both by the bend and beneath the 
North Bridge.  
 

OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Peter Pond 
About 22 Mallard and 2 Coot were on the water.  Tony Wilkinson reported that a water vole 
had been seen in the pond near the information board. The Winter Heliotrope is flowering 
and smelling very well on the bank of the pond near the track to Gooseberry Cottage.  A 
few Michaelmas Daisies are still in flower on the A259 embankment.  

MISCELLANEOUS 
Hampshire Wildlife Trust website 
The Trust’s web site is up and running at www.hwt.org.uk  
 
Chichester Harbour Conservancy’s application for funding from the Heritage Lottery Trust 
Further to my query a couple of weeks ago as to why Brook Meadow was not included in 
the area for Chichester Harbour Conservancy’s application for the Hertitage Lottery Trust 
funding, Anne de Potier explained . . .  “The trouble is that the boundary of the Amenity 
Area (not the AONB) came before the SINCs etc, and before anyone knew that Brook 
Meadow was interesting.  There is even less chance of getting the boundary shifted than of 
moving the SSSI!” 
 
Little Egret Roost Survey Results 
Jason Crook has now published the full results of the series of coordinated counts he 
organised this autumn to assess the Hampshire population of Little Egrets.  As some 
Hampshire feeding birds may roost in Sussex or the Isle of Wight, counts were taken at 
Pagham Harbour and three IoW locations as well as at nine Hampshire roosts.  The survey 
shows that we had over 500 Little Egrets residing in the county this autumn, with a 
maximum total count of 584 on 25th August.  The top roost sites (with maximum counts) 
were Thorney Island (166), Horsea Island (123), Tournerbury Wood, Hayling Island (91), 
Pagham Harbour (81).  Ralph Hollins has also recently counted 65 entering the Wade 
Court roost at Langstone.   
 

FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Committee Meetings 

http://www.hwt.org.uk/


Tuesday 11th December at 545 Southleigh Road.  Including a review of 2001 with Alison 
Angel.  
Tuesday 15th January, Tuesday 19th February.  All at 7pm.  Check for the venue.  
Workdays 
Sunday 16th December, Sunday 20th January, Sunday 17th February at 10am meeting at 
the Lumley Gate 
 



 
Week 48: Nov 26 to Dec 2, 2001   

 
WILDLIFE ON THE MEADOW 

Birds 
There was not much activity last week in the meadow, but our two resident Song Thrushes 
have woken up and are singing strongly, one from the Lumley side and one from the 
Palmer's Road side.   Wren and Robin are the only other birds regularly singing, with 
occasional bursts from Blue Tit and Great Tit.    
Long-tailed Tits have been frequent visitors this week – you can usually hear them calling 
before you see them.  On Sunday I saw a Goldcrest in a tit flock near the Lumley 
Millstream.   
A Little Egret was a regular visitor to the river and Grey Wagtails appear to have taken up 
residence.   
A pair of Carrion Crows were active in the trees on the west bank on Sunday – they did not 
nest on the meadow this year.    
On Sunday I found a pile of feathers on the Seagull Lane patch which I did not recognise - 
probably the work of a Fox despatching a domestic fowl.  
Plants 
The number of plants in flower was notably less than last week – I counted just 15, down 
from 19 last week.  Bristly Ox-tongue, Charlock, Common Comfrey and Michaelmas Daisy 
have gone and several other like Hogweed, Dandelion, Common Ragwort, Hedge 
Mustard, Smooth Sow-thistle, Shepherd's-purse and Germander Speedwell just hanging 
on.  However, White Dead-nettle, Common Nettle and Yarrow are showing well and Ivy is 
attracting what insects are still around.   
The solitary Purple Toadflax is still flowering nicely behind the bottle bank in Palmer's Road 
copse and Gorse on the causeway.   
More flower spikes of Winter Heliotrope are coming up near the South Bridge and their 
aroma is already quite distinctive.  There are a lot more along the river path which should 
be smelling wonderfully in a few weeks.  I was suprised to find several plants of 
Meadowsweet flowering along the main river bank opposite the gasholder.   
Pepper-saxifrage is still standing in the wet area north of the Lumley Gate with tiny 
purple-looking fruits very prominent. Looked at under the microscope the fruits are 
basically green with prominent ridges.  The purple colour comes from the top of the fruit 
and the two stamens.   
I found a Field Maple with bright yellow leaves along Lumley Road on the east bank of the 
Lumley Millstream.  This takes the tree list to 18 and the total plant list to 210.   
 

ENVIRONMENT 
Someone has covered the rubble on the east side behind the cottages with a layer of soil.  
I suppose this will grow over in time.  However, there has been more dumping of garden 
tree cuttings in this area.     
More logs have been thrown into the river near the bend, but as yet are not causing a 
blockage.  Graham Ault and I pulled out a few of the smaller ones.   
 

OTHER LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS 
Mallard numbers on the millpond remain very high – I counted over 120 this week.  There 
were also 41 Mute Swan, the Black Swan and 4 Tufted Duck.   
 

FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Committee Meetings 
Tuesday 11th December at 545 Southleigh Road.  
Tuesday 15th January, Tuesday 19th February all at 7pm.  Check for the venue.  
Workdays 



Sunday 16th December, Sunday 20th January, Sunday 17th February at 10am meeting at 
the Lumley Gate 
 
 
Newsletter No 8 was published this week.   Hope you got your copy OK.  

 



Week 47: Nov 19-25, 2001   
 

WILDLIFE ON THE MEADOW 
Plants 
I could only find 19 plants in flower on the meadow this week.  Gwynne Johnson quickly 
identified the plant with shiny green leaves and pale green flowers from the patch at the 
end of Seagull Lane that I had been puzzling over as Annual Mercury.   This plant is 
described in the Hants Flora  (p.182) as locally common and a “thoroughly established 
colonist of arable and bare ground and still on the increase” (colonist indicates it is not 
native to the county).   This find brings the total number of flowering plants identified in 
Brook Meadow over the past 2 years to 151.  Adding in trees, grasses, etc. brings the total 
plant list to 208.  
Nigel Johnson confirmed the conifer in the plantation on the east side as Western Red 
Cedar.  It differs from Lawson Cypress in having shiny flat foliage, deep shiny above and 
paler below, with fruity scent.  
 
Corrections to the plant list from Pete Selby 
I was very grateful to Pete Selby, the South Hants Botanical Recorder, for checking 
through the plant list on the web site and making a number of corrections to the scientific 
names and suggesting a few alternative identifications.   
With reference to the puzzling Orache/Goosefoot growing mainly in the SE corner of the 
lower meadow (which neither Ralph Hollins or Gwynne Johnson wanted to identify) Pete 
suggested it could be Common Orache (Atriplex patula) – I will have to look again next 
year.    
Pete also raised a doubt about the Sea Arrowgrass (Triglochin maritimum) which was 
identified last year, but which I have been unable to find again this year, despite the fact 
that I know exactly where to look.  As he says we don’t seem to have any other saltmarsh 
species, such as Sea Plantain (Plantago maritima), Sea Beet (Beta vulgaris) or Sea Astor 
(Aster tripolium).   
Pete rightly suggests I was a little over optimistic in labelling the pivet at the end of Seagull 
Lane as Wild Privet (Ligustrum vulgare).  It is far more likely to be Garden Privet (Ligustrum 
ovalifolium) as an escape.   
Pete was interested in our Summer Snowflake (Leucojum aestivum) a single plant of which 
was flowering alongside the river in Palmer's Road copse.  He says it could just be native 
and if so an important find.  He will come and look at it in the spring.   
With regards to our Horse Chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum) near the Lumley Gate Pete 
indicates that if it has red flowers then it will be Aesculus carnea.  I will need to check next 
spring.   He thinks we must surely have Grey Willow (Salix cinerea), currently missing from 
the list.  
 
Insects 
Just 2 Red Admirals were seen thisa week.  A total of 18 pecies of butterfly have been 
recorded this year on the meadow, missing just Clouded Yellow from last year’s list.  
 

ENVIRONMENT NEWS 
Logs are back in river! 
As expected, despite our efforts during last Sunday’s workday to move the recently sawn 
logs logs away from the river, many were back in the river this week, forming a small 
dam/bridge just above the main bend.  There is also a log in the river under the North 
Bridge.  Clearly, unless all logs are moved well away from the river banks they will keep 
coming back.   
 
Bonfires 



On two days this week I noticed bonfires burning on the eastern side behind the Lumley 
Road cottages. The large pile of rubble and garden waste remains unmoved.  I believe 
HBC are dealing with this.   
 
Commemorative crosses on North Bridge 
Tony Wilkinson pointed out that a Mr Alderson and a Mr Lodge have both placed little cross 
signs on the Seagull Lane Bridge pointing to the bronze plaque erected by the same Mr 
Alderson to the memory of the two airmen who lost their lives over Brook Meadow when 
their Mosquito collided with a Wellington in 1944.  He suggests it might be a nice gesture to 
get in touch with either or both of them and say we appreciate what they have done as it 
adds interest to the meadow and the commemorative plaque makes it a special place for 
the sad accident and the loss of young lives.  Will do.   

OTHER LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS 
Record number of Mallard on Emsworth Millpond 
The number of Mute Swans on the millmond have fallen sharply in last couple of weeks – I 
could only find just over 30 there this week plus the Black Swan.  This is not unusual since 
numbers do tend to fall after the August peak to a low in December.  In contrast, Mallard 
numbers were up to 126 which is my highest count for the pond since I started recording in 
1992.  This exceptionally large number is almost certainly due to birds moving across from 
the Hermitage Millponds where the water level is low due to continuing sluice gate repairs 
on Slipper Millpond.   Tony Wilkinson tells me they hope to complete the work on the sluice 
gate this weekend.  
 
House Sparrows are back  
A couple of weeks ago I was bemoaning the absence of House Sparrows from my garden.  
Well they are back, albeit a little later than usual, as is so much in the natural world this 
year.  Also back are most of the other common garden birds in goodly numbers.  This week 
in my garden near the centre of town I have had up to 60 Starlings, 30 Greenfinches and 24 
House Sparrows at any one time, plus smaller numbers of several other species.  I have 
also had a Song Thrush singing from a neighbour’s garden early each morning which is 
nice to hear, though no doubt I shall be cursing it in the spring when it wakes me at 5am.  
 
And Blackcaps  
Although I have not seen one in mine as yet, Blackcaps have been increasingly reported in 
gardens in the past couple of weeks.  All the Blackcaps that visit us from Africa for the 
summer usually go back there for the winter, but others, from the continent, come to Britain 
for the winter and most of these seem to head for our back gardens where there are ample 
supplies of tasty food.  According to Graham Roberts, who has been attracting Blackcaps 
to his garden in Cosham for several years, their favourite foods are apples and sponge 
cake.  So, get cooking and let me know if you see one.  

 
Plenty of nice birds at Nutbourne 
A good walk for birds at this time of the year is to go from Nutbourne along the seawall to 
Prinsted and back through the fields.  Park at the end of Farm Lane.  At the end of last 
week I found about 100 Teal and 16 Snipe on the Ham Brook water meadow at Nutbourne, 
100 Wigeon and 44 Pintail (surely the most elegant of all the ducks) were in the bay and 22 
Fieldfare were in the trees near the orchards.  
 
Peregrines suprise Xmas shoppers in Chichester 
Graham Roberts, who works in Chichester as an ecologist, told Ralph Hollins that the pair 
of Peregrines which roost nightly on Chichester Cathedral spire are currently arriving 
shortly after 4.40pm to settle on the higher latticework of the spire. On Tuesday Nov 20th 
the male arrived first and the female then displaced him from his roost and there was a 5 



minute overhead display of circling & calling, much to the surprise/confusion of several 
people waiting at the bus stop! 
 
Chichester Harbour Conservancy applies funding from the Heritage Lottery Trust.  
I heard this week that Chichester Harbour Conservancy has submitted a bid for £1,500,000 
from the Heritage Lottery Fund to aid essential conservation work, research, education and 
sustainable access projects in the Chichester Harbour ANOB over a 3-year period. The 
projects listed include (among many others) a coastal clean-up, tree and hedge planting, 
Brent Goose refuge sites, grazing of coastal grassland, more dog waste bins, Dell Quay 
Wharf restoration, improved disabled access, a harbour cycle route, a mobile information 
centre, various research projects and five HLF project staff.   
I was naturally curious as to whether Brook Meadow could possibly benefit from this 
project, but Anne de Potier tells me it falls outside their area which only goes as far as the 
road.  However, this presumably means Slipper Millpond could benefit, but not Peter 
Pond?   In any case, we wish them the best of luck in their application.   



 
Week 46: Nov 12-18, 2001   

 
WILDLIFE 

Birds 
I was pleased to see my first Song Thrush for a few weeks near the Lumley Millstream.  
Wren and Robin were still the only birds I heard singing, but most of our other residents 
birds were about.  Flocks of Long-tailed Tits called from the trees and a charm of 
Goldfinches twittered.   The harsh screech of a Jay was heard in the South Meadow.  
Black-headed Gulls regularly flew overhead on their way to and from the harbour.   
Fred Portwin reported some good bird sightings from his walks through the meadow, 
namely a Pheasant on the main meadow, a Grey Wagtail on the river and a Water Rail in 
the millstream above the Lumley bridge.   
 
Plants 
The hard frosts this week seem to have convinced many of the plants that winter was here 
and that there was no point in flowering.  I found only 18 plants in flower this week plus 4 
grasses.   The white flowers of several Hogweed plants can be seen standing out above 
above the ever-rising nettles.  Ivy is still smelling powerfully.  Michaelmas Daisies are 
almost over, but Winter Heliotrope is still to come.  The Water-starwort is growing nicely in 
the River Ems – look for the floating star-shaped leaves.  Pepper-saxifrage is still standing 
in the wet area north of the Lumley Gate and showing its seedheads.   
 
Insects 
There were plenty of flies around the Ivy and one or two bumblebess and just one butterfly 
– a Red Admiral was seen.  
 
Fish 
Fred Portwin found another dead Trout while clearing out the Lumley Millstream on 
Sunday.  What is killing them?  Live ones can be seen jumping in the pool between the two 
bridges.   
 

WORKDAY 
Sunday 18th November 2001.   
The weather was cloudy and cool; the threatened rain held off for this morning’s work 
session in the meadow attended by Tony Wilkinson, Jill Meesom, Graham Ault, Penny 
Aylett, Anthea Lay and Brian Fellows.   
We found Fred Portwin already hard at work when we arrived clearing up the Lumley 
Millstream so we left him to it and went over to tackle the dam that kids had built on the 
main river by the bend.  This was an elaborate structure bridging the river, made mainly 
from wooden pallets gleaned from the yard behind the industrial estate.  It seemed a pity in 
a way to dismantle such a fine structure, but it was severely blocking the stream and lots of 
twigs and leaves were already building up behind it.  The dam could have been done in 
response to the (unnecessary) cutting down of the willow bridging the river by the HBC 
contractors last week.   
As well as the pallets, which we returned to the yard, we also cleared a large number of 
heavy logs from the river.  The logs were moved away from the river and piled up to provide 
wildlife habitats as they rot down for beetles, etc.   
We all got pretty wet and our backs were aching after this workday – hopefully not to be 
repeated in a month’s time!   
HBC have been informed about the problem with the pallets and other rubbish in the yards 
behind the industrial estate which will undoubtably find their way back into the stream in the 
near future unless they are removed or secured.  

 



ENVIRONMENT NEWS 
Tree Cuttings 
Ian Brewster of HBC said he had arranged for the pile of tree cuttings by the North Gate to 
be cleared during December.  I asked him if he would also clear other tree cuttings from 
this general area.   The damaged Willow to the south of the North Gate will also be trimmed 
– red Xs mark the branches to be cut.  Actually, the tree looks OK to me, though since it is 
near the path maybe it needs trimming.  
 
Bat Boxes 
Ian Brewster has also said he will to put up some bat boxes in the Willows alongside the 
river.  Several firms sell bat boxes, but we need to decide what is the best box and when 
and where to erect them, what height, direction, location (open or sheltered, or woodland 
edge), etc.    
The Bat Conservation Trust have a web site with helpful notes about about all these points.  
But they do warn that we must be patient since it may take several years for bats to find the 
nest.  Their web site is at http://www.bats.org.uk/ 
 
Strimmer 
The group are hoping to get a strimmer and Frances Brettell, Wally Osborne and Andy 
Brook went up to Horndean during the week to look at some, but the shop did not have 
many in stock.  Wally is going to spend some time looking round different places, though 
there is not any immediate rush to buy one is there since we don't have the money as yet.  
If anyone can be of help please contact  
Wally at wjn@wosborne.fsbusiness.co.uk or Frances at brettellf@aol.com 
 
Doggie Bins 
On Wednesday the doggie bin by the North Bridge was overflowing and in a disgusting 
state – it had not been emptied for at least a week.  I rang HBC and they said it would be 
emptied that afternoon and it was!  Let’s hope it gets emptied more regularly in future.  
Ideally, they should also empty the other two bins on the site.   
To complain ring HBC on 02392 474174 and ask to speak to the person responsible for 
emptying the doggie bins.   
 
Ownership of Brook Meadow 
Steve Mountain of HBC has kindly sent me a map showing exactly what HBC owns in the 
Brook Meadow area.   HBC own the whole of Brook Meadow from the railway to the A259 
and from the River Ems to Lumley Road, including both banks of the Lumley Millstream.  
They also own the area on the west of the river at the end of Seagull Lane and the 
woodland adjacent to Palmer's Road Car Park.  However, Steve confirmed that HBC do 
not own the area behind the Palmer’s Road Industrial Estate to the west of the River Ems, 
nor the west bank of Lumley Millstream between the two bridges.   It would be interesting to 
know who does own these two areas since our group do monitor them.    
 
Blue water pipe 
The blue pipe which is a new water main is snaking its way down Lumley Road and down 
the track to Gooseberry Cottage.   
 

http://www.bats.org.uk/
mailto:wjn@wosborne.fsbusiness.co.uk
mailto:brettellf@aol.com


Week 45: Nov 5-11, 2001   
 

WILDLIFE OBSERVATIONS 
Birds 
No change from last week.  Wren and Robin still singing well and Blue Tit, Great Tit, 
Blackbird, Great Spotted Woodpecker, Chaffinch and Little Egret often seen.   Graham Ault 
saw two Great Spotted Woodpeckers on Sunday.  The lady who lives at a house called 
“The Arches” in Lumley Road told me that a Grey Wagtail was a daily visitor to her garden 
– no doubt he hops over the wall from the river.  
 
Fish 
Fred Portwin reported that he fished a 14 inch dead Trout from the Lumley Millstream.    
 
Plants 
The total plants in flower this week was down to 24 and they are getting harder to find!  
However, we have Winter Heliotrope still to look forward to.  It is flowering on the banks of 
Peter Pond, as well as by the South Bridge.  There are plenty of mosses, so I might be able 
to identify some after Rod Stern’s talk to the Havant Wildlife Group on Monday week.  
 
Further information on the Hornet’s sting 
Do you recall that Tony Wootton was stung by a Hornet in the meadow during the 
September Workday?   He came to no harm.  In his wildlife notes for Monday 5 Nov Ralph 
Hollins says he was told on good authority (not from his personal experience) that, despite 
its size and reputation, a Hornet’s sting is much less painful than a Wasp sting.  The 
explanation maybe that as Hornets normally nest high in trees they have less occasion to 
repel competitors for their nest sites than do Wasps which often nest in holes in earth 
banks where mice and voles, foxes and badgers have to be driven off when they take too 
close an interest in the hole, either as a home or a source of honey to eat.  
 

OTHER LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS 
Brent Geese in Emsworth Harbour  
Brent Geese are now to be seen in Emsworth Harbour in increasing numbers; I counted 
about 100 on Sunday.  Look out for juveniles which have white bars across their wings, 
though there are not many about this year, suggesting the Brents did not have a successful 
breeding season.   So far this year around Langstone and Chichester Harbours I have 
aged 937 Brent Geese of which 54 were juveniles, ie just 5.6%.  However, this is much 
better than last year when there were hardly any at all.   
Shelduck have also arrived in the harbour – I saw 8 there on Sunday.  The most numerous 
wader by far is Dunlin – I counted 1500 in the harbour on Sunday.  Look out also for the 
occasional Greenshank and Spotted Redshank.  
 
Mute Swans on the millpond.  Where do they go at night?  
There are over 80 Mute Swans on the town millpond during the day, but many fewer at at 
night.  I asked Ralph Hollins and he thinks the reason they leave the pond is that they do 
not sleep happily so close to banks and slipways from which predators (real or imagined) 
might attack them while asleep (especially if they are 'blown ashore' by the wind), so they 
move onto the open water of the Emsworth Channel or Sweare Deep.  
Tufted Duck have returned to the millpond – there were 14 there on Sunday afternoon.   
Coot numbers were up to 34, mostly in the Hermitage complex though a quite few are now 
starting to collect around the Quay.  Ralph suggests they do this to eat seaweed after a 
summer spent inland on fresh water, but doing so in a place where the water is not 
over-salty to their taste.   
 
Pied Wagtails on the millpond 



If you walk around the millpond in the evening you will notice hordes of Pied Wagtails – 
they must have a roost somewhere.  Anyone know where?  
 
Green Sandpipers on River Ems 
If you walk up the river to Westbourne you should see Grey Wagtail, Little Egret and one or 
two wintering Green Sandpipers.  
 
Visit of Pete Selby to Emsworth 
In July Pete Selby, the Botanical Society of British Isles recorder for South Hants (VC11) 
paid a visit to Brook Meadow and identified a number of new plants for us, including old 
meadow indicators.   Ralph  told me that Pete was back in Emsworth this week, though not 
it appears in Brook Meadow.  Pete had a look at the fern growing on the wall of the 
Waterside Church in Bath Road and confirmed it as Maidenhair Spleenwort (not to be 
confused with the much rarer Maidenhair Fern).   
He also looked at the mystery fern growing from the brickwork of the railway bridge at the 
end of Seagull Lane (see the update for Week 42) and identified it as Bracken - not a 
particularly rare plant, but unusual growing in that location.   
Pete also found some Guernsey Fleabane in Warblington church carpark area (Ralph says 
it can be found everywhere around Langstone Harbour in good numbers) and some 
Cockspur Grass (Echinochloa crus-galli) by the roadside as he came out of Church Lane at 
Warblington and turned left up the slip road onto the west bound A27. 
 
Garden birds – Where have all the Sparrows gone? 
Research showing the decline in House Sparrow numbers over the last 30 years or so has 
been widely reported.   I have also noticed a decline in my garden.  There have been very 
few this year and there is no sign as yet of the expected autumnal increase which usually 
begins at the start of September.  Has anyone else noticed this?  
To compensate for the lack of Sparrows I had a few interesting visitors this week, including 
a Coal Tit taking black sunflower seeds from the seedholder and moving into a nearby tree 
to consume them, a Goldcrest flitting around the trees and a “charm” of  6 Goldfinches.  
There is a Goldfinch settled on the sunflower seed holder as I write, taking a seed and 
munching it, before taking another.  It has been there for at least 10 minutes, hardly moving 
- quite a different feeding strategy from that of the Coal Tit.    
I know Grey Squirrels are a bit of a pest, but I rarely get one in my garden, at least, until this 
week when one came in for about half and hour, munched its way through seeds and 
peanuts and then left.  I haven’t seen it again.  Hopefully it will not return.  
 
More Little Egret roosts 
It looks as if the position of Thorney Island as the prime roost site for Little Egrets in the UK 
is under threat.  The current magazine of the Wetlands and Wildfowl Trust reports that 217 
Egrets roosted at the WWT Llanelli Reserve on the evening of 3rd Sept 2001.  That is 
almost four times as many as the peak count last year, so at that rate next year’s total could 
be well over 600!  
 
Breeding success at Arundel WWT  
The WWT magazine also reports that breeding birds did well at the Arundel reserve 
despite the floods.  Of the captive birds 3 Long-tailed duckings, 4 Hawaiian goslings and 5 
Bewick’s Swan cygnets were successfully raised.  In the wild area the floating rafts were 
occupied by 3 pairs of Common Terns raising 3 young and 164 pairs of Black-headed Gulls 
raising 350 young.  The reedbeds held 120 pairs of Reed Warblers and 50 pairs of Sedge 
Warblers and the local pair of Peregrines successfully raised 3 young.   
 

ENVIRONMENT NEWS 



Several logs have already been thrown into the river near the bend – seemingly to make a 
crossing point to replace the “Willow bridge” that was cut down.   We must move the logs 
away from the waterways during the workday next Sunday.   
The small sluice gate on Slipper Millpond has not yet been repaired, so the two Hermitage 
millponds remain tidal, but Tony Wilkinson was hoping the work would be completed this 
weekend.  
Water company workers were busy this week laying a new blue plastic water pipe along 
Lumley Road.   
 



 
Week 44:  Oct 29 to Nov 4, 2001   

 
WILDLIFE 

Birds 
On Monday while leaning on the North Bridge I had the pleasure of seeing the blue flash of 
a Kingfisher as it flew beneath me.  On the same occasion I was alerted to look up by the 
harsh calls of a flock of 12 Rooks as they flew overhead – suprisingly this was my first 
record of this bird for the meadow.   
Also, on Monday at about 12 noon there was a demented hybrid duck sitting on the bank of 
the river near the South Bridge, squawking continuously.  It had probably lost its way from 
the millponds and was calling for its mates.  
There are definite signs that some birds are getting frisky in preparation for breeding, with 
pairs of Blue Tit and Great Tit displaying and chasing one another.  But as yet Robin and 
Wren were the only regular songsters in the meadow this week, with occasional bursts 
coming from Blue Tit and Great Tit.  Blackbird and Chaffinch were about and active, but 
have not yet started singing.  Chiffchaff was, as usual, calling from the tree tops.   
Several flocks of Long-tailed Tits were spotted and heard as they made there way through 
the meadow.  A Goldcrest was again seen in the trees around the Lumley Millstream.  The 
now regular Great Spotted Woodpecker called from the tall trees on the Lumley Road.   
On and around the river Grey Wagtail and a Little Egret were regularly seen. A Moorhen 
was glimpsed as it made its way through the tunnel under the railway embankment towards 
the garden of Constant Springs.   
Fish 
I did not see any fish in the river myself this week, though a young lad I spoke to who was 
fishing claimed he had caught three Trout in the last few days and a Pike!  If  this latter is 
true then he probably did us a good turn since Pike are predators of Water Voles.   
Plants 
I counted 30 plants in flower this week, plus 4 grasses.   
Still showing particularly well are Michaelmas Daisies, Ivy, Common Nettle, Hogweed, 
Bristly Ox-tongue, Yarrow, Red Clover and White Dead-nettle.  Several plants of the white 
version of Common Comfrey (not to be confused with White Comfrey!) are now flowering 
along the raised river bank in the South Meadow.   
Newly flowering this week were Wavy Bitter-cress in Palmer's Road copse and Hedge 
Woundwort along the path north of the North Bridge.   
A couple of flowerheads of Winter Heliotrope were showing for the first time this winter by 
the South Bridge; this strongly smelling plant should be quite a feature in the next few 
weeks.  Ralph Hollins also noted some early flowers of Winter Heliotrope by the roadside of 
the Avenue de Chartres near the entrance to the Bishops Palace gardens – he was not 
expecting them until after the first frost.   
Field Horsetails (possibly some Marsh also?) are shooting up in the wetter areas of the 
meadow.   The Black Medick near the Lumley Gate has produced its black pods.   
Fungi 
There has been yet another good crop of the rare fungi Agrocybe cylindracea growing in 
the old Willow stump by the South Bridge.      
Trees 
Thus far I have positively identified 15 different species of tree/shrub around the meadow.  
I am tempted to include Holly which I see is growing in the disputed area between the two 
bridges near Lumley Road.  As yet unidentified is a Leylandii-type Cypress in the small 
plantation behind the Lumley Road cottages.   
The long-winged seeds of the Ash hang from the large tree which bends over the river by 
the railway embankment.   
Insects 



The fine weather brought out plenty of insects which were attracted, in particular, to the 
strong smelling flowers of Ivy.  Red Admirals were everywhere; I counted a maximum of 
seven on Friday morning.    
 

ENVIRONMENT 
Ownership of the banks around Gooseberry Cottage 
Following the comments in last week’s report on the ownership of Brook Meadow, Steve 
Mountain of Havant Borough Council wrote to clarify the situation regarding the banks 
around Gooseberry Cottage.  
He said, “The banks were constructed by the then DOT as part of the off-site works for the 
A27 Havant-Chichester bypass, to allow the field (which is owned by HBC) to operate as a 
retention lake at times of high river flow (since the flows off the new A27 were predicted to 
overload the river as it then was). Once built, the operation of the field as a retaining 
structure became and continues to be the responsibility of the EA (i.e. they decide when to 
remove/open stop logs/weirs etc) since it is technically part of the 'main river'.       
HBC is now in the position that the bank, although not built by us and forming part of a 
structure not operated by us, is nevertheless the responsibity of HBC as landowner under 
the Land Drainage Acts 1991/1994.” 
 
Clearance of the waterways and paths in Brook Meadow 
This week David Sawyer of HBC instructed his contractors to carry out a number of 
clearance tasks in the meadow, namely: 
1. The removal of all debris, both natural and artificial, from both the Ems and the Lumley 
Millstream.   
2. The strimming of a metre width along the banks of the Lumley Millstream. 
3. The removal of all tree branches and limbs crossing both the Ems and the Lumley 
Millstream.   
4. The removal of all tree branches and limbs crossing the paths within Brook Meadow. 
5. Making the necessary clearance for the installation of a seat.  
The work started this Wednesday and finished on Friday.  All in all I think the contractors 
did a very thorough job and I wrote to David Sawyer to thank him for organising the work.  
All that remains now is to remove the large tree root that is growing in the millstream 
opposite El Rancho in Lumley Road - presumably this is a job for a JCB?   
I was particularly pleased to see the millstream being cleared, since this was the job that 
David had asked our group to do, but that we had to decline. I was suprised to see the 
workers move right down into Peter Pond to clear a broad channel through the reedbeds.   
I rang Phil Pett at the Environment Agency who had planned to do some of this work and 
told him that the waterways had been cleared by HBC.  Naturally, he was very grateful 
since that saved him the job of doing it!   I confirmed the group could continue to monitor 
the two waterways to make sure there were no serious obstacles to the free flow of water.  
Let’s hope there is no more flooding this winter.   
As a result of the clearance work there is a considerable amount of tree cuttings and logs 
around the banks of the two waterways.  The logs, in particular, will be a temptation to 
youngsters to roll into the streams.  However,  they make good wildlife habitats for beetles, 
and such like, so it would be a pity to remove them. What the group could do is move them 
well away from the streams and put them in piles where they can rot down.   

OTHER LOCAL NEWS 
Guillemot in Emsworth 
Ros Norton rang to say that she had seen a Guillemot swimming and diving in the harbour 
near the Quay at 3.30 on Saturday afternoon.  This is an unusual bird to be seen in our 
area.  I have only seen one locally, in Langstone Harbour in Feb 1999.  The only Emsworth 
record I can find is one seen on Emsworth Millpond after a gale on 16 January 1995 (Hants 
Bird Report for 1996).    There was no sign of the bird when I looked at the same time on 
Sunday.   



Millponds 
There were plenty of Mute Swans on the town millpond where I counted 84 on Sunday 
afternoon along with our regular Black Swan.  Mallard were also numerous with 110 on the 
town millpond on Sunday and 32 on the Hermitage ponds.  The first 2 Tufted Duck of the 
winter returned on time to the town millpond where they will be until the spring.  Little Egret 
was a regular visitor to Peter Pond when the water was low.   
Thorney Island 
Contrary to my note in last week’s update Jane Noble tells me that the security gates were 
open last Saturday when she and Mark had a quick stomp around the Island. They had a 
good view of a group of mergansers (Chidham side) and there were 8 seals basking on the 
sands on the south west of the Island.  
 

FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
The next workday is on Sunday 18 November at 10am meeting at the Lumley Gate. 
The next committee meeting is on Tuesday 20 November at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.   
 



 
Week 43:  Oct 22-28, 2001   

 
WILDLIFE 

Birds 
Grey Heron and Little Egret are still regular visitors to the river, but I have not seen Grey 
Wagtail this week.  The local Kestrel occasionally visits the meadow.  Great Tit, Blue Tit, 
Wren and Robin were the only birds singing.  Richard Bishop saw a Jay in the trees by the 
railway line - the first sighting this year. Fred Portwin’s brother has donated two nest boxes 
which I hope Ian Brewster of HBC will put up for us.    
Mammals 
On Thursday Richard found a Common Shrew dead on the path by the steps down to the 
south meadow.   
Insects 
Red Admirals are still abundant – I see them everywhere.  Three were seen in the meadow 
by Frances Brettell on Sunday.  Also, on Sunday I had the interesting experience of being 
closely inspected by what I assume was a male Southern Hawker dragonfly.  “The Field 
Guide to Dragonflies and Damselflies” by Brooks and Lewington (p.106) describe this 
behaviour as characteristic of males.   
Fungi 
There is a new growth of the rare fungus Agrocybe cylindrincae in the old Willow stump 
beside the South Bridge.  There is also a growth of this fungus on an old Alder stump by the 
millstream along Lumley Road.  Phillips in his book “Mushrooms” reports that they grow in 
tufts, especially on Willows and Poplars.    
Plants 
Apart from the Michaelmas Daisies which are still looking very good the number of 
flowering plants on show in the meadow is rapidly declining; this week I counted just 24, 
plus 4 grasses.  Newly flowering this week was a patch of Shepherd's-purse just beneath 
the new white barrier at the end of Seagull Lane.  I added two more plants to the meadow 
list (both garden escapes), Pyracantha and Lonerica, both on the side of the track leading 
to Gooseberry Cottage from Lumley Road.  The red berries of Pyracantha make a 
wonderful splash of colour as well as providing food for Blackbirds.  
Young Birdwatcher 
While walking through the meadow on Thursday morning I was very pleased to meet 
young Liam who is 12 years of age. Liam had binoculars around his neck and a camera in 
his hand and was clearly very keen to find out about the wildlife in the area, having recently 
moved to Emsworth from Sheffield.  As we walked through the meadow I pointed out where 
he should look for Water Voles, we listened to the Robin and Wren singing and looked at 
some of the flowers.  I gave him an information leaflet about the group for him to pass onto 
his parents.  If you see him around the meadow say “Hallo” and introduce yourself.    
 

OTHER LOCAL NEWS 
Emsworth Millponds 
On Monday 63 Mute Swans were on the town millpond together with the Black Swan which 
was missing last week.  The Peter Pond pair were in the slipper basin.  The total number of 
Mallard was slightly down on previous weeks with 58 on the town millpond and 44 on the 
Hermitage millponds.  The male Mallards were very frisky, chasing the females – the 
hormones seem to be flowing.  Slipper Millpond was being drained in preparation for a 
repair job on the small sluice gate to the right of the main gates this weekend.  I was 
pleased to see 2 Little Grebes fishing in the pond, 4 Cormorants were on the raft and 2 
Little Egrets roaming on the edges of the pond.  Another Little Egret was on Peter Pond.   
Harbour 
On Monday the first Brent Geese of the winter were in the harbour; I counted 58, all of them 
adults.  Juvenile Brent Geese seem very scarce again this year.   Other birds in the harbour 



were Cormorant, Little Egret, Oystercatcher, Grey Plover, Ringed Plover, Dunlin, 
Redshank, Greenshank, Black-tailed Godwit.    
Thorney Island  
According to a poster along the track to Thorney Island it appears that the west security 
gate is still closed, though access can be obtained through the main gate.  Another notice 
announced plans to construct a footpath through Marina Farm to Thorney Road.  
 

FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
The next committee meeting is on Tuesday 20 November at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.   
The next guided walk is on Sunday 4 November at 10am meeting in Palmer's Road Car 
Park.  
The next workday is on Sunday 18 November at 10am meeting at the Lumley Gate. 

VISITORS TO BROOK MEADOW 
 

Damian Offer and Debbie Miller 
On Wed 24 October Frances Brettell, Wally Osborne, Elisabeth Kinloch and I met up with 
Damian Offer, the Hampshire Grazing Project Oficer from Hampshire County Council and 
Debbie Miller, our Habitat Management Advisor, to discuss the practicalities of having 
grazing cattle on the meadow.   
Several issues were identified, as follows.  
(1) Fencing.  The meadow could be fenced with standard fencing for cattle which was 
wooden posts and three strands of barbed wire.  Kissing gates could be included at 
strategic points.  The fencing would take a contractor about a week to complete and cost in 
excess of £2,000.  Probable date - next summer.   
(2) Water for the cattle.  Piping a water supply onto the meadow would be expensive. Due 
to the embankment there is no easy access to the River Ems, but access to the Lumley 
millstream was easier.    
(3) Another major cut.  Another cut of the meadow would be needed next summer to 
remove the new growth of rank vegetation, followed by fencing and then possibly by cattle 
in the autumn. We should be able to obtain some funding for this cut, though not from the 
SINC fund.   
(4) Nettles.  Nettles are already growing fast and need to be controlled.  A selective 
herbicide is one possibility though strimming would be preferable.  
(5) Funding.  The Hampshire Grazing Project could provide 75% of the funding for the 
introduction of grazing cattle up to £2,000.  Maybe Havant Borough Council could be 
approached for the rest.   
(6) Public consultation.  Publicity will be given to the proposed grazing project, with the 
regular group Newsletters, notices, articles, etc. and a public meeting at which both Debbie 
and Damian would attend to explain the management of the meadow and answer 
questions about the grazing.   
(7) Security of the cattle  One important issue that was not discussed concerned the 
security of the cattle.  
 
Phil Pett of the Environment Agency 
On Thursday 25 October Elisabeth Kinloch and I met Phil Pett, the Flood Defence Officer 
for the Environment Agency.  Several issues were discussed.  
(1) Ownership of the Brook Meadow area.  Phil had a map of the Brook Meadow area  
showing the ownership.  HBC own the whole of the meadow, the lower meadow (balancing 
pond), the patch at the end of Seagull Lane and Palmer's Road copse.   They also own 
both banks of the millstream from the Lumley Cottages down to the drive to Gooseberry 
Cottage. The ownership of the area between the two bridges is not clear, but Elisabeth was 
sure she did not own it.  The bank around Gooseberry Cottage was constructed by HBC 
and is owned by them.  The area immediately south of Gooseberry Cottage between the 
path and the lower meadow is owned by Lillywhite Brothers.  



(2) The old Willow tree in the millstream opposite “El Rancho” in Lumley Road  Phil 
confirmed that this tree had been felled by contractors of HBC to provide a free run for the 
waters of the stream.  The remaining stump and logs will be removed.  
(3) Clearance of the banks of the Lumley millstream  HBC had approached our group to 
undertake this task but we felt were not properly equipped to do it.  At Phil’s request I 
agreed to go back to the group with the view to reconsidering doing the clearance on our 
next workday.   
(4) Proposed watering area for cattle   Phil stressed that any fencing put in the stream 
should not be a trap for floating vegetation which would restrict the flow of water.  
(5) Clearance of the River Ems  Phil was very pleased with all the work we had done in 
clearing the river on the last workday.  However, he asked if we could continue to keep 
watch on the build-up of debris and clear it where necessary.  

BAT TALK 
There is a talk called "Introducing Bats" on Wednesday 7th Nov at Swanwick Nature 
Reserve at 7.30 p.m.  
Interested in bats & want to find out more?  Bat biology & behaviour - a slide talk. Bats in 
houses & trees - where do they hide?  The work of the Bat Hospital. Bat detectors,  latest 
computer software.  
Swanwick Nature Reserve has parking available, ramp access to the building & disabled 
toilets.  A small donation would be appreciated to cover costs of speakers & refreshments.  
Please bring along your friends.  Swanwick Reserve can be found a few minutes from J8 of 
the M27 near Bursledon.  
For details about the above please contact either of the following: Chris / Mike Pawling 
02380 617551 Colleen 01794 524232 



 
Week 42:  Oct 15-21, 2001   

 
GROUP NEWS 

Committee Meeting 
The October committee meeting was held at Ted Aylett’s house on Tuesday 16 October.  
The main decisions were: to investigate strimmers with a view to purchasing one, to 
investigate the construction of a noticeboard, to produce group badges to be worn by 
volunteer wardens when on duty in the meadow, to book the Emsworth Centre again for 
the AGM next year, to discuss raising the subscription for next year, to circulate the 
Chairman’s and Treasurer’s Reports for the year 2001 with the next Newsletter, to continue 
with the guided walks throughout the year and to investigate designing group car stickers.  
The minutes of the meeting can be found on the group web site – address below.  
The next committee meeting is on Tuesday 20 November at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.   
The next guided walk is on Sunday 4 November at 10am meeting in Palmer's Road Car 
Park.  
 
Workday 
On Sunday the monthly workday was attended by Frances Brettell, Wally Osborne, 
Graham Ault, Jill Mesom and myself.  The weather was cloudy and cool and the ground 
was very wet, but fortunately the rain held off.  The risk assessment was conducted by 
Frances.  Our main job was clearing up rubbish and the aftermath of the storms of a couple 
of weeks ago.  Specifically, we removed the rubbish and litter from around the South 
Bridge and Palmer’s Road copse and we got into the river to remove branches, twigs and 
leaves and tidied-up the area around the North Bridge where an old willow had come down.  
All tasks were completed and we were pleased with the work done; the river is now looking 
good and running smoothly.  There remains the willow that came down in the river just 
north of the North Bridge which the Environment Agency have been informed about and 
will presumably remove in the not too distant future.  
The next workday is on Sunday 18 November at 10am meeting at the Lumley Gate.   
 
Hampshire Grazing Project 
The Hampshire Grazing Project is an initiative funded by Hampshire County Council and 
English Nature to encourage appropriate grazing on land of conservation value.  The 
project offers free advice and support as well as grants up to 75% for work such as fencing 
and water provision.   
On Wednesday 24th October Damian Offer, the Grazing Project Officer and Debbie Miller, 
the Habitat Management Advisor, will be visiting Brook Meadow to discuss the possibility of 
introducing some grazing cattle onto part of the meadow.  I will report back next week on 
the outcome.   
 
Wildlife Watch 
We are hoping to arrange a conservation work session in the meadow for the local Wildlife 
Watch group (the junior section of the Hampshire Wildlife Trust).  We have tentatively 
booked Saturday 9th February 2002. It will be lovely to see children in the meadow, 
working under careful supervision.    
 
Bat Boxes 
One evening last week Ian Brewster of Havant Borough Council saw some bats in the 
meadow and suggested we might like to erect some bat boxes to help in their conservation.  
We are actively following up this good idea.  Are there any bat experts among our 
membership?   

 
WILDLIFE 



Birds 
Robin and Wren were singing much as usual.  Dunnock, Great Spotted Woodpecker and 
Chiffchaff were calling.  I saw a Chiffchaff in the willows in the centre of the meadow.    On 
Wednesday I saw a  Kestrel hovering over the meadow before being chased off by passing 
gulls.  Why do they do that?   A Grey Wagtail was seen and heard several times flitting 
around the river area.  I had a very nice view of a Kingfisher on the near the Lumley 
Millstream – probably one of the two seen a couple of weeks ago by Ralph Hollins.  On 
Sunday the workparty saw a Little Egret and a Grey Heron flying onto the river and heard a 
flock of Long-tailed Tits calling from the trees.  
 
 
 
Insects 
Again, Red Admirals were everywhere.  Common Darters are also still fairly common near 
the river and millstream, with some coupled together.  I saw one large blue-bodied 
dragonfly which did not settle – probably a Southern Hawker.   While examining some 
plants I noticed a single 7-Spot Ladybird;  this made me wonder how many others I have 
missed.   
 
Plants 
I counted 32 plants in flower this week, though it is becoming quite difficult to determine 
whether certain plants are or are not in flower (e.g Redshank).  Michaelmas Daisies are 
showing wonderfully around the meadow; less prominent are Bristly Ox-tongue, Yarrow, 
Hogweed, Dandelion, Black Medick, Red Clover and Ivy.  The Ivy has a powerful sweet 
aroma, which was attracting late-flying insects (e.g Red Admirals).  Pepper-saxifrage has 
almost finished flowering, but the fruits are attractive, particularly when looked at under the 
microscope.  Newly flowering this week were Gorse on the causeway (so kissing is back in 
season), Charlock also on the causeway and Purple Toadflax behind the bottle bank next 
to the Black Nightshade.    
Water-starwort continues to flourish in the river, but shows no obvious sign of flowering.  
However, a piece I took home and kept in a bowl of water a week ago has a couple of small 
violet flowers.  If it then fruits this should enable me to confirm (or not) from the shape of the 
fruit its identification as Blunt-fruited Water-starwort (Callitriche obtrusangula).   
 
Fungus 
There has been another very good crop of the white fungus Agrocybe cylindracea growing 
inside the old Willow stumps immediately to the south of the North Bridge at the end of 
Seagull Lane.  This is the fungus described as rare, edible and smelling of old wine casks 
in the book “Mushrooms and other Fungi of Great Britain and Europe” by Roger Phillips 
(p.170).  It was first discovered by Ralph Hollins in this same Willow stump in May of this 
year, then in September I found more growing in a similar Willow stump near the South 
Bridge.  
 
Water Vole 
I saw a distinct scurrying movement into one of the burrow holes in the river bank near the 
gasholder as I walked past.  I waited for a few minutes, but saw nothing more definite.   
 

OTHER LOCAL NEWS 
Emsworth millponds 
The Hermitage millponds have been full of water again – a sign that the Slipper Millpond 
sluice gates are repaired?  On Monday the Mute Swan flock was up to 49 on the town 
millpond, but there was no sign of the Black Swan.  There had been one seen in Mill Rythe 
on Hayling Island last week, so maybe that’s where it has gone to.  The Mute Swan pair 
were back on Peter Pond at high water on Thursday morning.  The total Mallard flock on 



the Emsworth millponds remains unchanged at 137, with the majority (114) on the town 
millpond.  There are also a couple of white domestic ducks.   
 
The Ems Valley 
Green Sandpipers have been wintering along the River Ems between Emsworth and 
Westbourne for many years and on Thursday I found two in the usual spot on the river bank 
half way to Westbourne.  They flew up as I approached and wheeled around a few times 
before coming back down onto the river.  The river was  ideal for them - quite shallow, but 
running well.  I wish we could tempt them to come further downstream into Brook Meadow.  
I disturbed 2 Little Egrets and a Grey Heron on the river nearer to Westbourne.  I also 
recorded Goldfinch, Linnet, 7 Magpies and two flocks of Long-tailed Tits.  Red Admirals 
were again everywhere. Shepherd’s-purse was flowering abundantly in the fields.   
I found a fern and a moss growing on the wall of the railway arch at the end of Seagull 
Lane.  All I can say about the fern is that I’m pretty sure it is not a Spleenwort.  With regards 
to the moss, going purely on its resemblence to the picture in Roger Phillips’s book 
“Grasses, Ferns, Mosses and Lichens” (p.142) I would guess Homalothecium sericeum.  I 
see from the Hants Flora (p.339 that it is very common on walls.   
 
Nutbourne  
On Thursday morning I found a substantial flock of about 150 Linnet feeding on the partially 
flooded meadow at the end of Farm Lane in Nutbourne. There were at least 2 Reed 
Buntings mixed in with the flock and they were also joined from time to time by the flock of 
about 30 House Sparrows that are usually in the bushes along the path to the seawall.   
There was a large flock of nearly 400 Wigeon in the bay together with 52 Mute Swans, a 
few Brent Geese and a couple of Pintail.  
 

Week 41:  Oct 8-14, 2001   
 

Bonanza of birds 
Birdwatching can be a frustrating hobby.  Sometimes you walk around for hours without 
seeing hardly anything, and then you have a magic moment when birds suddenly are all 
around you.  I had the latter experience on Thursday morning while walking up Lumley 
Road.  I stopped where the Willow tree had been felled opposite "El Rancho" and was 
confonted by a bonanza of birds in the trees.   
Robin and Wren were singing strongly, a Dunnock sang briefly and a Chiffchaff was calling.  
Pairs of Blue Tit and Great Tit were busy looking for late insects in the trees and a pair of 
Blackbird flitted in and out of the bushes.  A Grey Wagtail with its yellow rump bobbed on 
the edge of the stream.  Then a tiny Goldcrest came down and splashed about in the 
shallow water nearby; later, I saw it feeding in a tree and heard it singing its thin 
Chaffinch-like song.   A Little Egret flew overhead.   
Best of all was a tiny Treecreeper working its way up the trunks of the Willows on the far 
bank of the millstream.  This was a first for Brook Meadow taking the bird list total to 51.  I 
also saw another warbler-like bird, tantilisingly briefly, but not long enough to confirm its ID.   
Walking back through the meadow I then found two Little Egrets on the river, though they 
quickly flew off as I approached.   
 
Mystery feather 
Also on Thursday morning, I found a large black feather in the meadow which I took home 
and measured; it was 360mm in length.  Since the end of the calamus (the central stem) 
was broken off I can assume that the original length of the feather was probably even more 
than this.   
Looking in my book “Tracks and Signs of the Birds of Britain and Europe” by Brown et. al. I 
found that the maximum feather lengths of some of the likely candidates were considerably 
smaller than this one: Carrion Crow 268mm, Rook 292mm, Grey Heron 328mm and 



Cormorant 282mm.  Of  the candidates with the right length of feathers Great Black-backed 
Gull at 442mm was be ruled out since it has feathers which are white-tipped as was 
Buzzard at 377mm which has brown feathers.   
I also considered Emsworth’s Black Swan, but its large primary flight feathers, which show 
up in flight, are pure white. It seems unlikely that any other of its feathers could be the 
length of the one I found, since looking at the figures for the comparable Mute Swan none 
of its feathers other than the primary ones are of the necessary length.  
This left two main contenders, both of which have pros and cons.   
(1) Raven has feathers the right length (max 416mm) and colour (black), but is a rare visitor 
to our area.  However, there have been some sightings of Ravens in the local area.  Ralph 
Hollins reports one seen on Hayling Island on 10th Sept and another was seen in the North 
Marden area  in mid-August and others have been seen around the Test Valley.  Ralph 
says “that at least two pairs of Ravens seem to have nested in the south of England - one 
on the Isle of Wight and one possibly in Hampshire, and I expect these numbers to 
increase in coming years.”   So, Raven is a possibility.  Note: to distinguish Raven from 
Carrion Crow look at the tail, the Raven’s is diamond-shaped and the end of a Crow’s tail is 
rounded.    
(2) Canada Goose is very common in our area and its feathers are the right length (max 
447mm), but its flight feathers are brown rather than black.  I have a good collection of 
Canada Goose feathers and all of them are brown and much lighter in colour than the 
feather in question.  However, it is possible that the Brook Meadow feather could be a 
particularly dark example of a Canada Goose feather.   
 
Water Voles 
Graham Ault had the pleasure of seeing his first Water Vole last Saturday evening north of 
the North Bridge, coming out of the channel which comes from the railway bank. In his 
words, “A lovely moment!” 
A less happy tale was told to me by Verity Ingram who found a dead Water Vole on the 
drive in front of Gooseberry Cottage.  She said it was an adult and looked in good 
condition.  This could have been one of the voles I saw some weeks ago under the small 
bridge to the north of Peter Pond.   
 
Insects 
Red Admirals have been the butterfly of the week.  Tony Wilkinson saw several on his walk 
round the meadow on Friday morning; one on the Seagull Lane Bridge, two on the north 
path along the river and two more on the path along the river by the gasholder.  Others 
included some Small Whites and a possible Large White.   Common Darter dragonflies 
with red and brown bodies still roam the area around the river.    
 
Plants 
Thanks to Frances Brettell for identifying Black Horehound in the patch at the end of 
Seagull Lane.  This is a new addition to the Brook Meadow plant list.  From Frances Rose: 
Fl 6-10.  40-80cm tall.  Harsh resinous smell. Leaves rough coarse toothed. Inf: spikes of 
many flowered whorls in leaf axils - dull purple flowers. Calix: 1cm long, funnel-shaped, 10 
veins, 5 oval with short pointed teeth.  
Another new plant for Brook Meadow list this week was Dogwood which was in flower in 
the small plantation of mainly Willow and Alder near the bend in the river opposite the 
gasholder.   
Sadly, Fleabane and Water Mint are over for another year, but the Michaelmas Daisies 
more than make up for their absence.  Perennial Sow-thistle still has some of its large 
yellow flowers, but equally attractive are its fluffy pure white seed heads which, under the 
microscope, shine like iridescent filaments.  One of our old meadow indicators, 
Pepper-saxifrage, can still be seen standing proudly above the declining vegetation around 
in the area north of the Lumley Gate.   



There are a few grasses making a late flowering, Cocksfoot, False Oatgrass and Rough 
Meadow-grass.   
 
Water-starwort  
Concerning the Water-starwort growing in the river Pete Selby the Botanical Recorder for 
South Hampshire writes “You will have problems getting a definite identification of Water 
Starworts without 
fruit.  However I do agree that C. obtusangula is the most likely”.  
Ralph Hollins tells me that Stace’s “New Flora of the British Isles” has a whole page of good 
clear drawings of Callitriche seeds, though he says I will need a  microscope as the 
drawings are enlarged 16 times (the 1mm scale bar with the drawings measures 16mm).  
Until I have found some seeds and have identified them I shall pencil it into the meadow list 
as C. obtusangula (Blunt-fruited Water-starwort).   
Adding Water-starwort takes the plant list total to 202 plants identified in the last two years.  
The total for this year alone is 182, with a further 20 plants from last year not being found 
this year.    
 
Environment 
The storms over last weekend wreaked havoc in the meadow, bringing down three willow 
trees and masses of small willow twigs everywhere.  One of the trees came down across 
the North Bridge; it did not damage the bridge, but it was blocking the access of 
pedestrians.  Ian Brewster of Havant Borough Council has been asked if he could arrange 
for it to be removed.  A second tree came down in the river above the North Bridge and I 
have asked the Environment Agency to move it.  The third came down in the north meadow 
and is not a problem.   
There has been some dumping on the site, notably of rubble and garden refuse on the 
eastern side behind the Lumley Road cottages and hedge cuttings at the bottom of Seagull 
Lane.  David Sawyer of Havant Borough Council has been informed and he confirmed that 
they will be removed.  
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Emsworth Harbour 
I have not seen any Brent Geese as yet in Emsworth Harbour, though there are plenty in 
Langstone Harbour and in Nutbourne Bay.   A good selection of waders can be seen 
feeding at low water, including, Oystercatcher, Grey Plover, Curlew, Black-tailed Godwit, 
Redshank (over 130) and Greenshank.  
Slipper Millpond  
Tony Wilkinson reports that the sluice gate on the Slipper Mill pond is still open pending 
completion of repairs this coming Sunday though he has doubts whether this will be 
achieved.  Despite his fears about the well-being of the tube worm (ficopomatus 
enigmaticus) after the three months of drained pond last winter they are apparently more 
prolific than they have been at any time over the past 10 years according to Prof. Thorp 
though Tony only heard this second hand.  Tony has no news about the fate of  the two 
protected species - the Starlet Sea Anenome (nematostella vectensis) and the tentacled 
lagoon worm (alkmaria romijni).  As autumn and spring are their breeding seasons the 
shorter time the pond is empty the better.  
 
Brook Meadow Conservation Group 
Next Committee Meeting is on Tuesday 16th October at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.   
Next Work Session is on Sunday 21st October meet at 10am at the Lumley Gate.   
 

WEEK 40:  OCT 1-7, 2001 
 

GROUP NEWS 



Annual General Meeting: 
The AGM was held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on Wednesday 3rd October 
from 7pm.  It was attended by 26 members.  All members of the present committee were 
re-elected, though Tony Wilkinson stood down in favour of Andy Brook who will handle the 
publicity.  Tony will continue as a co-opted member.   The Chairman’s Report and the 
Treasurer’s Report will be circulated to all members with the next Newsletter.   The AGM 
was followed by refreshments kindly organised by Jean Fellows and Penny Aylett.   
Gwynne Johnson concluded the meeting with a facinating account of different types of 
meadows and their flora which gave us all much food for thought.    
 
Guided Nature Walk 
I led the last of the planned guided walks on Sunday 7th Oct in the company of Frances 
Brettell.  I was not suprised no one else came in view of the heavy showers.  However, the 
rain held off and we had a nice walk round the meadow.  We were joined half way round by 
Andy and Jane Brook and Andy’s mother.  Frances suggested we might consider 
continuing the walks throughout the year, since there is always something of interest to see 
and observations to share.  This is a good idea. 
 
Next Committee Meeting is on Tuesday 16th October at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.   
 
Next Work Session is on Sunday 21st October meet at 10am at the Lumley Gate.   
 

WILDLIFE ON THE MEADOW 
Birds 
Robin and Wren are still the only birds regularly singing on the meadow, but the others are 
about.  Dunnock, Chiffchaff and Great Spotted Woodpecker were heard calling.  A Little 
Egret and a Grey Heron were seen on the river and flying over. A Grey Wagtail is now a 
regular on the river.  A Kingfisher was briefly seen by Jane Brook on Sunday.  
Black-headed Gulls fly to and fro the harbour overhead.   
 
Insects 
Not many butterflies on the meadow this week.  I saw several Small Whites and had two 
sightings of 2 Red Admirals and a Speckled Wood.   Of the dragonflies, the red-bodied 
Common Darters are still fairly numerous along the river.  I noticed a fly with a long thin 
body which I have not identified.   
 
Plants 
There are still plenty of flowering plants in the meadow (I counted 50 this week), though 
they are getting harder to find.  Newly flowering this week were Lesser Stitchwort, 
Broad-leaved Willowherb, Scarlet Pimpernel, Ivy and, suprisingly, Meadowsweet.    
Michaelmas Daisies are now flowering very well and give a lovely splash of colour to the 
meadow.  Look out for the Pepper-saxifrage which is still flowering nicely in the wet area 
north of the Lumley Gate – this is one of our old meadow indicators.   
Ivy is looking particularly splendid just now with masses of glossy green new leaves and 
bunches of flower buds.  Note, Ivy has two types of leaves; the leaves of the flower shoots 
are oval or ellipical and those of non-flowering stems are palmate with 3-5 lobes.  Frances 
Brettell identified a new plant – Purple Toadflax – to be added to our Brook Meadow list 
taking it to 199.  It was growing behind the bottle bank in Palmer's Road copse, a useful 
addition, although it is probably a garden escape.   
There are also several grasses in flower, notably Cocksfoot, Timothy, Wall Barley and 
False-oat Grass.  The newly cut meadow looks quite green and the nettles are growing 
fast.  Field Horsetail is also shooting up all over the meadow.   
 
Trees 



On Sunday Frances Brettell and I positively identified the very tall tree on the west bank as 
Sycamore.  It can be seen quite clearly from Palmer's Road Car Park towering above the 
industrial units.  There is, in fact, a line of them along the back of the industrial units.  We 
also noticed a tall Western Balsam Poplar growing on the west bank, in addition to those in 
Palmer's Road copse.     
Water-starwort  
I have been puzzling over a plant growing in the River Ems with star-shaped leaves floating 
on the surface.  I took a sample for closer examination.  It does not have any underwater 
hair-like leaves which would be expected from a Water-crowfoot.  All the leaves are 
lanceolate-shaped and are spaced along a long thin stem in pairs except for the top ones 
which float on the surface which have 4 or 5 in a star shape.  My guess is that it is a 
Water-starwort.  I have been looking at Rose's key for the Water-starworts and at the Hants 
Flora. The identification is not easy, but I think our version best fits the description for C. 
obtusangula (Blunt-fruited Water-starwort) in that it has floating rosettes and 
spoon-shaped leaves, strongly veined above (they have 3 distinct veins). The Hants Flora 
does not show records for C. obtusangula in the Brook Meadow area, but there are records 
close by.  I want Ralph Hollins to take a look.  
 
Fungi 
The meadow has suprisingly few fungi growing on it.  One I found was (I think) a small 
cluster of Fairies’ Bonnets in the centre of the meadow.  This small fungus is a member of 
the Ink Cap family and typically grows in groups on or near rotting wood.  They have 
greyish bell-shaped caps which are markedly grooved.  The spindly, fragile grey-white 
stem has a downy base.  There is another (unidentified) fungus growing on the pile of 
arisings near the the centre of the meadow.   
 

ENVIRONMENT 
The doggie bin at the South Gate fills up remarkably quickly.  We really should get Havant 
Borough Council to empty this one (at present we have to empty it) as well as the one at 
Seagull Lane.   
The poster remover seems to have given up, though they are getting very tatty.  Hopefully, 
we should have a proper noticeboard in the near future.   
In addition to the Elms which have been felled near the entrance to Gooseberry Cottage 
(noted in last week’s report) I noticed that a substantial and quite healthy-looking Willow 
had also been felled a little further up Lumley Road before you get to the cottages.  Could 
this have anything to do with the proposed clearance of the banks of the Lumley 
Millstream?  
The recent rains have created the regular puddle near the Lumley Gate and in general 
made several areas very wet.  Thank goodness we did the big cut when we did in late 
August.   
The fallen willow branch in the Seagull Lane patch has been partly decimated, presumably 
by kids  We will probably need to remove it at the next workday.   
There is a lot of litter collecting along the river.  Bags of rubbish have been dumped in 
Palmer's Road copse along the path from the bottle bank and what looks like metal chair 
frames have been dumped on the west bank near the bend in the river.   

OTHER LOCAL NEWS 
Emsworth Millponds 
Cormorants were fishing in the town millpond and more were on Slipper Millpond.  But I did 
not see the Little Grebes on the Slipper pond – Did anyone?  There were 63 Mute Swans 
plus the Black Swan on the town millpond on Monday.  A pair of Mute Swans were on Peter 
Pond, probably the regular nesting pair back to inspect their site.   There were over 100 
Mallard on the town millpond and another 30 or so were on the Hermitage ponds.  Coot 
numbers were up to 32 on Slipper Millpond and Dolphin Lake.   
Emsworth Harbour 



The Brent Geese are back, but I have not as yet seen any in our harbour.  On Saturday a 
Greenshank was seen flying with bright yellow underwings and rump. Details sent to 
ringing man, Pete Potts.   
Rare bird on Hayling Island Golf Course 
A Buff-breasted Sandpiper was seen on Wednesday evening on the eastern side of the 
Hayling golf course nearest to the western beach car park and attracted a good few 
twitchers.  This is an American bird,  but a common vagrant to Great Britain, particularly in 
Sept-Oct.  I went, but did not see it.  
A rare fern 
There is a fine display of Maidenhair Spleenwort (Asplenium trichomanes) on the walls of 
the Waterside Church in Bath Road.  According to Ralph Hollins this is only one of two 
places locally that it grows.   
Seagull pub sign 
Debbie Robinson tells me that it was handed over to a couple living in one of the newly built 
flats on the Seagull site. The lady there has it in her garage and intends to hand it over to 
Emsworth museum. 
 

 



WEEK 39:  SEPT 24-30, 2001   
 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: 
The AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on Wednesday 3rd October 
at 7pm (not Tuesday as announced on the formal notification).  Park in the South Street 
Car Park.   
The AGM will be followed by refreshments and guest speaker who is Gwynne Johnson, the 
Chairman of the Havant and Emsworth Branch of the Hampshire Wildlife Trust.  Gwynne 
will be talking about conservation issues in meadows such as Brook Meadow.   
 

WILDLIFE NEWS 
Birds 
Ralph Hollins went through Brook Meadow for the first time since the cut on Friday and had 
the pleasure of first hearing, then seeing, two Kingfishers fly close by him while he was 
standing on the causeway near the Lumley Gate.  He watched them heading from the 
garden of Gooseberry Cottage into the willows upstream beside Lumley Road.  There were 
no other significant bird observations, though the Robins can be heard everywhere singing 
their very wistful autumn song.   
 
Plants 
I counted 48 plants in flower on the meadow last week.  Michaelmas Daisies (or are they 
Sea Astors?) have started to flower near the causeway and the very pretty white flowers of 
Black Nightshade now brighten up the area behind the bottle bank in Palmer's Road Car 
Park.  Ralph Hollins cycled through Brook Meadow on Friday and was pleased to see the 
lovely pink flowers of 'wild sweet pea' (Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea) brightening the 
rough grass near the Seagull Lane entrance bridge to the meadow.  He was even more 
delighted to find one plant of Skullcap flowering along Lumley Road where the millstream 
flows past the cottages.  Sadly, since this is outside the boundary of Brook Meadow , it 
cannot be added to our plant list.   
 
Insects 
There are some lovely dragonflies to be seen in the meadow at present.  I saw two  with 
bright blue bodies crossed with black which I tentatively identified as male Common 
Hawkers, but I was corrected by Ralph Hollins who pointed out that as these are anything 
but common in the Havant area they were probably Southern Hawkers.  I also saw several 
Common Darters, smaller with red or brown bodies.   
The only butterflies on the meadow last week were Red Admirals and Small Whites.   

 
ENVIRONMENT NEWS 

Jobs That Need Doing 
Bags of rubbish have been dumped in Palmer's Road copse along the path from the bottle 
bank and what looks like metal chair frames, has been dumped on the west bank near the 
bend in the river.  There is a fallen Willow branch in the Seagull Lane patch which the group 
should be able to cut and remove.  
 
Miscellaneous 
There was lots of dog mess about this week – sign of the meadow being more used 
following the cut?  The doggie bin at the South Gate fills up remarkably quickly.  The poster 
remover seems to have given up - the notices about the cutting have remained up all week. 
Two tall dead Elms beside Lumley Road just north of the Gooseberry Cottage drive were 
felled by the Bud Tree Surgeons; presumably they were a danger to the road.  Sadly the 
Seagull pub sign has gone.   
 

GROUP NEWS 



Btcv Strimmer Course 
Frances Brettell, Wally Osborne and Andy Brook were our three representatives on this 
training course which took place on Sunday 30th Sept.  Fortunately, the rain relented 
sufficently in the afternoon for some cutting to be achieved, though I was obliged to cancel 
the proposed raking-up session.    
 

FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Committee Meeting: Tuesday 16th October at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.   
Work Session:  Sunday 21st October – regular monthly workday, meet at 10am at the 
Lumley Gate.   
 

OTHER LOCAL NEWS 
 
Emsworth Millponds 
The Mute Swan flock is much the same as last week with about 67 on the millpond and in 
the harbour. The Black Swan was also present.  The I counted 128 Mallard on the three 
millponds. Slipper Millpond was empty of water for a few days at the end of the week as the 
sluice gate was being repaired.  On Friday this was clearly to the liking of the 500 or so 
Black-headed Gulls that were resting on the mud.  Other birds on the pond at the time 
included 4 Little Egrets, 2 Little Grebe, 5 Cormorants, 2 Mute Swans, 14 Mallard, 27 Coot 
and 2 Moorhen.  With the bottom of the pond exposed the coral-like growth of tube-worm 
casts show up very well.   
 
Emsworth Harbour 
There were lots of nice birds in the harbour last week.  On Monday I counted 13 Little Egret 
and 14 Greenshank feeding in close proximity in the town channel near the entrance to the 
Marina.  One of the Greenshank was colour-ringed; Pete Potts the ringer tells me it was 
ringed at Farlington Marshes on 15th Sept last year as an adult bird.   Even better was a 
Spotted Redshank feeding in its typical dashing fashion in pursuit of small fish in one of the 
shallow pools – the first sighting I have had in the harbour since Jan 1997.  The Redshank 
have arrived in force; I counted 128 feeding on the mudflats – my highest ever total for the 
harbour. Not many Dunlin as yet, but soon there will be hundreds.  Other waders on the 
mudflats were Oystercatcher, Black-tailed Godwit, Grey Plover and Curlew.   
 
Brent Geese 
There are no Brent Geese in Emsworth Harbour as yet, but they have arrived in Langstone 
Harbour, a little later than usual.  They usually settle down first in the SE corner of 
Langstone Harbour off the west Hayling shore, though will soon be seen everywhere.  The 
burning question is, did they breed this year?  Last year hardly any young were produced.   
 
Little Egret Survey 
A coordinated Little Egret survey is taking place at a number of roost sites along the south 
coast.  The September count found about 550 birds.  However, there are none using the 
traditional site at the Great Deeps on Thorney Island where they have been roosting in very 
large numbers for the past 5 years or so.   The nearest roost to Emsworth is the one in 
Tournerbury Wood on Hayling Island where up to 100 spend the night.    
 
Red-Backed Shrike 
A Red-backed Shrike has been on Hayling Oysterbeds since last Wednesday.  It is a rare 
bird and well worth going to have a look.  You should see it perched on bushes on the “brick 
field” east of the old railway line at SU718037.  It is a juvenile bird with brownish-grey 
crown, brownish mask with large jet black eyes, brown upper parts which are finely barred 
giving a scalloped effect and pale under parts which are slightly barred and patchy.  A very 



fine bird indeed.   Go at high tide to get a good view of the wader roost of over 1,000 Dunlin, 
Ringed Plover, Grey Plover and Oystercatcher.  
 
Buzzards Galore 
After many years absence from our area Buzzards are now back and spreading.  Stansted 
Forest is a good place to see them since three pairs nested there this year. Another pair 
nested in Oldpark Wood at Bosham, and I saw five Buzzards soaring over the wood from 
across the water at Dell Quay last week.   
 
Influx Of Greenfinches 
I was suprised find an exceptionally large flock of 32 Greenfinch feeding on seeds on the 
grass in my back garden, most appeared to be juveniles.  This is the second highest 
number I have ever recorded in the garden.  Has anyone else noticed an influx of 
Greenfinches?   
 



WEEK 38:  SEPT 17-23, 2001   
 
BIRDS 
I was pleased to see a Grey Wagtail back on the River Ems in Brook Meadow for the first 
time this autumn; they arrived back at about the same time last year.   
Also, on the river, as last week, was a Little Egret.  I have a feeling this is a single bird which 
moves between the harbour, the Hermitage Millponds and the River Ems.   
As usual, Robin and Wren have been regularly singing.  On Friday Tony Wilkinson also 
heard a Great Tit singing along the south path.  
 
PLANTS 
Flowering plants were down to 38 on the meadow this week.   But the star 
Pepper-saxifrages are showing very well above the rampant bindweed in the area north of 
the Lumley Gate; I counted 11 plants.  Ominously, the Japanese Knotweed is flowering 
profusely on the west bank of the river near the gasholder.  Should we go across and cut it 
before the seeds spread this very invasive plant onto the meadow?  Spotted Medick was a 
new plant for the year in the Seagull Lane patch. 
I was especially pleased to find two more plants to be added to the Brook Meadow plant list 
this week bringing the overall total to 197.   200 here we come!  
1. Marsh Thistle  
This is growing in the wet area by the Lumley Millstream north of the Lumley Gate with 
some red-purple flowers showing.  Marsh Thistle can be distinguished from the more 
common Creeping Thistle by its continuous spiny-winged stem (the stem of the Creeping 
Thistle is spineless).   
2. Petty Spurge  
This is growing near the path to the North Bridge just past the barrier at the end of Seagull 
Lane.  This plant has an unusual flower, lacking petals and sepals.  Each cup-like structure 
contains a stalked female ovary and several very small male flowers; they are flanked by 
four or five glands with long horns.  In some of the flowers I examined under the 
microscope the ovary had developed into a smooth fruit.  The leaves are untoothed, fleshy 
green.  In keeping with its name the stems and leaves contain a strong purgative juice 
which apparently has also been used to burn off corns and warts.   
Water Crowfoot species?  
There is an interesting plant growing in the river near the sluice gate opposite Palmer's 
Road copse.  It is not flowering, but has pretty star-shaped leaves floating on the surface of 
the water with the stems hanging down.  Each of the 6 leaflets is about 1cm long.  The 
piece I pulled up did not appear to be rooted in the river bed.   Ralph Hollins says that many 
of the Water Crowfoot species have two types of leaf -  
those that are sent up to the surface are usually broad and flat, those that remain 
underwater are long and thin - but the details are tricky. R. penicillatus (our regular Stream 
Water-crowfoot) usually lacks floating leaves but can have them (Rose does not mention 
this!).  
 
FUNGI 
The rare fungus (Agrocybe cylindracea) growing on the old Willow stump beside the south 
bridge over the River Ems, unfortunately has been damaged by persons climbing onto the 
tree stump.  However, there are still a few plants remaining (Ref: Phillips “Mushrooms” 
p.170).    
 
MORE ON HORNETS 
I had a good look around the area where we encountered the Hornets last weekend and 
could not find any sign of them.  This suggests it was not a nest, but an area the insects had 
been attracted to probably for feeding. I am pleased to say that Tony Wootton suffered no 
ill effects from being stung.   



 
WILDLIFE WATCH PROPOSAL 
I was approached by Sally Church the leader of the Havant and District Wildlife Watch 
about the possibility of arranging a practical work session in Brook Meadow for a group of 
her children. The Wildlife Watch is the junior branch of the Hampshire Wildlife Trust and 
arranges a number of practical conservation sessions each year. The groups usually range 
from 6 to 10 children with an age range from 8 to 13 years. The supervision of the children 
during the work sessions is entirely their responsibility and they have two leaders and 
about 2 to 3 adults for every child. They also have their own insurance. They usually work 
on Saturday mornings for 2 hours from 10.30 to 12.30 and Saturday 9th February would be 
a suitable date for the work session. I pointed out to Sally that Brook Meadow was owned 
by Havant Borough Council and that she would need to get their permission for any work to 
be carried out on site by the group.  
Personally, I would be very happy to see children working in the meadow particularly since 
the Wildlife Watch seems to be a well organised and well supervised group. I am a little 
concerned about what the children should be asked to do. Clearing vegetation is the 
obvious choice, particularly from the lower meadow, though this would involve using 
cutting tools. I discussed this with Sally and she agreed that cutting tools such as shears 
would not be used by the younger children but could be used by the older ones with proper 
supervision. Scythes would be out of the question. Sally agreed that most of the cutting 
work would be done by the adults with the children doing the clearing and carrying work.   
I would appreciate any views on this interesting proposal.  I have already consulted with 
your committee who are very positive about the proposal.   
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
The Mute Swan numbers were up to over 70 this week during the Emsworth Food Festival, 
no doubt getting wind of the free food on offer!   There are still plenty of Mallard on the 
millponds, with a total of about 130 present. Most are on the town millpond, but about 30 
can usually be seen huddled along the A259 embankment overlooking Peter Pond.  As 
Tony Wilkinson pointed out the Mallard mum in the Slipper basin area is obviously a 
champion as she still has all her nine ducklings quite grown up now; one is much smaller 
than its siblings.  The Coot population on the Hermitage millponds also remains steady at 
28; none as yet have ventured onto the town millpond.  Cormorant numbers seem to have 
been down on Slipper Millpond this week (did the illegal fishermen take all the fish?).  On 
Monday a very fine-looking Great Black-backed Gull was settled on top of a nest box on 
one of the rafts on Slipper Millpond.  No Little Grebe as yet have returned to Slipper 
Millpond.   
In the harbour Little Egret numbers are building up – I saw 8 feeding in the town channel on 
Thursday.  Black-tailed Godwits are still the dominant wader feeding on the mudflats at low 
water (long legs and long straight bills), but look out also for Oystercatcher, Grey Plover, 
Redshank and Curlew.  The first Knot of the winter have returned.     
 
FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Work Sessions:   
Extra session on Sunday 30th September for raking etc following the BTCV strimmer 
course, meet 2pm in South Meadow.    
Sunday 21st October – regular monthly workday, meet at 10am at the Lumley Gate.   
 
Annual General Meeting:  
The AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on Wednesday 3rd October 
at 7pm (not Tuesday as announced on the formal notification).  Park in the South Street 
Car Park (no charge in the evening).   
The AGM will be followed by refreshments and guest speaker.   



The guest speaker will be Gwynne Johnson, Chairman of the Havant and Emsworth 
Branch of the Hampshire Wildlife Trust.  Gwynne will be talking about conservation issues 
in meadows such as Brook Meadow.   
 



WEEK 37: SEPT 10-16, 2001   
 
AFTER THE BIG CUT 
Reaction to the big cut remains generally positive, though there are a few people who think 
the meadow should have been left as it was.  However, it is a relief to know that our notices 
explaining the reason for the cut have remained up all week.   
Anne de Potier of the Chichester Harbour Conservancy paid a visit to the meadow last 
Saturday for the first time since the cut and she said “... brilliant!  It's great having the area 
cared for, and all the people I met on Saturday agreed.”   Anne also very kindly removed 
the bottles by the north bridge and an oldish binbag of stuff near the south bridge.   
I asked Anne for her advice on what we should do next.  Should we consider further limited 
cutting during the winter to keep the rank vegetation down?  Her advice was to do nothing 
more and see what happens, then next year build on what we have learned.  She says the 
Conservancy never do any winter cutting at Fishbourne Meadows and, of course, it doesn't 
grow in the winter anyway. 
 
FRIENDS OF OLD BRIDGE MEADOW 
On Monday I accompanied Brian Currell and Richard Tully from the Friends of Old Bridge 
Meadow in Bosham around our meadow.  Brian and Richard are engaged in a similar 
conservation project at Bosham, though their meadow is considerably smaller than Brook 
Meadow and has been mown for several years.  Old Bridge Meadow is on the right hand 
side of the main A259 road to Chichester just before the Swan Roundabout at Bosham.  I 
will arrange a recriprocal visit later and will keep you informed.   
 
INTERCHANGE 
On Tuesday evening I gave a talk on Brook Meadow and the work of the group to 
Interchange.  This is an informal group of local Emsworth residents who meet regularly for 
talks on various community issues.  The group contact is Jill Allum, but on Tuesday the 
host was Pam Charles whom I knew previously from the Havant group meetings of the 
Hampshire Wildlife Trust.   
 
WORK PARTY FINDS A HORNET’S NEST 
The weather was fine on Sunday 16th Sept for the regular monthly work session.  
Attending were Frances Brettell, Sue Pike, Brian Fellows, Wally Osborne, Tony Wootton 
and Graham Ault.  Pam Picknett and Brian Picknett helped out towards the end.   
Using the Crusader Power Scythe we began by trimming the area of Great Willowherb to 
the north of the Lumley Gate which Brian Cull had not been able to cut.  However, we were 
obliged to abandon the cutting of this area after about an hour when we accidentally 
disturbed a Hornet’s nest in the ground, unfortunately not until after Tony had been stung. 
So take care if you are walking in that area, we have marked it with a stick.   
We continued in the South Meadow where we did some work on widening and generally 
tidying up the path which we had cut during last month’s work session.   
Since Brian Cull was not able to do any cutting at all in the South Meadow this will have to 
be done by the group over the winter.  However, we are hoping that some of this area will 
get cut during the BTCV Strimmer Course on Sunday 30th Sept.  So, if you fancy a bit of 
exercise on this Sunday to help with the raking-up then come along from about 2pm 
onwards.     
 
THIS YEAR’S ‘GOOD CAUSE’ 
I was pleased to read in the official programme of the Emsworth Food Festival (20-23 Sept) 
that the Brook Meadow Conservation Group has been selected as this year’s “good cause” 
for receipt of a cash donation (subject to a cash surplus).   
 
GROUP T-SHIRTS 



We have a number of t-shirts remaining from the Emsworth Show.  They have a small 
Brook Meadow Conservation Group emblem on the front and are £5 each.  What we have 
left are as follows.   
Small: 2 grey ones.  Large: 3 light blues, 2 reds.  Extra large: 1 light blue, 1 brown.    
If you would like one of these prized items then send me £5 and I will get it to you.   
 
 
 
WILDLIFE 
Water Voles 
On Wednesday 12th I had a very nice view of a Water Vole in the river where it bends to go 
alongside the railway embankment.  It was swimming alongside the bank and feeding 
around the Branched Bur-reed; I am so pleased I asked the Environment Agency not to cut 
this area.  Christine Pilkington-Miska also reported seeing a Water Vole this week.   
Birds 
Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, Robin and Wren are the only regular singers with occasional 
bursts of song from Great Tit and Blue Tit.  The soft “sweet” call of the Chiffchaff  can also 
be heard around the meadow.  Swallows hunt for insects in the evening and the regular 
troop of gulls fly overhead to and from their roosts in the harbour.  On Friday morning I saw 
a Little Egret looking for fish in the river, but it was quickly disturbed by a passing walker.  
On Sunday the work party watched a Kestrel hunting over the meadow, it is much better for 
them now with the vegetation cut.  We also heard heard a Great Spotted Woodpecker 
calling from a treetop near Lumley Road.  
Plants 
Despite the cutting of the meadow there are still plenty of flowering plants to be seen in the 
uncut areas; I counted 53 plants in flower last week.  One plant newly flowering this week 
was Common Mouse-ear in the Seagull Lane patch.  Still showing well are Fleabane, 
Water Mint, Red Bartsia, Wild Angelica, Yarrow and Comfrey with Pepper-saxifrage in the 
wet area north of the Lumley Gate.  We are still waiting for the Michaelmas Daisies, though 
there are plenty in flower around Peter Pond and in other parts of town.   There are not 
many Blackberries left on the bushes, but there has been a splendid crop this year.  
Butterflies 
Butterflies appear to be on the wane.  All I saw this week were Speckled Wood, Small 
White, Comma and Red Admiral.   However, we could still see Brimstone, Clouded Yellow 
(scarce this year), Small Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Red Admiral and Painted Lady.   
Dragonflies 
There were plenty of Common Darters around the river; the male has a red abdomen and 
the female brown.  This week I saw a pair copulating and ovipositing in the river near the 
gasholder.  
Hornets 
As reported above, the Sunday work party disturbed what appeared to be a Hornet’s nest 
while cutting the Great Willowherb north of the Lumley Gate.  The nest appeared to be in 
the ground, though we did not investigate too closely since the insects were clearly angry.  
This was a little suprising since I read in my field guide that Hornets nest in hollow trees, 
chimneys and wall cavities.   
Fungi 
I am fairly certain that the unidentified fungus that I mentioned in the last Brook Meadow 
report (Week 36)  growing on the old Willow stump beside the south bridge over the River 
Ems is the same one as Ralph found growing on an old willow stump near the north bridge 
on 5th May this year – Agrocybe cylindracea (Phillips “Mushrooms” p.170).   I haven't tried 
eating it yet (I did eat the other one and it was good), but it smells super - like old wine 
casks! 
Other wildlife 



Elisabeth Kinloch and Sue Pike saw a tiny lizard during their wardening session on 
Tuesday.  From its size it could have been a young Common Lizard (Lacerta vivipara)? 
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
As expected the local Mute Swan flock was down in number after the large summer peaks 
to just 53 birds on Friday with 39 on Emsworth Millpond and 14 in the harbour.  The regular 
Black Swan was also on the millpond.  However, Mallard numbers remain high with a total 
of 126 birds on the millponds, 86 on the town millpond and 40 on the Hermitage millponds.  
Coot numbers remain fairly steady with 28 on the Hermitage millponds.  More Cormorants 
are now visiting the millponds, presumably indicating the abundance of fish in them; this 
morning 2 were fishing in Emsworth Millpond and 6 were on Slipper Millpond.  A Little Egret 
was fishing in the shallow waters of Peter Pond this week, probably the same one that 
strayed into Brook Meadow.  The first Little Grebe of the winter was fishing in the bay 
infront of the Slipper Mill.   
A further indication of the presence of fish in the millponds was Tony Wilkinson’s news of 
another case of illegal net-fishing both on Slipper Mill Pond (about 120 metres of net) and 
in the Slipper basin area (50 metres).  The police were called and eventually turned up but 
by then the two fishermen had gone to ground leaving their nets in the water. The police 
stayed a while but some time after they had gone and the tide was getting low the men 
returned to retrieve their nets. A couple of car numbers were taken.  

 
 

WEEK 36: SEPT 3-9, 2001   
 
WILDLIFE 
Mammals 
Inevitably, a number of small mammals will have fallen victim to the cutting machine, 
though their overall populations are not likely to be affected.  Several Common Shrews 
(Sorex araneus) were found.  This shrew is quite distinctive with its dark back, greyish 
white underside and hairless tail and can be distinguished from a Pygmy Shrew by its large 
size.  Apparently, the Common Shrew is absent from France, Ireland and much of Western 
Europe, but is widespread in mainland Britain.  
There are many new molehills springing up on the meadow where it has been cut.        
Birds 
Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, Robin and Wren are the only regular singers at present with 
occasional bursts of song from Great Tit and Blue Tit.   On Sunday I was pleased to hear 
my first DUNNOCK SONG of the autumn.  The soft “sweet” call of the Chiffchaff is a 
common sound on the meadow at present.  Swallows can be seen hunting for insects and 
the regular troop of gulls fly overhead to and from their roosts in the harbour.  
Note from Ralph Hollins on Dunnock song 
Brian Fellows reminds me of a rather unexpected observation he made at Emsworth's 
Brook Meadow last Sunday (Sep 9) when he heard a Dunnock singing. One reason why I 
skipped that item earlier was that, knowing that Dunnock song in the autumn is very 
uncommon, I had put it aside to check on how unusual it was and I see now that last year 
the first known to me was not heard until Oct 15 in Havant and that there were no more 
records until November when the song was heard on just five occasions, including Brian's 
first note of it near his home in Emsworth on Nov 13). I wonder what prompts an individual 
bird to give a one-off performance and then to relapse into silence for a couple of months? 
 
Plants 
The total number of plants recorded in the meadow over the past 2 years now stands at 
195.  This includes 12 trees and shrubs and 41 grasses, sedges and rushes.  Despite the 
cutting of the meadow there are still plenty of flowering plants to be seen in the uncut areas; 
I counted 52 plants in flower last week.  Flowering particularly well at present are Fleabane, 



Water Mint, Red Bartsia, Wild Angelica, Yarrow and Comfrey with Pepper-saxifrage in the 
wet area north of the Lumley Gate.  As I write the Michaelmas Daisies are not yet in flower 
in the meadow, though there are plenty in flower around Peter Pond.   
September is the time for berries and there are many to see in the meadow.  The 
Blackberries have been excellent this year, but they are now almost finished.  Also, 
prominent are Haws, Rosehips and the bright red berries of Bittersweet.  There are 
conkers on Horse Chestnut, acorns on Oaks and cones on the Alders.  
Butterflies 
Several butterflies have been taking full advantage of the mass of Fleabane and Water 
Mint in the uncut area above the causeway, with Large and Small Whites particularly 
active.   Other butterflies seen in the past week include Speckled Wood, Comma, Red 
Admiral and Holly Blue.  Meadow Browns and Gatekeepers are probably gone for another 
year, but we might still see Brimstone, Clouded Yellow (scarce this year), Small 
Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Red Admiral and Painted Lady.   
Dragonflies 
Two areas in the meadow very good for dragonflies are in the uncut area around the 
Lumley Millstream and the South Meadow.   I am still trying to get to grips with the 
identification of dragonflies, but here are my tentative identifications for two dragonflies that 
I saw on several occasions.  Common Hawker or Migrant Hawker - a large dragonfly, the 
male has a bright blue abdomen, the female is browner; they were seen hawking around 
the vegetation.  Common Darter - a small restless dragonfly, the male of which has a short 
red abdomen.   
Other wildlife 
White fungi are growing  on the newly cut willow stump beside the South Bridge.   
    
ENVIRONMENT 
Posters 
The mystery poster remover has been at it again in the past week.  Two of the three notices 
giving information about the cutting were torn down, on the North and Lumley Gates.  
These were replaced.  Also gone was the perspex-covered notice on the North Gate about 
the Brook Meadow Conservation Group which must have taken some getting off.  
Richard’s perspex-covered dog fouling notice on the North Gate was also damaged.   The 
poster on the noticeboard in The Square was updated.   
Litter 
Generally, the big cut revealed a lot of litter that will have to be removed next workday.  In 
particular, there is a large collection of bottles on the meadow inside the North Bridge.   
There has been a lot of litter in the river beneath the North Bridge, most of which I managed 
to pick up.  I think the culprits are a group of young men from local factories who have their 
lunches on the bridge.  I tried putting up a small notice asking them to put put their litter in 
the bin provided and not in the river, but that was promptly removed and thrown in the river! 
Men from HBC went looking for the motor cycle that had been dumped on the meadow, but 
could not find it.  I could not find it either, it appears to have been removed.  
Doggie Bins 
The doggie bin at the Seagull Lane entrance was in a distgusting state on Friday, full to 
overflowing.  I informed HBC that it was a health hazard and thankfully they emptied it in 
the afternoon.  But I feel we should should not be expected to empty the other two doggie 
bins ourselves.  Surely that is the job of the council?   
Seagull Lane Barrier 
On Friday David Sawyer of Havant Borough Council put a padlock on the new barrier at the 
entrance to the site at end of Seagull Lane and gave me two keys for use by the group.   
A Seat 
Richard Bishop met up with David Sawyer of HBC in the meadow on Thursday morning to 
discuss the location of the new seat which is to be erected and paid for by Havant Borough 



Council. As previously agreed it will be located on the river bank at the junction of the main 
river path and the causeway looking across the meadow.   
The River 
The river is running very low at present, though it has been fairly full of water during the 
summer.   
 
OTHER EMSWORTH WILDLIFE NEWS 
The local Mute Swan flock was down to 88, but is still large, with 64 on Emsworth Millpond 
and 24 in the harbour.  The regular Black Swan was on the millpond.   
The Mallard flock was up to 144 with 66 on Emsworth Millpond, 58 on Peter Pond and 20 
on Slipper Millpond and Dolphin Lake.  In addition there was a flotilla of 9 Mallard ducklings 
on Dolphin Lake.  There were also 2 white ducks.   
There were 4 Cormorants on the large Slipper Millpond raft.  A total of 26 Coot were on 
Peter Pond and Slipper Millpond and in the adjoining Dolphin Lake.   
 
FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Work Sessions: Sunday 16th September meet at 10am at the Lumley Gate.  Sunday 30th 
September: extra session following the strimmer course, meet 2pm in South Meadow.   
Committee Meeting: Tuesday 18th September at 7pm at 545, Southleigh Road 
Annual General Meeting: The AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on 
Wednesday 3rd October at 7pm (not Tuesday as announced on the formal notification).   
There will be refreshments and a guest speaker. Come along if you can. 
 
Brook Meadow Conservation Group T-Shirts 
We have a number of t-shirts remaining from the Emsworth Show.  They have a small 
Brook Meadow Conservation Group emblem on the front and are £5 each.  What we have 
left are as follows.   
Small: 2 grey.  Medium: 1 light blue. Large: 3 light blue, 2 red.  Extra large: 1 light blue, 1 
brown.    
If you would like one of these prized items then send me £5 and I will get it to you.   
   



Week 35: Aug 27 to Sept 2, 2001 
 
THE EMSWORTH SHOW  
The Brook Meadow Conservation Group shared a stand with the Friends of Hollybank 
Woods at the annual Emsworth Show on Bank Holiday Monday.  The weather was fine and 
we had a constant flow of people visiting the stand.  We had displays with pictures of the 
flowers, birds and butterflies seen on the meadow as well as information about the group 
and photos of them hard at work during workdays.  Frances Brettell organised two 
attractive games for children, one called “Find the Water Vole” which was very popular and 
one in which children coloured in a picture of a flower, animal, etc. and pinned it to a large 
model of the meadow.   We had lots of booklets on display prepared by Andy Brook, all of 
which had gone by the end of the day.  All 100 membership application  forms also went 
and some new members were recruited on the spot.  We were particularly pleased to 
welcome as new members John and Clare Mansell who are the new owners of Constant 
Springs, which is the property on the other side of the railway line to the north of Brook 
Meadow through which garden the River Ems runs before it enters Brook Meadow.  All in 
all, it was a very successful and enjoyable day.  Many thanks to Frances Brettell, Debi 
Morris, Wally Osborne, Sue Pike, Elisabeth Kinloch and Tony Wilkinson for help in 
manning the stall.  Jane and Andy Brook looked after the Hollybank Woods side of things.  
 
THE BIG CUT 
Tuesday was the day we had all been waiting for – the initial cut of the meadow which was 
cancelled last year due to the wet weather.  I put up notices at the three entrances advising 
about the cut and the need to take care when walking through the meadow.   The one on 
the North Gate was torn down, but it was promptly replaced!    
Brian Cull and his colleague Robert arrived Tuesday morning with their two machines 
(forager and tractor)  and decided to start with the area south of the line of Willows and to 
dump the arisings around the base of some of the trees.  Brian was wary about venturing 
into the wet area by the Lumley Millstream and it was  decided to leave this area uncut.  
Everything went well, but for an encounter with a line of barbed wire just below the main 
river embankment.  The next day Brian Cull moved onto the main meadow north of the line 
of Willows. Although this looked quite dry a number of very boggy areas were met with 
which had to be avoided.  These could well indicate the presence of springs.   
On Thursday fortunately rain in the morning cleared up enabling Brian to complete the 
cutting of the northern section of the meadow, dumping the arisings neatly along the 
eastern edge of the meadow.   Several areas were left uncut that were too boggy or too 
difficult to get to, but these will provide a refuge for wildlife and well as maintaining some 
late flowering plants for the benefit of insects.   
Public responses to the cutting 
The responses from people walking through the meadow to the cutting have been 
generally very positive, though following his regular Thursday morning stint Richard Bishop 
popped in to show me one of the five notices he had found pinned up around the meadow 
strongly objecting to the cutting of the meadow and saying we should have left it as it was.   
The response prompted me to prepare a notice explaining the reason for the cut which I 
pinned up at all three entrances.  I hope that this will help to reassure the anonymous 
objector and other users of the meadow that we know what we are doing and that the 
cutting will improve the meadow as a wildlife habitat.     
 
ENVIRONMENT ISSUES 
Havant BC contractors have trimmed the large damaged Willow tree to the east of the 
South Bridge and have felled a Willow to the west of the bridge.  Both trees were potentially 
threatening the south bridge.  They have also cleared up somew overhanging branches in 
Palmer's Road copse.   



There is an old motor cycle dumped on Brook Meadow. It could be a hazard since it 
appears to have petrol in an open tank. It is at the foot of the river embankment on the 
meadow side, about 20 yards below the Seagull Lane bridge.  Clearly, it should be 
removed quickly before anyone gets injured. 
The new barrier at the end of Seagull Lane still has no lock on it, it is held together by a 
piece of wire. This needs attention. Also, whoever erected the barrier dumped the old post 
including a large concrete base just 
inside the barrier.  
Now that the meadow has been cut and looks like an open field it could be attractive to 
travellers. Maybe Havant Borough Council should give some attention to increasing 
security of the meadow.  
COMMITTEE MEETING 
The Brook Meadow Conservation Group held its monthly Committee Meeting on 21st 
August.  The Minutes of this meeting and the Agenda for the next meeting can be seen on 
the group web site at http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/ 
 
WILDLIFE SIGHTINGS 
Despite all the activity in the meadow this week we have had several  interesting sightings.   
Mammals 
Inevitably, a number of small mammals will have fallen victim to the cutting machine, 
though their overall populations are not likely to be affected.  Both Richard Bishop and I 
found Common Shrews (Sorex araneus).  This shrew is quite distinctive with its dark back, 
greyish white underside and hairless tail.  It can be distinguished from a Pygmy Shrew by 
its large size.  I was suprised to read that the Common Shrew is absent from France, 
Ireland and much of Western Europe, but is widespread in mainland Britain.  
Birds 
Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, Robin, Great Tit and Blue Tit have been singing and 
Chiffchaff regularly calling. Long-tailed Tits have been seen flitting through the meadow.  
On Thursday Richard Bishop had the good fortune to see a splendid Kingfisher perched 
over the river near the gasholder.   
Water Voles 
Elisabeth Kinloch and Sue Pike on their Tuesday wardening session managed to find all 
the nest boxes in Palmer's Road copse and had the bonus of seeing a Water Vole in the 
river opposite where they were standing in the copse.   
Insects 
Several butterflies were seen taking full advantage of the mass of Fleabane and Water 
Mint in the uncut area above the causeway, with Large and Small Whites particularly 
active. I also got a brief view of a bright Comma, but Meadow Browns and Gatekeepers are 
probably gone for another year.  However, other butterflies we might see in the meadow 
this autumn include Brimstone, Clouded Yellow (scarce this year), Small Tortoiseshell, 
Comma, Peacock, Red Admiral, Painted Lady and Speckled Wood.   
Plants 
I was delighted to find seven more flowering Pepper-saxifrage plants in the wet area over 
by the Lumley Millstream; this is one of the seven old meadow indicators we have on the 
meadow.  They have not been cut and are fairly easy to find in amongst the bindweed just 
north of the Lumley Gate.   
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
The local Mute Swan flock was up to 116 on Wednesday with 79 on the millpond and 37 in 
the harbour.  The local Mallards are now into their eclipse plumage during moult when they 
all look like females; I counted 118 of them this week.     
On Thursday there were 4 Cormorants on the large raft on Slipper Millpond and one on the 
Bath Road millpond.   
 

http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/


FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Annual General Meeting: The AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on 
Wednesday October 3rd at 7pm. There will be refreshments and a guest speaker. Come 
along if you can. 

 



Week  34: Aug 20-26, 2001   
 
This weekly summary is available on e-mail for members of the Brook Meadow 
Conservation Group. Please send any observations/news for inclusion to Brian Fellows – 
address below.  
 
THE BIG CUT IS ABOUT TO HAPPEN! 
I met Brian Cull who has been contracted to cut the meadow for us.  He was to have done 
it last year, but this had to be postponed due to the wet weather.  We had a walk round the 
meadow and Brian was satisfied that it was dry enough to be cut.  I indicated that we 
wished to leave uncut a  section above the causeway which has some interesting plants 
that we wished to study further.   
I have just heard from Brian Cull that, weather permitting, he will begin cutting on Tuesday 
28th Aug; the whole job should take 3 to 4 days. I will keep you posted.  
 
BIRDS 
There is very little bird activity in the meadow at present.  Robin, Wren, Chiffchaff, Collared 
Dove and Woodpigeon were the only birds heard singing, with an occasional snatches 
from Blue and Great Tit.  The soft “sweet” call of the Chiffchaff is a common sound on the 
meadow.  Swallows are hunting for insects and the regular troop of gulls fly overhead to 
and from their roosts in the harbour.  
 
INSECTS 
Butterflies: Green-veined White, Small White, Gatekeeper, Meadow Brown, Speckled 
Wood, Comma, Small Tortoiseshell, Red Admiral, Peacock and Holly Blue were seen this 
week. They are particularly attracted to the Fleabane and Water Mint which are flowering 
well in the area above the causeway which will be left uncut in the big cut.  
Banded Demoiselles are common along the river, particularly around the Branched 
Bur-reed above the North Bridge.  
 
PLANTS IN FLOWER 
The total number of plants in flower at present is about 75.  Fleabane and Water Mint are 
still looking particularly fine.  
I found a plant of Stone Parsley flowering along the west path; this is another old meadow 
indicator, making a total of 7 for the meadow.   
There is still an excellent crop of Blackberries in the far SE corner of the South Meadow; 
Jean and I picked 4 pounds for jam.   
 
WORKDAY  - Sunday 26th Aug 
We were lucky with the weather for the rearranged workday on Sunday, it was fine in the 
morning, but tipped down in the afternoon.  Six members attended.  Using the power 
scythe we cut a swathe to mark out the area above the causeway that we want to protect 
from the big cut.  We also cut a wide path through the South Meadow which Brian Cull will 
not be able to cut.  
 
ENVIRONMENT 
Richard Bishop will be meeting David Sawyer of Havant Borough Council on Thursday 6th 
Sept to discuss the location of a seat in the meadow.  We would like it at the weatern end of 
the causeway, facing the meadow.   We shall also need to discuss the location of an 
information board.  An old motor scooter has been dumped on the west path; this will have 
to be moved before Brian Cull does his big cut next week.  
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Millponds 



The local Mute Swan flock remains very large with around 100 birds on the millpond and in 
the harbour, plus the regular Black Swan. The Mallard flock continues to increase with over 
130 now on the three millponds and the marina. There is a very nice patch of Marsh 
Woundwort flowering on the east bank of Peter Pond.  
Emsworth Harbour 
The waders are starting to return to our harbour.  Black-tailed Godwits are always the first 
to arrive and you can expect to see up to 150 feeding around the main channel; look out for 
colour-ringed birds.  The Marina seawall is a good place to see them at low water.  Other 
birds you should see on the mudflats include, Little Egret, Oystercatcher, Lapwing, 
Redshank, Greenshank, Grey Plover, Curlew and Whimbrel. Dunlin should be along later 
in the autumn.   
Thorney Island  
The semi-resident Osprey can still be seen on the eastern side of Thorney Island.  It can 
often be seen from the end of Thornham Lane, perched on a fence post, or on one of the 
old landing lights.  
Poacher caught on the Ems 
Tony Wilkinson solved the mystery of the poacher who was arrested using a 5 metre net 
across the River Ems to catch Trout and Salmon.  It happened not in the meadow, but in 
the stretch of the river called Dolphin Lake which runs beside Slipper Millpond.   
 
FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Annual General Meeting:  The AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on 
Wednesday October 3rd at 7pm.  There will be refreshments and a guest speaker.  Come 
along if you can. 

 



Week 33: Aug 13-19, 2001   
 
Birds 
The only birds I heard singing in the meadow this week were Robin, Wren and Chiffchaff.   
A pair of Chiffchaff were seen the Lumley Gate and a Song Thrush near the South Gate.   
Insects 
Not so many butterflies were about this week.  I noted just 1 Red Admiral, 1 Peacock, 1 
Holly Blue, 4 Small Whites and 4 Gatekeepers. On Sunday after the rain I watched a 
couple of Speckled Woods frantically twirling around each other for about 5 minutes 
without a break.  Is this some sort of territorial behaviour?   
Banded Demoiselles were often seen along the river, particularly around the Branched 
Bur-reed on the northern stretch of the  river.  On one occasion I watched a male Emperor 
Dragonfly for several minutes as it patrolled up and down a short stretch of river north of the 
sluice gate.   There were also two other dragonflies with short bright red bodies, possibly 
Common Darters (Sympetrum striolatum).  I saw male and female Common Darters 
copulating in the wheel position.   
In the South Meadow I found two female Wasp spiders (Argiope bruennichi) or as Ralph 
Hollins prefers to call them Golden Orb spiders. They were on their webs in tall grass, 
some 2-3 feet from each other.  These spiders are not difficult to find, they are large and 
bright yellow with black horizontal bars across their bodies, rather like wasps.  Their webs 
are also large with a characteristic white zig-zag staircase, called a stabilimentum, going 
up the centre.  The males are much smaller, only 1/3 of the length of the female (ref: 
Chinery p.303). 
I had another sighting of the large orange hover fly with 2 dark bars on its body which I first 
saw last week.  It was feeding on a Water Mint flower.  It is almost certainly Volucella 
zonaria (Chinery p. 206), as suggested to me by Ralph Hollins.   
Reference book: Michael Chinery, “The Collins Guide to the Insects of Britain and Western 
Europe”.  
Water Voles 
On Wednesday I was pleased to confirm my son’s sighting last Sunday of a Water Vole in 
the river infront of the gasholder.  This means we could have three breeding pairs on the 
meadow this year.  Are there more, I wonder? 
Mammals 
I found what appeared to be a Bank Vole dead on the central path above the causeway.   
Plants 
The total number of plants in flower this week in the meadow was 75.  Fleabane and Water 
Mint are still looking particularly fine.  Ominously, I noticed that our one and only (thank 
goodness) Japanese Knotweed on the west bank of the river infront of the gasholder is in 
flower.   
I was delighted to find a plant of Pepper-saxifrage which I have been searching for since 
the visit of Pete Selby, the South Hants Botanical Recorder a few weeks ago; he found it, 
but until now I could not. It was not in flower, but its leaves are very distinctive.  It’s on the 
west path just below the North Bridge.  
There is still an excellent crop of Blackberries in the SE corner of the South Meadow.   
Workday 
Reluctantly, I was obliged to postpone the scheduled workday in the meadow on Sunday 
due to very heavy rain and wet conditions.  As always happens, the sun subsequently 
came out, but conditions were much too hazardous for work to go ahead.  I have 
provisionally rearranged the workday for next Sunday.   
The big cut 
On Friday I met up with Brian Cull who has been contracted to cut the meadow for us.  He 
was to have done it last year, but this had to be postponed due to the wet weather.  We had 
a walk round the meadow and Brian was satisfied that it was dry enough to be cut.  I 
indicated that we wished to leave uncut a  section above the causeway which has some 



interesting plants that we wished to study further.  I said we would cut a swathe around the 
area to mark it out during the next workday.  Brian said he hoped to be able to start cutting 
either late next week or immediately after the Bank Holiday (weather permitting!); the cut 
would take 3 to 4 days.  I will keep you posted on when this will happen.   
Environment 
Litter baskets have been erected inside the North and South Gates as promised by Havant 
Borough Council.  Richard Bishop has written to David Sawyer of Havant Borough Council 
requesting a meeting to decide on the location of a seat.  We shall also need to discuss the 
location of an information board.  
 
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
General 
I have not seen any House Martins nesting in Emsworth this year.  Does anyone know of 
any nests?  They used to nest under the eaves of houses at the top of Westbourne 
Avenue, but not this year.  Robins are now singing again in several places around the town 
– their autumn song.   Ted and Penny Aylett told me a pair of Tawny Owls have been seen 
and heard in the trees behind their houses in The Rookery in the last week.   
The Lumley Millstream has been cut by the Environment Agency revealing water vole 
burrow holes in the banks near Lumley Mill Farm.   
Millponds 
The local Mute Swan flock remains much as last week.  I counted 98 on Monday with 50 on 
the millpond, 46 in the harbour and 2 on Slipper Millpond, plus the Black Swan.  
The Mallard flock continues to increase.  On Monday I counted 136 with 70 on the millpond, 
10 on Slipper Millpond, 18 in the marina and 38 on Peter Pond.   
Emsworth Harbour 
On Monday my count of the birds feeding in the channels and on the mudflats at low water 
(excluding gulls) were as follows: Little Egret 5, Oystercatcher 2, Lapwing 3, Redshank 
40+, Greenshank 3, Grey Plover 1 – in superb summer plumage, Curlew 2, Whimbrel 1, 
Black-tailed Godwit 144.  
Colour-ringed Black-tailed Godwits 
Among the Black-tailed Godwits were two with colour rings on their legs.  One had the 
combination blue-red (left leg) and yellow-lime (right leg).  This bird regularly returns to our 
harbour each year; I first recorded it here in Aug 1999, then again in Aug 2000, and then 
again this year.  Most of the colour-ringed birds we see will have been ringed by the 
Farlington Ringing Group for whom Pete Potts is the coordinator.  Pete tells me that this 
bird was ringed at Farlington Marshes in Nov 1998 and his records indicate that it arrives in 
Emsworth from its breeding grounds in Iceland in August and moves across to Titchfield 
Haven for the winter.   We have several other regulars that can be seen in the harbour at 
this time of the year.  
Pete was not sure about the other colour-ringed bird I reported to him; it could have been 
ringed in The Wash, but he asked me to check the colour combination again.   
Thorney Island  
The semi-resident Osprey can still be seen on the eastern side of Thorney Island.  It can 
often be seen from the end of Thornham Lane, perched on a fence post, or on one of the 
old landing lights.  Also, look out for Kingfisher, Wheatear and Whinchat in the Thornham 
area.    
Elephant Hawkmoth 
A neighbour brought a huge dark caterpillar to show me which had been feeding on her 
Fuchsia plants.  I found it illustrated in Chinery (p.146), it was an Elephant Hawkmoth.  The 
insect gets its name from the trunk-like snout of the larva which is retracted when 
disturbed.   
Ralph Hollins tells me that despite their rather fearsome appearance they are quite 
harmless if handled.  They do love to eat Fuchsias but can live equally well on Willowherb, 



Evening Primrose or Bedstraw.  So I put this one onto some Great Willowherb in Brook 
Meadow, where we will not be cutting.  Ralph says they are usually only found when nearly 
full grown or already seeking somewhere to pupate which they do in leaf litter on the 
ground.  They remain there during the winter until they emerge in the following June.  The 
Elephant Hawkmoth caterpillar grows to an amazing 8 cm long and is very distinctive with 
the eye patterns on the front segments of its body but if you see one that looks a bit 
different you may have a Small Elephant, which can be quickly separated from its larger 
relative by looking at the back end of the caterpillar - the Elephant has a typical hawkmoth 
caterpillar hooked 'horn' whereas the Small Elephant has a triangular 'lump' on its tail and 
does not exceed 6 cm long. 
Poacher caught in the meadow? 
A piece in the Portsmouth News on Saturday reported that a poacher had been caught 
using a 5 metre net across the River Ems to catch Trout and Salmon (?!) following a tip-off 
from a passer-by.   
 
FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Work session: Provisionally rearranged for Sunday 26th August at 10am at the Lumley 
Gate.  Please check with me if you intend coming.  
Committee Meeting: Tuesday Aug 21st at 7pm at 13 The Rookery. 
Emsworth Show: Monday Aug 27th from 11am to 5pm in the Recreation Ground.  We will 
have a stall.  If you would like to help on the stall please get in touch.   
 



Week 32: Aug 6-12, 2001   
 
River bank cutting 
The big event this week was the annual cutting of the river banks by the Environment 
Agency.  As previously agreed with Paul Smith and Phil Pett from the EA, the area above 
the North Bridge where the water voles are living this year was left uncut plus a narrow strip 
along the east bank of the river as far down as the sluice gate.  This may look a little untidy, 
but it is very important from a conservation point of view.  I met Phil Pett on the meadow 
and he suggested the group should remove any remaining saplings and large plants as 
they die along the river banks and generally monitor the river for any signs of obstructed 
flow.  Sadly, the clearance work has revealed a good deal of litter, old tyres and wheels 
which we or HBC must collect up sometime. 
 
Two new Water Vole sightings 
The clearance of the river banks by the EA has revealed several more Water Vole burrow 
holes and, most importantly, we have had two more positive vole sightings in new areas.  
On Wednesday I was walking through Palmer's Road copse when I saw one swimming 
across the river just below the sluice gate; it stopped briefly on the east bank, looked 
across at me and promptly disappeared into a burrow.  The burrows are clearly visible from 
the path in Palmer's Road copse.  The second sighting was on Sunday when my son, 
William, saw one in the river near the gasholder where there are more burrow holes visible 
on the west bank of the river.   This is excellent news since it means we could have at least 
three breeding pairs of Water Voles on the meadow, whereas previously we thought we 
had only one.  Please inform me of any further sightings.   
 
Brown Rat control 
We do not have Brown Rats on Brook Meadow, but Tony Wilkinson has heard on the grape 
vine that Chichester DC pest control has been asked to deal with them in the Slipper Mill 
and Peter Pond area.  He thinks it may be worth while contacting Mrs Price in Chichester's 
Pest Control department to brief her on where the voles are though he doesn’t think they 
were intending to treat Brook Meadow.  However, I have seen one in Peter Pond this year.  
 
Jobs for Havant Borough Council  
1. The new barrier at the end of Seagull Lane does not yet have a lock; it is secured only by 
a piece of wire.   
2. A motor scooter has been dumped just off the main river path south of the North Bridge 
and needs to be removed.   
 
Insects 
Best counts of butterflies this week were 4 Red Admiral, 2 Speckled Wood, 10 Small White, 
8 Gatekeeper, 2 Meadow Brown and 1 Peacock.   I noticed a very large fly feeding on a 
thistle flower, mainly bright orange-yellow with dark stripes across the abdomen.  My 
tentative identification from Chinery’s book is that it was one of the large hover-flies, 
possibly Syrphus ribesii.  I also saw a hawker dragonfly with yellowish thorax and long 
white abdomen with dark bands.  It does not fit any of the ones illustrated in Chinery – I 
must get myself a special dragonfly book!  I also saw a few of the very beautiful Banded 
Demoiselles on the reeds above the North Bridge.  The Willow leaves are adorned with red 
galls.   
Comment from Ralph Hollins, 
Have you considered Volucella zonaria for your large hoverfly (Chinery p.207)?  You may 
well have ruled it out as having only two bands across its abdomen where yours had three 
but it is the most impressive of the lot and hides its size in Chinery's illustrations by being 
drawn at only x1.5 where Syrphus ribessii and V. inanis are shown x2. It is not common but 
I have had one in my garden twice this year and usually see one at least once each 



summer.  
As to the white bodied dragonfly I think you must have seen an aged specimen - they can 
change colour considerably in later life (males often acquire female colours) but I have 
never heard of a white bodied one.  
 
Wardening Training Course 
On Tuesday evening several members of the group attended the Wardening Training 
Course at Havant CivicOffices organised by the BTCV.  A number of issues were 
discussed concerning the role of the  volunteer warden, such as, limits of responsibility, 
dealing with members of the public and what actions should be taken (if any) in the event of 
a problem.  I think we all benefitted from the evening and thanks must go to Charlotte 
Walker for organising it.   
 
Birds 
There is not much bird activity in the meadow at present.  On Friday a pair of Whitethroat 
scolded me from the usual Willow in the centre of the meadow; there was also a pair of 
Chiffchaff, one was very yellow.   
 
Guided Walk 
Only David Search, the conservation student from Hayling Island, turned up for the guided 
walk on Sunday.  However, the weather was poor with a chilly wind and drizzle.  No special 
observations, but we were interested to see a man feeding the Trout in the river with bits of 
bread from the South Bridge; there must have been a good half dozen of them coming up 
for the food, some up to 12 inches in length.   
 
Nest boxes 
On Friday Ian Brewster of HBC and the Cedar Tree Surgeons erected 7 Schwegler nest 
boxes on trees in Palmer's Road copse; 3 Great Tit boxes (32mm hole), 2 Blue Tit boxes 
(29mm hole) and 2 Robin boxes (open front) – see if you can spot them.  Putting them up 
now gives the birds chance to explore them in preparation for next year’s breeding.  
Thanks to Jacky Turner for the donation of one of the boxes.   
 
Plants 
Although most of the wild flowers are now finished I still managed to find 73 plants in flower 
in the meadow this week.  Most prominent are the bright yellow flowers of Fleabane which 
provide a lovely splash of colour.  The mauve flowers of Water Mint are less easy to find, 
but are showing well in the wetter areas.   We have had three new additions to the plant list 
this week.  Branched Bur-reed (spared in the EA cut) can be seen flowering (and burring) 
nicely in the river above the North Bridge.  The large yellow flowers of Perennial Sow-thistle 
brighten the wet area north of the Lumley Gate.  And a Montbretia is flowering on the river 
bank in Palmer's Road copse, no doubt a garden escape.  Our one and only Lesser 
Burdock plant near the North Gate is looking very sorry for itself.   
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Millponds and harbour 
The Mute Swan flock is falling, but remains very large.  I counted 99 this week, with 31 on 
the Millpond and 68 in the harbour.  The ever amorous Black Swan is with them.  The 
Mallard flock is also expanding with 54 on Emsworth Millpond, 4 in the harbour and 44 on 
the two Hermitage Millponds, making a grand total of 102.   On Wednesday there was a 
large flock of 126 Black-tailed Godwits feeding on the town shore.  Also on the shore were 
3 Lapwing with 4 Little Egrets in the channel.    
Both Halberd-leaved Orache and Grass-leaved Orache are growing on the town beach.   
Walking along the path to the west of Dolphin Lake I was interested to see masses of what 
I presume to be Knotgrass with red flowers – Rose says the flowers are white.  Also along 



this path I found more of the “Goosefoot” that grows in Brook Meadow – similar to the 
Halberd-leaved Orache on the beach, but a much softer plant overall. 
 
FUTURE EVENTS 
Work session: Sunday August 19th at 10am at the Lumley Gate.   
Committee Meeting: Tuesday Aug 21st at 7pm at 13 The Rookery. 
Emsworth Show: Monday Aug 27th from 11am in the Recreation Ground.   
  . . . We will have a stall.  If anyone would like to help to man the stall please get in touch 
with me.   

 



Week 31: July 30 to 5 Aug, 2001   
 
Monday 
I had an evening walk during which a Whitethroat scolded me from the willow in the centre 
of the meadow, it could have young in the nest.  Above the causeway I found more 
Redshank flowering and some possible Amphibious Bistort, not yet in flower and which 
apparently flowers rather infrequently.  I found more of the puzzling Goosefoot which is 
looking more and more like Halberd-leaved Orache.   I met a local chap walking his two 
dogs who reported seeing the fox and 2 cubs and a possible Kestrel with a young bird.   
Tuesday 
I did a little nettle-bashing on the east path this evening in preparation for tomorrow’s walk 
with the Bosmere Hundred Society.  It was a lovely warm evening with a red sky.  I did not 
realise before that one could see the tower of St James Church from the centre of the 
meadow.  A constant twittering prompted me to look up in time to see a flock of about 20 
Swallows passing overhead.  They returned twice more before disappearing for good.  A 
little later I heard the screaming of Swifts and looking up I could see in excess of 50 birds in 
a tight flock, wheeling round high in the sky, no doubt preparing for migration.   A flock of 9 
Canada Geese flew south in a line towards the harbour.  A Whitethroat scolded me again 
as I passed her nest.  In the area above the causeway more of the globular fruiting heads of 
Strawberry Clover had come through and more Red Bartsia and Water Mint were in flower.  
The new luxurious growth of plants in this area, not yet in flower, could be Goldenrod.   
Wednesday 
On Wednesday I had a stroll round the meadow in the morning.  Three Carrion Crows were 
active in the South Meadow, probably a pair with a youngster.  I am not sure where they 
have had their nest.  There was little birdsong, but for Wren.   There was a pile feathers 
from what looked like a Collared Dove scattered around the North Bridge which could 
indicate a Sparrowhawk catching the bird and plucking the feathers.   Of the butterflies I 
noted 4 Gatekeeper, 2 Commas, 4 Small Whites, 1 Speckled Wood and 2 Skippers 
(Large?).   Two plants of Wild Angelica are in flower for the first time in the South Meadow 
and there is a tall Prickly Lettuce in flower in the South Meadow which I had previously 
overlooked.  There is an excellent crop of Blackberries on the bushes adjacent to the 
footpath in the SE corner of the South Meadow and I picked a few for my favourite pie of 
Blackberry and Apple.  There is a large web nest attached to a couple of Common Nettle 
plants on the east path.  It could be a Peacock butterfly, though since there is no sign of any 
caterpillars it is probably a spider.    
This afternoon I led 18 members and 3 children of The Bosmere Hundred Society on a tour 
of the meadow.  There was a good level of interest shown in the meadow, its wildlife and in 
the conservation project.  A total of £56 was raised for the group's funds from donations 
organised by Eric Whiteley the Chirman of the Society for which we are very grateful. 
Thursday 
It was raining for much of the day, but I had a quick walk through.  Richard Bishop had 
already done his doggie bin clearing.  I heard Robin singing and Dunnock and Chiffchaff 
calling.  The new barrier was being erected at the entrance to the site at the end of Seagull 
Lane.   
Friday 
In a quick walk through the meadow this morning I found Marsh Woundwort flowering for 
the first time below the causeway in exactly the same place as last year.  The tall 
orchid-like flower head can be seen easily from the causeway, just to the right of Gorse.   
Today Phil Pett of the Environment Agency told me that cutting of the river banks through 
Brook Meadow  will start on Monday 6th August.  This is considerably earlier than last year 
and meant I had to get my skates on to ensure that a more sensitive cut would be done 
than happened last year to conserve the water voles. I just caught Debbie Miller before she 
went off on holiday and she put me in touch with Paul Smith who is the conservation officer 
with the Environment Agency.   Paul explained the policy of the EA towards river bank 



cutting when Water Voles are present.  He told me the EA have a system of levels of flood 
defence specification and even at the highest level (which, apparently, is where we are in 
Brook Meadow) the policy is to retain 20% of the bankside vegetation. He agreed that a 
100% cut of the river banks in Brook Meadow, as happened last year, would certainly not 
be appropriate and agreed that 80% should be the maximum.  He said the area where the 
voles are currently nesting should not be cut at all and as the for rest some vegetation near 
the water line should be retained.  Interestingly, Paul also told me about a scheme to 
reintroduce water voles into Arundel WWT. If this works then  we could be in line for some 
voles in the future! We need to keep this in mind.  
Tony Wilkinson reported what looked like a small group of field or horse mushrooms on the 
north bank of the stream.  
 
LATE NEWS 
The cutting of the river banks by the Environment Agency took place on Monday 6th Aug.  
As agreed, the area above the North Bridge where the water voles have been nesting this 
year has been left uncut, plus a small strip of vegetation on the edge of the river.  I assured 
Phil Pett that the group would keep an eye on the river in the next few months and inform 
him of anything that might need attention.  
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
On Monday I did my regular count of the waterbirds on the local ponds. The Mute Swan 
flock remains very high at 111, with 26 on the millpond and 85 in the harbour.  This is 
slightly down on last week’s total, but since most of the swans were in the channels on the 
western side of the town and I am sure some were hidden from view.  The Mallard total was 
80 with 52 on Emsworth Millpond, 14 on Slipper Millpond and 14 on Peter Pond.  There 
were 10 Coot on Slipper Millpond and 4 Moorhen on Peter Pond.   There were lots of gulls 
on Slipper Millpond including about 160 Black-headed Gulls, 3 Herring Gulls, 2 Lesser 
Black-backed Gulls and 1 Great Black-backed Gull.   
On Friday Tony Wilkinson reported  seeing five Little Egrets on the Slipper Mill Pond and 
basin. He also  saw a rather spectacular sight of two Mute Swans chasing away 27 Mute 
Swans all in a great panic getting in each others way as they tried to escape.   Pied 
Wagtails are a fairly common sight around the ponds of Emsworth and for the last couple of 
years Tony has had Pied Wagtails nesting on his front patio.  
Tony also told me of an accident on the Slipper Pond gates Saturday a week ago when a 
young kid dived into the pond which was shallower than usual (because vandals had 
wedged a brick under one of the  
gates) and he hit his head on the bottom.  Miraculously he was OK though the police and 
an ambulance were called. It must have struck home at least a bit because despite the 
good weather hardly any kids have been down swimming since then.  
 

  



Week 30: July 23-29, 2001   
 

Birds 
There was very little bird activity in the meadow this week.  I only heard Wren, Robin, 
Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, Greenfinch and Chiffchaff singing and Dunnock calling.  A 
Moorhen was seen in the river beneath the gasholder, but still no sign of any young 
Moorhens.  Richard Bishop reported 4 goldfinches in the bushes along the west bank of the 
Ems by the factories.    
 
Insects 
The warm weather brought out lots of butterflies.  On one occasion I counted 9 Small 
White, 8 Speckled Wood, 3 Peacock, 2 Green-veined White, 3 Meadow Brown, 9 
Gatekeeper, 1 Holly Blue, 2 Red Admiral, 1 Comma, 1 Peacock.    On the east side I found 
2 Banded Demoiselles.  On a very warm Sunday afternoon Frances Brettell reported 
seeing many butterflies, mainly whites and browns, a dragonfly and several grasshoppers.   
 
Other wildlife 
Richard Bishop reported a dead shrew.  On Thursday David Search and I saw 4 Brown 
Trout in the river below the South Bridge. 
 
Environment:  
The dumped cable drums and the aluminium box have been removed from the river.  Some 
damage has been done to the vegetation in the process, but the Broad-leaved Everlasting 
Pea has survived!   
The old trailer has also been removed from the Lumley Gate area – thank you, David 
Sawyer of HBC. 
A new metal post has been erected at the Seagull Lane entrance, presumably in 
preparation for the barrier to prevent unauthorised access to the site.   However, the old 
post it replaced has just been dumped on the site – I trust it will be removed in due course 
and not left there.  
Sadly, there has been lots of dog muck on the paths this week.   
 
Nest boxes 
Six Schwegler nest boxes which we had ordered from CJ Wildbird Foods were delivered to 
Frances Brettell, two were with a 32mm hole (for Great Tit), 2 with a 25mm hole (for Blue 
Tit) and 2 open boxes (for Robin).  These are very strong boxes constructed from a wood 
and cement mixture and recommended by the British Trust for Ornithology.  Together with 
the one donated by Jacky Turner this means we have 7 to put up.  Ian Brewster from HBC 
has agreed to erect the boxes for us and this week I met up with Ian to decide where they 
should be erected.  We agreed to put them all up on trees in Palmer's Road copse which is 
a very good area for birds and they will be put up next week.  They will not be used by birds 
this year, but will be ready for investigation for next year’s nesting.  I will publish their 
locations so that everyone can keep an eye on any activity.   
 
Plants 
There are still plenty of plants in flower in the meadow though they are getting harder to 
find.  This does not apply to the yellow daisy, Fleabane, which shines out prominently in 
many parts of the meadow.  Overall, I counted a total of 55 plants in flower this week 
(excluding grasses, etc).  There is also a new aromatic plant in Palmer's Road copse which 
I have yet to identify.  Also, newly flowering in the meadow, above the causeway, is Water 
Mint – another superbly aromatic plant.  Another plant growing fairly abundantly in the SE 
corner of the South Meadow which could be a Goosefoot, though it also could be 
Halberd-leaved Orache.  
 



Water Voles 
No sightings again this week, but they must be there!!  We have organised a meeting at the 
meadow on Thursday 16 Aug at 10am to discuss the river bank cutting for this year to be 
followed by a meeting with Phil Pett of the Environment Agency.   
 
 
Visitors 
On Thursday July 26 we had a visit from David Search who is a mature student of ecology 
living on Hayling Island.  David is keen to get involved in local conservation projects, 
though for the next year he will be away in the Lake District on placement with his course.  
On our walk round the meadow we saw lots of butterflies and some Trout in the stream, but 
no water voles.   
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Mute Swan Flock 
There are still large numbers of Mute Swans in the area.  On Monday last week I counted 
125 with 27 on the millpond and 98 in the harbour.  This is a few less than last week, but still 
exceptionally high and I could have missed a few.  
 
Other water birds 
I counted 84 Mallard including 36 on the millpond with a family of 4 new ducklings, 44 on 
Slipper Millpond and 4 on Peter Pond.   Cormorants were on Slipper Millpond and 13 Coot 
as last week.  The Coot pair were on Peter Pond still with their two chicks.  A Grey Heron 
was stalking on the pond.  
  
Swifts  
Up to 20 Swifts were screaming around the houses on the warm evenings, but, sadly, they 
could well be on their way back to Africa by next weekend. 
 
Butterflies in my garden 
In this very hot weather I have spent more time than usual just sitting in the garden.  Not 
many birds, but I have had several visits from large flocks of Starlings to take the bread and 
seeds, plus the regular Greenfinches and House Sparrows and an ocaasional tit flock.  
However, butterflies have been a constant pleasure, including Small Whites, Gatekeepers, 
Holly Blue and, most interestingly, a Brimstone. Let me have your garden sightings.   
 
Lumley 
I had a nice evening walk from Emsworth to Westbourne via Lumley.  I looked for water 
voles in the millstream opposite Lumley Mill Farm, where someone had  reported seeing 
one last week, but I did not see any.  However, there are burrow holes in the banks and I 
am sure they are there.  I did see 5 Mistle Thrushes in the field west of Mill Lane - 
presumably a family party and a Yellowhammer was trying to make itself  heard over the 
roar of the traffic from bushes to the south of the bridge over the new A27. 
 
Emsworth gasholder 
I read in Friday's Portsmouth News that Transco have decided after all to keep their 
gasholders in Havant and Emsworth (the Emsworth one overlooks Brook Meadow).  I know 
a lot of locals think they should go (including our Member of Parliament, apparently), but 
personally, I like the Emsworth gasholder and think Emsworth (and Brook Meadow) would 
lose an important and distinctive landmark if it were removed. 
 
Local Research on Black-tailed Godwits 
Black-tailed Godwits are long-legged waders with long bills which migrate from their 
breeding grounds in Iceland to spend the winter in our local harbours.  Pete Potts of the 



Farlington Ringing Group and Jenny Gill of the University of East Anglia have been 
colour-ringing these birds over the past 10 years in order to find out more about their habits 
and movements.   
About 50 Black-tailed Godwits can presently be seen feeding in Emsworth Harbour at low 
water and if you look closely you will see that some of them have colour rings on their legs.   
I, along with many other local birdwatchers, have been sending sightings of ringed birds to 
Pete for several years and I was interested to read in this evening’s Portsmouth News that 
the results of their research so far have just been published in the prestigious journal, 
Nature.  Among other things their findings apparently indicate that birds that spend the 
winter in our local harbours live over twice as long (16 years) as those that winter on the 
east coast (7 years).   Birds wintering here have two advantages over their east coast 
relatives: their food supplies are better and they are able to get back to their breeding 
grounds in Iceland much earlier.   
 



 
Week 29: July 16-22, 2001   

Summary of last week’s news and wildlife observations  
Birds 
The birds have been fairly quiet on the meadow this week with only Wren, Chiffchaff, 
Collared Dove, Woodpigeon and Greenfinch regularly being heard.  On Sunday, Frances 
Brettell reported seeing one of the Whitethroat pairs around the causeway where they 
probably have young ready to fledge and on Thursday Richard Bishop reported a  flock of 
about 15 Long-tailed Tits feeding in the trees on the west bank of the river near the 
factories.  Blue Tit and Great Tit families are also a common sight.  The resident Moorhen 
can often be seen in the river upstream from the North Bridge, but there is no sign of any 
youngsters.  Up to 20 Swifts can be seen feeding above the meadow and House Sparrows 
and Starlings flit to and fro.   
 
Insects 
It was a good week for butterflies.  Frances Brettell had a great time in the meadow on 
Sunday afternoon when she found 16 Meadow Browns, 8 Red Admirals (one rested on her 
arm), 7 Small Whites and 1 Peacock.  Others I have seen during the week included 6 
Gatekeepers, 2 Small Skippers, 1 Large Skipper, 1 Small Tortoiseshell, 2 Ringlet, 1 
Marbled White and 1 Comma.  
There are literally hundreds of red soldier beetles (Cantharis rustica?) feasting mainly on 
the umbellifer flowers of Hogweed.  The green beetles with swollen thighs (Oedemera 
nobilis) seem to prefer the white trumpet flowers of the Large Bindweed.  
  
Plants 
Not a lot to report in the way of newly flowering plants, but the beautiful yellow flowers 
Fleabane are now starting to show with many more still to come to brighten up the 
meadow.  A new patch of Scarlet Pimpernel is flowering near the Lumley Gate and Hemp 
Agrimony can be seen high on the railway embankment.  The current total of flowering 
plants for this year is 119, plus 33 grasses and sedges and 11 trees.  More are still to come.  
 
Water Voles 
No reported sightings this week, but they are still taking pieces of apple tossed onto the 
river bank.    
 
Environment:   
It has been a bad week for vandalism.  On Thursday we found two huge cable drums in the 
river just south of the North Bridge with a bicycle on lying top of one of them!  They had 
been rolled from the end of Seagull Lane, where they had been parked.  This must have 
been quite an effort and not the work of young lads!   Also, in the river at the weekend was 
a large aluminium box, presumably from one of the factories in Seagull Lane.  I informed 
both Havant Borough Council (David Sawyer) and the Environment Agency (Phil Pett) both 
of whom said they would deal with the situation.   
We also had a Marsh Plant digger parked just inside the site entrance at the end of Seagull 
Lane!   I met Richard Hill of HBC who was surveying the scene and he said he would 
arrange for a metal barrier to erected across the opening to prevent unauthorised access to 
this site.  That is something we have been pressing for for some while.  Concerning the 
cable drums Richard said he would get onto the Electricity Co who own the things to take 
them away, but they were still there at the end of the week.   
The phantom poster remover has been at work again with both the Lumley Gate and the 
South Gate posters having being torn down.  I have replaced the previously vandalised 
poster on the North Gate with one reinforced with perspex and hope to do the same with 
the other two shortly.   
 



Nest boxes 
Jacky Turner from Compassion in World Farming Trust based in Petersfield, who visited 
the meadow last week, has very kindly donated a Swengler nest box with 32mm entrance 
hole to the Brook Meadow Conservation Group.  Following this initiative the group have 
decided to purchase another 6 of these robust nest boxes; they are made from a mixture of 
wood and cement to make them extra strong and durable.  Ian Brewster from HBC has 
agreed to erect them for us.  I shall be meeting up with him in the near future to decide on 
suitable locations.   
 
Lost Keys 
I found an ignition key for a Volvo on the north bank path.  Get in touch with me if you have 
lost them. 



Committee Meeting 
At the Committee Meeting on Tuesday of this week, we were pleased to meet Vanessa 
Cousins who may be joining us.  The Minutes prepared by Richard Bishop can be found on 
the web site.  Here is a brief summary of the main decisions.   
We will be contacting the contractors to agree of a date for the big cut of the meadow in 
August.  We will also be arranging a meeting with Phil Pett from the Environment Agency to 
discuss the cutting of the river banks with a view to leaving enough vegetation for the water 
voles.  The provision of a notice board and a seat will be followed up.   
Several members will be attending the Wardening Course on 7th Aug at Havant Borough 
Council Offices from 6.30-9.30.  If you wish to attend book in with Charlotte Walker on 
02392 650134.  We have deferred the purchase of a strimmer until after the special training 
course in September to be attended by Andy Brook and Wally Osborne.   
The AGM will take place on 3rd October at the Emsworth Centre starting at 7pm.  The 
guest speaker will be Gwynne Johnson who will be talking about conservation issues in 
meadows.  We have booked a stall for the Emsworth Show on 27th Aug which we shall 
share with the Friends of Hollybank Woods Group.  Membership stands at 106.   
Date of next Meeting – Tuesday 21 Sept at 19.00 at 13 The Rookery 
Next Workday – Sunday 19 Aug at 10.00 at the Lumley Gate  
Next Guided Walk – Sunday 12 Aug 10.00 at the Palmer's Road Car Park  
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Starlings 
Have you noticed the large flocks of 300+ Starlings flying over the town this week?  I had a 
flock of about 80 descend into my garden to gobble up bread and seeds – gone in a flash!   
Mute Swan flock 
The huge flock of local Mute Swans continues to swell.  On Friday evening I counted a total 
of 135 with 29 on the millpond and an astonishing 106 in the harbour, mostly clustered in 
the channel near the marina.  This exceeds any of my previous records held since 1992.  
The Black Swan remains with them.  
Other birds on the millponds 
Mallard and Coot seem to having a good year.  On Friday I counted a total of 119 Mallard in 
the area, with 36 on Emsworth Millpond, 14 in harbour, 25 on Slipper Millpond, 25 on 
Emsworth Marina and 19 on Peter Pond.  Coot have also done well.  I counted 17 on 
Slipper Millpond (including 9 young) and 10 in Emsworth Marina.  At long last, the Coot pair 
that have been nesting on Peter Pond have hatched two young chicks.  The Moorhen pair 
were seen on Peter Pond, but with no visible young.   The Cormorants have returned to 
Slipper Millpond where six were resting on the large raft.   
Emsworth Harbour 
Many returning waders can be seen in the harbour after their breeding migrations to the 
north.  A good vantage point to watch them is from the marina seawall at low water.  This 
week I would estimate about 50 Black-tailed Godwits were feeding on the mudflats with 
about 40 Redshank, 2 Greenshank, 4 Curlew, 5 Oystercatcher and 2 Lapwing.  More will 
soon be joining them.  Let me know if you any Black-tailed Godwits with colour-rings on 
their legs – make a note of the combinations if you can.  
Little Egrets are also returning to the harbour.  This week I found three feeding in the low 
water channel near the town.   There is a large nightime roost of Little Egrets in the trees 
near the Great Deeps on the western side of Thorney Island.    
Terns will soon be leaving us on their long journey to the southern oceans, but one or two 
can still be seen fishing in the harbour.  This week I had a close view of a Little Tern fishing 
off the promenade.  
I noticed the first Lesser Burdock just coming into flower along the Marina seawall.    
 
 

Week 28: July 9-15, 2001   



Summary of last week’s news and wildlife observations  
 

Visitors 
On Monday we had a very welcome visit from Pete Selby, the Botanical Society of British 
Isles recorder for South Hants (VC11) who found a number of new plants for our 
ever-growing list, including more old meadow indicators.  Pete was very impressed with the 
meadow and promised to pay another visit in the near future.   
On Wednesday evening Jacky Turner who is Head of Education and Research at the 
Compassion in World Farming Trust based in Petersfield visited the meadow.  Among 
other things we had a lovely view of the light brown water vole sitting eating a reed leaf in 
the river above the North Bridge.  
 
Birds 
There is very little bird activity in the meadow at present, with only Chiffchaff, Wren, 
Dunnock and Whitethroat regularly singing and Blackbirds, Starlings and House Sparrows 
flitting to and fro.  The Whitethroat family can often be seen in the South Meadow.   
Black-headed Gulls and Herring Gulls are flying to and from their harbour roosts.  Swifts 
are still hunting high in the sky, though they will be off  to Africa by the end of the month for 
another year – the end of another summer, alas!   In preparation for next year, Ian Brewster 
of the HBC has offered to erect nest boxes for us, though we shall have to buy them.  Has 
anyone any good source of boxes?   
 
Insects 
This has been another good week for butterflies with a total of 11 species recorded.  
Maximum numbers were 1 Holly Blue, 2 Large Skippers, 6 Small Skippers, 5 Meadow 
Browns, 9 Ringlets, 6 Gatekeepers, 1 Comma, 1 Small White, 1 Small Tortoiseshell and 1 
Painted Lady.  There were also clusters of Cinnabar caterpillars on the Ragwort plants 
near the North Gate.    
There are still plenty of Ladybirds, red soldier beetles and green “thigh beetles” on the 
vegetation.  
 
Mammals 
I had several sightings of the water voles upstream from the North Bridge and they were 
still taking my offerings of apple pieces.  Sightings have also been reported to me by 
others, so they are about! 
A local man I met walking his two dogs reported having recently seen a vixen Red Fox with 
3 cubs on the east side of the meadow.  

 
Plants 
This has been a fabulous week for plant identification mainly due to the visit from Pete 
Selby, the BSBI Recorder for South Hants on Monday evening who was invited by Gwynne 
Johnson along with the Havant Wildlife Group.  Pete whizzed around the meadow looking 
with me chasing after him busily scribbling down what I could understand from his Latinised 
identifications.  It was a very useful learning experience for me though I’m afraid the group 
were badly neglected for which I apologise most sincerely.   
Following Pete’s visit our wildflower list for this year has shot up to 118, with 11 trees and 
33 grasses, sedges and rushes making a grand total of 172 identified plants and with more 
likely to come we hope.  
Pete identified the tall, straight Poplars in Palmer's Road copse, which had puzzled me for 
a long time, as Western Balsam Poplar (Populus trichocarpa).  The leaves of this tree are 
shiny and smell very strongly of Balsam.  Apparently, it is the fastest growing tree to be 
found in Britain, achieving a height of 30 metres in 15 years, which clearly accounts for its 
considerable height in our copse.   



Regarding the possible rare Blue Water-speedwell that I had found on the west bank last 
week, after counting more than 20 flowers on the raceme, Pete pronounced that it was a 
fairly common hybrid with Veronica catenata called V. x lackschewitzii, though I shall 
continue to look for examples of the true form.  In the same area Pete pointed out 
Redshank flowering, which I had previously reported incorrectly as Amphibious Bistort, 
which has larger and duller leaves, and was growing right next to it, but was not yet in 
flower.  Fool's Water-cress was also growing on the west bank and in Palmer's Road 
copse.    
Pete pointed out Lesser Swine-cress growing flat on the ground along the causeway, 
which has a very strong cress smell when crushed.  In the centre of the meadow Pete 
found Meadow Barley and  Pepper-saxifrage which are both  old meadow indicators.  
Interestingly, the first record in Hampshire of the latter came from Gilbert White in 1766 in 
Selborne.  Pete thought all the Horsetail in the centre of the meadow was Field Horsetail 
and probably not Marsh Horsetail, as I had previously thought.   
In the wet area north of the line of willows along the east path, Pete found patches of Marsh 
Arrowgrass in amongst masses of Common Spike-rush and some Spiked Sedge (Carex 
spicata) which looks like False Fox Sedge, but does not have three-cornered stems.   
To the east of our newly cut swathe Pete pointed out a patch of flowering Black Knapweed, 
which is another old meadow indicator. He noted a number of fairly new anthills which we 
should try not to damage during the cutting of the meadow.   
In the wet area north of the causeway Pete confirmed the identification of Divided Sedge 
and Hairy Sedge but also found some Distant Sedge, which has the lower female spike 
well distant from the upper spikes. However, he did not find Remote Sedge which earlier 
HWT surveys had recorded in the meadow and he advised us also to look out for Dotted 
Sedge with red-brown dots on the fruit.  We finished in the SE corner of the South Meadow 
where the saline influence is greatest and here Pete found more Meadow Barley, Sea 
Couch and Divided Sedge.   
Subsequently, Pete sent me a copy of a list of the indicators for neutral to acid grassland of 
which we have just six on the meadow, but, he says, we should not get too depressed 
because the list is very long and few meadows get above 10.  But, we shall be looking for 
more!  Let me know if you would like a copy of the list.   
Other wildflowers newly identified this week were Scarlet Pimpernel, Broad-leaved 
Willowherb and Curled Dock in the Seagull Lane patch, Hoary Ragwort near the North 
Bridge, Perforate St John's-wort near the causeway, Wild Carrot in the SE corner of the 
South Meadow, Water Forget-me-not on the west bank near the “Blue Water-speedwell” 
and Bittersweet on the railway embankment.  Teasels near the Causeway are just starting 
to show their purple flowers.  I found more tall Water Figwort growing on the railway 
embankment, but could not see any Hemp-agrimony that was recorded here last year.  The 
Ash tree on the north bank has its winged fruits dangling attractively from its branches, 
Sloes are forming on the Blackthorn in the NE corner and conkers are forming on the Horse 
Chestnut near Lumley Gate.   
 
British Trust for Conservation Volunteers training courses 
On Wednesday, along with Richard Bishop, Frances Brettell, Elisabeth Kinloch, Tony 
Wilkinson and members of the Friends of Hollybank Woods group, I attended the First Aid 
course organised by the BTCV which completed the three one-day courses for 
conservation volunteers. This means we are now able to organise and lead practical work 
sessions without having to rely on the presence of members of the BTCV.  
 
Work Session: Sunday July 16 (next one Sunday 12 Aug) 
It was warm and the sun was shining for the group work session on Sunday 16 July.  I was 
there as leader with Penny Aylett, Jill Meesom, Debi Morris, Anthea Lay and Elisabeth 
Kinloch.  I was able to lead without supervision after attending the BTCV training courses.   
The main task was to widen the newly cut path using our Crusader Power Scythe.    



All went well and the arisings, as they are called, were deposited in the usual place below 
the causeway.  In addition to the usual rakes Anthea and I also made use of pitchforks 
which Frances had recently purchased.   I think they gave us both the feeling of taking part 
of ancient  rustic practices!  There is now a fine-looking cut, about 10 feet wide, straight 
through the mass of Great Willowherb, from the Lumley Gate to link up with the centre 
path.  A good job, satisfactorily completed. The path has been well used by walkers and it 
also attracts butterflies, as indicated by the presence of Red Admiral, Comma, Ringlet, 
Gatekeeper and Meadow Brown today.  Also, newly flowering along the path we found 
Ragged Robin and Water Figwort.   
 
Environment: 
Two very large “wheels” for holding cables have appeared just inside the entrance to the 
Seagull Lane patch, hopefully, only temporarily parked there.  
Sadly, the North Gate has been vandalised with the posts having been cut by a knife.  Both 
the Brook Meadow poster and the new perspex-covered dog-fouling notice have been torn 
down, though they have lasted a good month which isn’t bad!   
The large wood pile by the Lumley Gate has been cleared – many thanks to Ian Brewster of 
Havant Borough Council.   
 
Committee Meeting  - Tuesday 17 July – Agenda is on the web site 
 

Week 27: July 2-8, 2001   
 

Birds 
Birds were fairly quiet on the meadow this week with just occasional bursts of song coming 
from from Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, Wren, Chiffchaff, Blue Tit, Great Tit, Dunnock, 
Whitethroat, Greenfinch and most suprisingly, Blackbird, Song Thrush, Robin and 
Blackcap which have been very quiet recently.   
One evening I watched a Whitethroat on the top of the wood pile near the Lumley Gate 
giving soft churring calls with other calls (from young birds?) coming from the brambles 
around Gooseberry Cottage.   
The resident Moorhens patrol the river above the North Bridge, they must have a family 
hereabouts.  A Reed Warbler was heard in the Lumley area, just passing through.   
Flying overhead were up to 16 Swifts, numerous gulls going to and from the harbour and a 
Grey Heron.   
 
Water Vole 
The water voles appear to be getting more active and visible.  Maybe they have young?   I 
saw them on nearly every visit this week  swimming in the river in the regular spot upstream 
from the North Bridge.   
On Sunday five of us on the Nature Walk had a good view of the water vole pair, one dark 
and one light brown, clambering up the river bank and swimming in the usual place 
upstream from the North Bridge.  Pieces of apple were tossed onto the bank as a treat for 
them.   
 
Insects 
It was a good week for butterflies with a total of 11 species being recorded on the Sunday 
Nature Walk alone.  Meadow Browns, Gatekeepers, Small Whites and Skippers have 
suddenly appeared on the meadow.  Also seen were 2 Ringlets, 2 Commas, 1 Small 
Tortoiseshell, 1 Marbled White, 1 Painted Lady and 1 Red Admiral.   
On Thursday I also got a excellent view of a Holly Blue perched, with tiny black dots 
showing on its underwing.  Ralph Hollins comments that this must be the first of the 
offspring of the Holy Blues seen in the spring and hopefully many more will soon be on the 
wing.   



The wonderfully coloured Banded Demoiselles are very common in the wetter areas and 
“thigh beetles” and Ladybirds abound everywhere.  
 
Plants 
The total number of plants recorded in the meadow this year (excluding grasses, sedges, 
etc) now stands at 112 and I expect this number to rise following the visit of Gwynne and 
Nigel Johnson and the Havant Wildlife Group next Monday evening.    
Plants newly identified as flowering this week include Water Figwort (with winged stems), 
Wood Dock, Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea, Yarrow, Scentless Mayweed?, Knotgrass, 
Curled Dock, Bristly Ox-tongue, Hedge Bedstraw, Prickly Sow-thistle, Smooth Sow-thistle, 
Amphibious Bistort, Common Ragwort, Enchanter's-nightshade, Spear Thistle and 
Self-heal.   
Two plants I need to ask Gwynne and Nigel to look at are a possible Blue Water-speedwell 
(described as rare in The Hants Flora) on the west bank above Palmer's Road copse and a 
possible Imperforate St John's-wort (not apparently recorded in SU7406) above the 
causeway.   
Plants almost in flower include Teasel, Lesser Burdock and Common Fleabane. 
Blackberries are beginning to form.   
New grasses identified include Italian Ryegrass - with long awns and the handsome 
Timothy.   
 
Other wildlife 
Anthea Lay reported having seen a Slow-worm on the path through the South Meadow 
during the week - this would be a first for Brook Meadow.  Trout, large and small, are very 
visible in the river.  
 
Nature walk 
On Sunday 8 July the regular monthly nature walk around the meadow was attended by 5 
members who enjoyed an excellent morning of butterflies, water voles and flowers.  We 
met a family from Norway who were also enjoying the splendours of our meadow – we are 
on the international map!   
 



FUTURE BROOK MEADOW GROUP EVENTS 
Emsworth Show:  We have booked a stall for the Emsworth Show which is on Monday Aug 
27.   Please let us have any ideas on what we can do and show.   We shall also need some 
help in manning the stall. 
 
Annual General Meeting:  This will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South on Wed Oct 
3rd.  We are hoping to have refreshments, a guest speaker and a good turn out!   
 
Committee Meetings:  Tues 17 July at 7.00 and Tues 21 August at 13, The Rookery 
 
Work sessions:  Sun 15 July and Sun 19 Aug from 10-12, meeting at the Lumley gate 
 
Nature Walks: Sun 12 August and Sun 9 Sept from 10-12, meeting in the Palmer's Road 
Car Park. 
 

OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Emsworth Harbour and millpond 
The Mute Swan flock remains very large with a maximum count of 116, plus the Peter Pond 
pair and the Black Swan.  29 Mallard were on the millpond.  Little Egrets can usually be 
seen feeding in the channel at low water.  
 
Slipper Millpond 
There were 3 Cormorants on the large raft along with about 30 Black-headed Gulls and 
several ginger plumaged juveniles.  The Coot have had a good year with 17 on the pond, 
including many mature young and one new family of 3 chicks.  A Reed Warbler was singing 
from the reeds in the SE corner, passing through.  
 
Peter Pond  
Reed Warblers are bring up families in the reedbeds.  Chiffchaff regularly sings from the 
Elm copse. On the pond were Mallard plus 6 ducklings and the Coot pair with one bird still 
on the nest.  About 5 Banded Demoiselles were flying near the small bridge over the 
millstream where Water Forget-me-not is flowering. 
 
Thorney Island 
Conservation warden, Barry Collins reports up to 36 Mediterranean Gulls on Pilsey Island 
and 81 Little Egrets went into roost at Thorney Island at dusk at the end of last month.  An 
Osprey can still be seen on the east side of Thorney and at high tide it roosts on the landing 
lights on the east side of Thorney Deeps.  Barry also counted 35 Greenshank and c400 
Redshank.   
 
Westbourne 
Ralph Hollins checked out the canalised section of the millstream flowing from Westbourne 
Church to Lumley Mill, and found flowers open on just one of the very few plants of 
Skullcap still to be seen on the brickwall supporting the 'towpath' alongside the water.  
 

Week 26: June 25 to July 1, 2001   
 

Summary of last week’s news and wildlife observations  
 

Birds 
Noticeable bird activity is declining rapidly as the breeding season nears its end.  There is 
not much bird song in comparison with early in the spring, but Wren, Dunnock, Collared 
Dove, Woodpigeon, Chiffchaff and Greenfinch are doing their best, with an occasional 
burst from Whitethroat, Blackbird and Blue Tit.  But Robin, Song Thrush, Great Tit, 



Blackcap and Chaffinch have gone very quiet.  On Thursday, Richard Bishop was lucky 
enough to see a Sparrowhawk catch a Blue/Great Tit - not to worry, there are plenty of tits 
about, but not so many Sparrowhawks!  
Plants 
Excluding grasses, etc, so far this year, the ongoing flowering plant total for the meadow is 
81, though no doubt some have been missed and others are yet to come.   Most of them 
are getting progressively covered by the rampant nettles, bindweed and willowherb which 
is the main reason why it is so important to cut and remove the rank vegetation from the 
meadow to reduce the fertility of the soil on which these plants flourish.  It would also be 
good to try to reduce the amount of Hemlock Water-dropwort which is the highly poisonous 
plant flowering abundantly all along the river banks and in various other places in the 
meadow.   
Plants flowering in the last week include Water Figwort in the centre of the meadow north of 
the line of willows, Marsh Ragwort inside the Lumley Gate and Sow-thistle (but which 
one?) along the south path.  More generally, Creeping Thistle, Field Bindweed, Ground 
Elder and Great Willowherb were in flower.  Walking through the wet area to the north of 
the gate you can get a wonderful aroma of Water Mint, though it will not flower until late 
summer.  Yarrow, Mugwort and Fleabane are in bud as I write and soon will be flowering.  
Two likely garden escapes to have appeared are a sweet pea in the SE corner and a bright 
pink poppy in the Seagull Lane patch. 
Grasses, sedges, etc 
False Oatgrass (with long bent awns) is probably the most common of the grasses, though 
there is also plenty of Rough Meadow-grass, Tall Fescue, Cocksfoot, Barren Brome, 
Yorkshire Fog and Meadow Foxtail.  There is a patch of short Marsh Foxtail by the old 
trailer inside the Lumley Gate and some Soft Brome (very soft to the touch) and Perennial 
Ryegrass along the causeway.  In the far SE corner of the meadow there are Meadow 
Barley and Giant Fescue.  Timothy with its long inflorescences is also flowering in parts.  
Reed Canary-grass grows along the river bank and in other wet places in the meadow.   
North of the causeway, is our prize area for sedges and rushes with Hard Rush, False Fox 
Sedge, Divided Sedge, Hairy Sedge, Common Spike-rush still showing well.  Sea 
Club-rush can be seen in the SE corner, probably spilling over from Peter Pond where it 
grows abundantly.  There is a nice patch of Wood Melick along the side of Lumley Road 
near to Peter Pond (definitely not in Brook Meadow, alas). 
Water Vole 
On Monday morning I had an excellent view of a water vole from the north bank of the river 
opposite the railway embankment.  I watched it for about 15 minutes as it preened and 
chumped away merrily at the roots of a large Hemlock Water-dropwort plant.  I hope and 
presume water voles are not affected by the poison in these plants.    
On Friday I had another good view of a water vole, this time while I was standing on the 
small bridge north of Peter Pond. It swam upstream from Peter Pond and under the bridge 
where I was standing.  Since these voles do not travel far overland this must be another 
site for them, though not on Brook Meadow.     
Insects 
Butterflies are still scarce, with just one Holly Blue and two skippers, probably Large 
Skippers.  
However, there are lots of green “thigh beetles” (with swollen thighs) feeding in the white 
trumpets of Large Bindweed and a new Ladybird which I tentatively identified as 
Subcoccinella 24-punctata (Chinery p.272).  There were three super damselflies with a 
long glossy green body and wings noticeably shorter than the body with a flickering flight 
which Ralph Hollins thinks maybe Emerald Damsels.  
 
Comment from Ralph Hollins on the damselfly 
Dragonflies are still doing their best to make up for the scarcity of butterflies and it sounds 
as if Brian Fellows may have been the first to welcome the Emerald Damsel (Lestes 



sponsa) at Brook Meadow today. Brian is still learning his dragonflies and makes no claim 
to have identified it as such but his description of one damselfly (particularly splendid with a 
long glossy green body and wings noticeably shorter than the body with a flickering flight) 
could well be of Lestes sponsa which is due to appear about now.  
 
Fish 
I found a fresh Brown Trout, 12 ins long, on the west bank of the river, probably caught by 
kids over the weekend and abandoned.    
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Record Mute Swan Flock 
This is an extraordinary year for Mute Swans in Emsworth with record numbers collecting 
in the harbour and on the Bath Road millpond.  On Sunday evening I counted a total of 122 
Mute Swans with 94 in the harbour and 28 on the millpond.   This is a new record for the 
area since I began recording in 1992.  Last year’s maximum for June was just 50.  With 7 
on Canoe Lake, 2 on Baffins Pond, 89 at Broadmarsh and 113 at Fishbourne (by Ralph 
Hollins) we would seem to have a grand total of at least 333 Mute Swans in the area.  The 
Swans collect together in safe areas at this time of the year to spend their period of moult 
during which time they are flightless.   
Cormorants return 
Two Cormorants were back on Slipper Millpond following a long absence during winter 
when the water was low in the pond.  This was due to the sluice gates being open to allow 
the flood waters from the Lumley Millstream to escape easily.   
Coots persevere 
The Coot pair are still active on Peter Pond with one bird sitting tight on the nest in the 
water while the other brings food and reinforcements for the nest.   
Gulls return 
Black-headed Gulls are returning to the ponds and the harbour after their breeding period, 
probably from the RSPB islands of Langstone Harbour.  Look out for the ginger-plumaged 
young birds – I found two on Peter Pond this week.  On Sunday evening there were also 
two Mediterranean Gulls on the Hermitage ponds.  These are also probably from the 
breeding flocks in Langstone Harbour and can be distinguished from Black-headed Gulls 
by their jet black hoods (brown in Black-headed Gulls) and bright red bills. 
 
Comment from Ralph Hollins on young Black-headed Gulls  
At Emsworth's Peter Pond today Brian Fellows saw two more juvenile Black Headed Gulls, 
making me wonder if possibly some of the gulls have moved back to Stakes Island 
(between the tip and Thorney and Cobnor Point to the east) which used to be a major 
colony (before 1978 none nested on the Langstone Harbour islands to which the Stakes 
Island birds seem now to have moved). I see that one pair attempted to nest on Stakes 
Island in 1999 but were washed out by high tides, so presumably global warming has made 
that site impractical. The only other breeding site that I know of in nearby West Sussex is at 
the Arundel wildfowl trust reserve. 
 
FRIENDS OF HOLLYBANK WOODS  
This is a newly established conservation group similar to our own which aims to care for 
and protect this superb piece of woodland to the north of Emsworth  Like our group, it is 
fully supported by British Trust for Conservation Volunteers and Havant Borough Council 
who own the woodland.  Their next meeting is on Saturday July 7th at 10am, meeting at the 
top of Hollybank Lane.  If you would like more details please contact  ... 
John Bond (Chairman) at 2 Tudor Avenue, Emsworth.  E-mail paulinebond@totalise.co.uk 
or  
Charlotte Walker (BTCV)  Phone: 02392   E-mail: c.walker@btcv.org.uk 

mailto:paulinebond@totalise.co.uk
mailto:c.walker@btcv.org.uk


 
FUTURE BROOK MEADOW GROUP EVENTS 
Emsworth Show:  We have booked a stall for the Emsworth Show which is on Monday Aug 
27.   Please let us have any ideas on what we can do and show.   We shall also need some 
help in manning the stall. 
Annual General Meeting:  This will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South on Wed Oct 
3rd.  We are hoping to have refreshments, a guest speaker and a good turn out!   
Committee Meetings:  Tues 17 July at 7.00 and Tues 21 August at 13, The Rookery 
Work sessions:  Sun 15 July and Sun 19 Aug from 10-12, meeting at the Lumley gate 
Nature Walks: Sun 8 July and Sun 12 August from 10-12, meeting in the Palmer's Road 
Car Park. 
 

 



Week 25: June 18-24, 2001   
 

WATER VOLES  
The meadow is a magical place on these warm summer evenings and on Thursday 
evening I spent about  20 minutes watching a pair of water voles swimming back and forth 
across the stream, seemingly just for the fun of it.  I was very pleased to share the 
experience with Jill Littleton and her two grandchildren, who were spellbound by the sight 
of these delightful animals.  Needless to say, Jill immediately enrolled as a member of the 
group!  I noticed that one of the voles was much darker than the other, almost black.  From 
Rob Strachan’s excellent book I see that water voles do vary in colour and that a black 
variety is most common in Scotland.  Ref: Rob Strachan, Water Voles.  Whittet Books, 
1997. 
 
BIRDS 
The birds are still singing and active in the meadow as they struggle to raise their families.  
The Whitethroats have been particularly active with one pair appearing to have young.  
Birds I heard singing last week included Wren, Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, Whitethroat, 
Blackcap, Chiffchaff, Chaffinch and Greenfinch.  Our Sedge Warbler seems to have gone 
quiet or has left.   
 
FLOWERS 
There are lots of newly flowering plants to be seen in the meadow.  The tiny yellow flowers 
of Black Medick can be found just inside the Lumley Gate and the huge Broad-leaved Dock 
is flowering along the south path.   The delightful Meadowsweet is just starting to flower 
along the river banks. This is a plant that shows the hard disks of its flower-buds for ages 
before unexpectedly exploding like pop-corn into its ‘lighter than air’ feathery flower mass 
(as described by Ralph Hollins).   The more rough and ready Hogweed is now in flower 
along the river banks.  The magnificient white trumpets of Large Bindweed can be seen 
dotted around the meadow.  The pink flowers of the very tall Great Willowherb, a plant 
which dominates much of the meadow, are also just starting to show here and there.  In 
Palmer's Road copse the yellow flowers of a single plant of Nipplewort are showing and 
Hedge Woundwort is flowering well in amongst the Common Nettles.  The single plant with 
pale violet flowers growing by the steps along the path through Palmer's Road copse is 
Dame's Violet (Rose p.122).  
 
Note on Dame's Violet from Ralph Hollins  
One plant that is perhaps spreading along the banks of the River Ems is Dame’s Violet. For 
a good many years I have enjoyed seeing this plant each spring where the Lumley 
Millstream magically appears on the south side of the A27 (this 'canal' had to be diverted 
many feet down to allow the building of the new A27, the water finding its own level again 
after passing under the road in a long U-shaped pipe) and this year I noted it in full flower 
there on May 19. 
 
INSECTS 
In the South Meadow a nettle plant was covered by a mass of jet black caterpillars of the 
Peacock butterfly surrounded by webs of silk.  Let’s hope they develop into many adult 
butterflies.   
Damselflies can be seen around the streams.  From the South Bridge I saw golden 
damselfly resting on one of the Hemlock Water-dropwort plants which must have been a 
Banded Agrion, though as Ralph’s note indicates we should now call something else.  This 
insects is acually bright green according to the books, but certainly appeared to be 
glistening with gold in the sunshine. I also saw one on the meadow last year on July 7th in 
company with Ralph Hollins.   
 



Note on Banded Agrion from Ralph Hollins  
Brian Fellows’ simple observation of a relatively common damselfly plunged me into a sea 
of confusion stirred up by the dreaded taxonomists who will no longer allow him to use the 
name given in Chinery's Insect Guide for this species.  Chinery lists the species under the 
English name of Banded Agrion and gives its scientific name as Agrion splendens but as 
early as 1984 the excellent book on The Dragonflies of the New Forest (by Noelle and Tony 
Welstead - not that they are in the least to blame) changes both names to Banded 
Demoiselle and Calopteryx splendens, and this nomenclature is followed in both the big 
new drgaonfly books by Dan Powell and Steve Brooks so I guess we will have to join the 
majority and use these new names without ever knowing what individual taxonomist or 
scientific commitee decided to change the names in the first place.  
 
FISHBOURNE MEADOWS 
On Thursday morning I had a wander round Fishbourne Meadows, to remind myself of 
what Brook Meadow might look like when the conservation work is complete.  The 
Southern Marsh Orchids were looking splendid and I counted 268.  Now, that is what we 
would want to see in Brook Meadow.  I also noted some Ragged Robin, Meadow Vetchling, 
Red Campion, Brooklime and Yellow Iris in the stream, but suprisingly no Water-crowfoot 
which flowers abundantly in the River Ems.  There is also lots of sedges, including Divided 
Sedge and False Fox Sedge and some others which I did not recognise.  Interestingly, as 
in Brook Meadow there is a lot of Great Willowherb (not yet in flower) in Fishbourne 
Meadows, but no Common Nettle which grows abundantly in Brook Meadow.  
 
Note on the problem of nettles fom Ralph Hollins  
The absence of the nettles are a problem for the group trying to turn Brook Meadow at 
Emsworth into a similar area of natural beauty. I think this will not be an easy problem to 
overcome and am reminded of being told (long ago) by Richard Williamson of the care he 
had to take in finding a site to dump the grass mowings from his regular clearance of the 
paths at Kingley Vale - careless dumping could so easily enrich the soil and a downhill flow 
of the nutrient from the compost heap could destroy the natural state of the soil in which 
orchids and other plants of poor soil flourished. Once enriched it is difficult to re-impoverish 
the soil, and on top of that the eradication of nettle roots is a difficult task. 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
Another branch has fallen across the river just below the North Bridge and is partially 
blocking the water flow – HBC have been told.   

 
TOOLS 
Richard and I have been investigating the purchase of a strimmer for cutting back the paths 
in the meadow.   Machine Mart on Copnor Road, Portsmouth have several in their 
catalogue which would do the trick, though some of them would seem to be rather too 
heavy for members of the group to manage easily.  We would probably need a machine 
that could be fitted with a blade to cut through the tougher vegetation.  I was shown a 
Dynamac DB22L which at 5.2kg felt pretty weighty even with the strap. I think 
we need to go for something a bit lighter, even though we may be sacrificing some power.  
There are two other machines in the catalogue which I think might be better.  Makita 
RBC201 is 4.1kg and costs £187. Partner Colibri is only 3.4kg and costs £82.  Does 
anyone have any views? 
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Mute Swan Flock 



The flock on the millpond and the harbour is back to 109, plus the pair on Slipper Millpond 
and the Black Swan.  I think the huge increase this year may be due to some coming over 
from Fishbourne Channel where there is usually a large summer flock of Mute Swans.   
Slipper Millpond 
A Cormorant was back on the pond for the first time this year.  This pattern differs from last 
year when  Cormorants were fairly regular up to mid-March.  The Mute Swan pair from 
Peter Pond are still hanging around though without their cygnets.  There are still plenty of 
Mallard ducklings (20) and young Coot (17).   
Peter Pond  
The resident Coot is still trying for young on its nest in centre of pond.  Reed Warblers are 
singing as usual.  Occasionally a Chiffchaff sings from the small Elm copse in the north of 
the pond.    
 
FUTURE GROUP EVENTS 
Emsworth Show:  We have booked a stall for the Emsworth Show which is on Monday Aug 
27.   Please let us have any ideas on what we can do and show.   We shall also need some 
help in manning the stall. 
Annual General Meeting:  This will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South on Wed Oct 
3rd.  We are hoping to have refreshments, a guest speaker and a good turn out!   
Committee Meetings:  Tues 17 July at 7.00 and Tues 21 August at 13, The Rookery 
Work sessions:  Sun 15 July and Sun 19 Aug from 10-12, meeting at the Lumley gate 
Nature Walks: Sun 8 July and Sun 12 August from 10-12, meeting in the Palmer's Road 
Car Park. 



 
 

Week 24: June 11-17, 2001   
 

BIRDS 
This is a busy time of year for the birds.  I think we have 18 species of bird breeding around 
the meadow with about 70 pairs in total.  Young birds are starting to show themselves and 
this week I have seen  Blackbird, Robin, Dunnock, Blue Tit and Great Tit and more, no 
doubt, are to come.   I have produced a map showing the breeding territories of our 
summer visitors of which we have 3 Whitethroat, 4 Blackcap, 3 Chiffchaff and a Sedge 
Warbler (though I think this one may have gone, having given up looking for a mate).  If you 
would like a copy let me know.  Most birds can still be heard singing, including Robin, 
Dunnock, Blackbird, Wren, Chaffinch, Song Thrush, Whitethroat, Blackcap and Chiffchaff, 
though the song will diminish as the breeding season nears its conclusion and the birds 
prepare for their annual moult.  House Sparrows and Starlings are still busy collecting 
insects from the meadow for their nestlings.   
This week we have had suprise visits from a Lesser Whitethroat in the bushes along the 
path at the end of Seagull Lane (only the second only sighting for Brook Meadow) and a 
Reed Warbler in the bushes on the east of the meadow behind the Lumley Road cottages.  
I also noticed a Moorhen in the river near to the water vole area by the North Bridge, 
probably nesting nearby.  It is lovely to see so many Swifts and Swallows hunting over the 
meadow for their insect prey; the best time is in the evening.    
 
INSECTS 
There are suprisingly few butterflies about at the moment.  A Speckled Wood was the only 
one seen on the meadow this week.  Where have they all gone?   But, there are plenty of 
Ladybirds, particularly, 2 and 7 spots, but I also saw a Calvia 14-guttata for the second time 
this year. Several green soldier beetles and some "thigh beetles" (ie, with swollen thighs) 
were seen.   
 
PLANTS IN FLOWER 
Excluding grasses, sedges, etc, a total of 68 flowering plants have been recorded so far 
this year on the meadow, though no doubt there are some we have missed.  So we are 
over halfway towards last year’s grand total.  Not all 68 are currently in flower, but the 
majority are.  However, many are getting progressively covered by the rampant nettles, 
bindweed and willowherb which is the main reason why we need to cut and remove the 
rank vegetation from the meadow so to reduce the fertility of the soil which on which these 
plants flourish.  It would also be nice to reduce the amount of Hemlock Water-dropwort 
which is the highly poisonous plant flowering abundantly all along the river banks and in 
various other places in the meadow.  The more delicate Cow Parsley has been flowering 
well, but is now going to seed.    
Other plants to look out for are the tiny pink flowers of the Cut-leaved Crane's-bill among 
the nettles on the river paths and the tiny blue flowers of the fairly scarce Brooklime on the 
west bank of the River Ems north of Palmer's Road copse and on the east of the meadow 
below the line of Willows.  Several patches of the lovely Ragged Robin can be seen mainly 
in the area above the causeway along with some Lesser Stitchwort.  Some Oxeye Daisies 
are flowering near the Lumley Gate, just inside the garden of Gooseberry Cottage, but I 
think we can claim them for Brook Meadow!   The plant with the lovely white flower growing 
profusely in the river is Stream Water-crowfoot (according to Ralph).   
Comfrey has been flowering for several weeks, but is still looking good.  There are both 
white and purple flowered Comfreys, but this is no sure guide to their identify.  We have 
both Common Comfrey and Russian Comfrey on the meadow, but to be certain we have to 
wait for them to seed - the nutlets of Common Comfrey are smooth and shining whereas 
those of the more common Russian Comfrey are 'tuberculate' and dull.  



The Butterbur leaves are now massive along the south bank and the causeway, but do not 
confuse them with the similarly shaped slightly smaller leaves of Winter Heliotrope around 
the South Bridge.  The Water Mint is smelling wonderfully in the wet area near the Lumley 
Gate, but will not flower until late summer. Yarrow, Mugwort and Meadowsweet are also 
budding, but not quite in flower, as I write.    
 
GRASSES, ETC 
The grasses are superb at present, though may not be appreciated by people with pollen 
sensitivity!   False Oatgrass (with bent awns) is probably the most common of the grasses, 
though there is also plenty of Rough Meadow-grass, Tall Fescue, Cocksfoot, Barren 
Brome, Yorkshire False Oatgrass and Meadow Foxtail.  Look out for a patch of short Marsh 
Foxtail by the old trailer inside the Lumley Gate.  There is some nice Soft Brome along the 
causeway – very soft ot the touch and some Perennial Ryegrass.   
In the far SE corner of the South Meadow you can find some Meadow Barley and Giant 
Fescue.  Reed Canary-grass grows along the river bank and in other wet places in the 
meadow.   
North of the causeway is our prize area for sedges and rushes with Hard Rush, False Fox 
Sedge, Divided Sedge, Hairy Sedge, Common Spike-rush prominent.  Marsh Horsetail 
also grows abundantly in this wet area.   Sea Club-rush can be seen in the SE corner of the 
South Meadow, probably spilling over from Peter Pond where it grows abundantly.  This 
week I came across another good patch of tall Hairy Sedge (to 70cm) along the lower west 
path near to the North Bridge.  There is a nice patch of Wood Melick along the side of 
Lumley Road near to Peter Pond (definitely not in Brook Meadow, alas). 
 
WATER VOLES 
No definite sightings reported this week, though pieces of apple thrown onto the bank 
above the North Bridge are quickly taken so I presume that pair are still OK.   
 
WORK SESSION 
On Sunday 17th six worthy people came to the work session in the meadow and were all 
pretty exhausted by the end.  Many thanks to Charlotte Walker for giving up her Sunday 
morning to supervise.  Frances did her usual risk assessment and Penny Aylett provided 
much needed refreshments at half time.  It was nice to see Debi Morris for the first time.  
The main task was to cut and rake a new path across the meadow using the new Power 
Scythe which the group have purchased with funding obtained from the landfill tax (A&J 
Bull).  The new path goes north from the Lumley Gate to link up with the existing centre 
path and gives a nice vista through the rampant willowherb and nettles.  Try it out when you 
are next in the meadow.  One motive for this path was to divert walkers away from the 
ecologically sensitive area to the north of the causeway where all the sedges and rushes 
grow.  The path should be appreciated by the birds for all the creepy crawlies that it 
exposes.   
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
The local Mute Swan flock remains very large with a total of 111 counted on the millpond 
and in the harbour on Friday 15th.  The Black Swan was with them plus 4 Canada Geese 
and 20 Mallard with 5 ducklings.   
The Mute Swan pair are back on Slipper Millpond the pond without their cygnets, alas.  
Barry Collins (warden of Thorney Island) tells me that the 3 new cygnets seen in the 
Emsworth area are from another pair of Mute Swans that bred on the Little Deeps on 
Thorney Island.   
There seem to be plenty of Mallard ducklings about this year, I counted a total of 30 on the 
three ponds. The regular 4 Coot families on Slipper Millpond have 17 youngsters with two 
birds back on their nests for a second brood.  At the end of the week I noticed that another 
raft had been added to the regular four on the millpond, anchored close to the A259; it is 



large and flat and without a nest box and is already being used as a ready-made brood 
platform by young Coot.   The Coot pair on Peter Pond are still persevering with their tower 
nest in the centre of the pond and two Reed Warblers were singing in the reedbeds.  
 
TRAINING COURSES FOR CONSERVATION VOLUNTEERS 
To ensure that conservation work is conducted responsibly and with proper care for the 
safety of volunteers and the public it is essential that group members have training in 
conservation skills. Some of our group have already attended BTCV conservation training 
courses, but we need as many trained members as possible so as to strengthen the skill 
basis within the group and to enable us to run practical work sessions on our own without 
the presence of a member of the BTVC.    The following one-day training courses (all from 
10am to 4pm) are being run by BTCV:  Risk Assessment on 20 June at Fort Widley, 
Leadership on 27 June at Fort Widley and Emergency First Aid on 11 July at Havant 
Borough Council Offices.  A number of group members will be attending these courses.  If 
you are interested in attending please contact Charlotte Walker of the BTCV on 02392 
650134 or by e-mail c.walker@btcv.org.uk 
 
GROUP EVENTS FOR  JULY AND AUGUST 
Committee Meetings:  Tues 17 July at 7.00 and Tues 21 August at 13, The Rookery 
Work sessions:  Sun 15 July and Sun 19 Aug from 10-12, meeting at the Lumley gate 
Nature Walks: Sun 8 July and Sun 12 August from 10-12, meeting in the Palmer's Road 
Car Park. 

mailto:c.walker@btcv,org.uk


 
WEEK 23: JUNE 4-10, 2001   

Birds: 
I think we have about 18 species of bird breeding on and around the meadow.  It is nice to 
see young birds appearing on the meadow and this week I saw young Blackbird, Robin and 
Dunnock.  Many of the birds are singing still singing, including Wren, Chaffinch, Song 
Thrush, Whitethroat, Blackcap, Chiffchaff and Sedge Warbler, though I expect the song to 
diminish as the breeding season nears its conclusion.  We also had a visiting Reed Warbler 
singing from different locations and Goldfinch were also heard.   Swallows and Swifts were 
regularly seen flying overhead.   
Mammals 
No sightings of Water Vole this week though again the pieces of apple thrown onto the river 
bank above the North Bridge disappeared fairly swiftly.  No further sign of the deer which 
paid a fleeting visit to the meadow last week.  The only mammal observation, apart from 
the fresh molehills springing up in various locations, was a dead Common Shrew found on 
the causeway.   
Snails 
There are plenty of snails on the vegetation.  Ralph Hollins discovered a common wetland  
snail on the vegetation in the south meadow - Zonitoides nitidus, which, he says, from a 
distance may look like a coppery brown slug as the lowest whorl of the shell makes up 95% 
of the total, with just a token of two more tiny whorls (looking like a hair-bun) at one end of 
the main part of the shell.  This is one  of the snails whose shell shape is described as 
discoidal (rather than globular or conical) and the shell measures up to 7 mm long by 3.5 
high - many will not be full grown at this time of year. 
Insects 
Very few butterflies were seen this week with just a few Peacock, Speckled Wood and 
Whites.  Red Soldier Beetles were seen on the nettles, but I am not sure which species.  
Plants 
Excluding grasses, sedges, etc, so far this year I have recorded 63 flowering plants on the 
meadow, though no doubt there are many I have missed.  So we are over halfway towards 
last year’s grand total.  Not all 63 are still in flower, but a good few are.  However, they are 
getting progressively covered by the rampant nettles, bindweed and willowherb.  The 
Butterbur leaves are now massive along the south bank and the causeway, but do not 
confuse them with the similarly shaped large leaves of Winter Heliotrope around the South 
Bridge.  Newly flowering this week were Charlock, Common Mallow and White Clover.  
There are also a few Oxeye Daisies near the Lumley Gate.  The Water Mint is smelling 
wonderfully in the wet area near the Lumley Gate, but will not flower until late summer. 
Yarrow, Mugwort and Meadowsweet are also budding, but not quite in flower.  
Grasses, Sedges and Rushes 
This is a great time of the year for grasses, sedges and rushes (though not for those 
sensitive to grass pollen).  So far this year I have identified 22 in the meadow, though there 
are certainly many more out there waiting to be spotted.  The silky-stemmed grass called 
Yorkshire Fog with purple spikelets is looking particularly fine. There is a nice patch of 
Marsh Foxtail flowering near the Lumley Gate, shorter than the more common Marsh 
Foxtail.  Reed Canary-grass is flowering well along the west bank of the river above the 
sluice gate.  Look out for clumps of Hard Rush in the centre of the meadow.  Ralph Hollins 
told me that the sedge flowering in the wet area north of the causeway is Hairy Sedge and 
not Distant Sedge, as he first thought.  Common Spike-rush, Divided Sedge and False Fox 
Sedge can also be seen flowering in this patch and probably also Distant Sedge though I 
haven’t found that one as yet.   
Environment: 
Richard Bishop has put up new dog fouling notices with thick perspex covers which he 
hopes will be sufficient deterent to their persistent removal.  So far they have remained 
intact.  I will endeavour to do the same for the Brook Meadow posters.   What looks like a 



boules court has been created on the cleared area behind the Lumley Road gardens on the 
east of the meadow (using sand from the flood sandbags). A Willow branch which has 
fallen across the river between the gasholder and the North Bridge needs removing.  On 
Friday morning Frances Brettell and I did some clearing of nettles from along the paths in 
preparation for Sunday's guided walk which was attended by four people and was 
thoroughly enjoyed by all.  
 
BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP EVENTS 
Sunday 17 June. Work session 10-12.  Meet at the Lumley Gate. We hope to try out our 
new power scythe.  
Tuesday 19 June.   Committee Meeting at 7pm at 13 The Rookery 
Sunday 7 July.  Nature amble.  Meet in Palmer's Road Car Park at 10am.  
Sunday 15 July. Work session 10-12.  Meet at the Lumley Gate.   
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Mute Swans:  The local Mute Swan non-breeding flock remains at record levels for the fifth 
month running with a total of 108 birds counted on the three millponds and in the harbour.  
It seems there is some movement of swans between Emsworth and Broadmarsh and 
probably Bosham.  Sadly, it seems certain that the Peter Pond Mute Swan pair have lost 
their four cygnets (see note from Tony Wilkinson below).  However, I received sightings of 
another Mute Swan family with 3 tiny cygnets, but we are not sure where they came from.    
Mallard: There were 4 Mallard families at various times on the three millponds with a grand 
total of 28 ducklings.  I wonder how many will survive?    
Coot:  Coot have been doing well on Slipper Millpond with 4 pairs producing at least 13 
surviving young. One of the Coots was sitting again on a nest on the northern-most raft on 
Slipper Millpond for a second try. The Coot pair on Peter Pond have built themselves a fine 
tower nest in the centre of the pond and a bird is currently sitting.  They appear to have no 
young from their first nest in the reedbeds.   
Reed Warblers:  Two Reed Warblers were singing as usual from the reedbeds on Peter 
Pond; these are probably breeders.  But, I am not sure about the two Reed Warblers heard 
singing occasionally from the Phragmites on the east of the Slipper Millpond.  
Other observations:  A Grey Heron was watching for fish near the reedbeds on Peter Pond 
and small numbers of Black-headed Gulls were also on the ponds.  Yarrow, Hedge 
Woundwort and Common Ragwort were newly flowering along the A259 bank of Peter 
Pond.   
 
Note from Tony Wilkinson on the Mute Swan cygnets saga 
The cygnets were rescued after three of them had become separated from their parents by 
being washed over the tide gates into the basin area which was full of hostile swans from 
the Bath Road Mill Pond, which were chasing and pecking at them. A passer-by retrieved 
two of them and re-united them with the others on the pond. The third cygnet was chased 
off into the marina so I went round in the car to try and rescue it only to meet up with the 
same guy walking back with it along Slipper Road. Nice to know they had a friend on that 
occasion.  
A few weeks ago the same thing happened to the mallard ducklings but we were able to 
rescue them. Yesterday one of the older ducklings suffered the same fate but I was unable 
to retrieve it. The parents were obviously distressed trying to rescue it from the swans in 
the river but I think it will have been lucky to survive. This is obviously a major risk birds with 
young on the pond. Perhaps it was this or, as you say foxes, which was responsible.  
 
 
Report prepared by Brian Fellows: 
Phone 01243 375548.  E-mail: brian.fellows@lineone.net 
Web page: http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/brook-meadow-index.htm 
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WEEK 22: MAY 28 TO JUNE 3, 2001   
 

Birds 
Not much change from last week with the breeding birds busy feeding their nestlings.  
Plenty of Starlings and House Sparrows are still visiting the meadow.  The Song Thrushes 
have been singing in competition from either side of the meadow.  Blue Tit families could 
be heard calling from the trees.  Blackcap, Chiffchaff, Whitethroat, Sedge Warbler, 
Chaffinch, Blackbird, Wren, Dunnock and Robin have also been singing.  Swallows and 
Swifts have been flying overhead.  Mallards come and go on the river.   
 
Plants 
So far this year 61 plants in flower have been identified on the meadow (not including 
grasses, sedges, etc) and many more are still to come, if we can find them among the 
rampant Nettles. Newly flowering this week were Bittersweet and Dog Rose.   
I have finally confirmed that the umbellifer flowering abundantly in clumps along the 
riversides and on other parts of the meadow is Hemlock Water-dropwort.  This is the tall 
plant with the characteristic umbrella-shaped flower-head of the Parsley family and in fact it 
smells slightly of Parsley.  However, it is described as “very poisonous” in my book, so it is 
best to give this one a very wide berth!   
I noticed the large leaves of the Prickly Lettuce growing below the causeway, but not yet in 
flower.  Our sole Gorse has now lost its flowers. The Cow Parsley which has been 
flowering for a few weeks now has its oblong fruits developing.  The Three-cornered Leeks 
in Palmer's Road copse are looking a little battered.  The Broad-leaved Dock plants with 
their huge leaves are already up to 4 feet tall in the South Meadow and just beginning to 
flower.  
 
Grasses and sedges 
The sedges are showing up very well now above the causeway.  Ralph Hollins has revised 
his ID of the Distant Sedge to Hairy Sedge.   Near the old trailer by the Lumley Gate I noted 
a clump of tall (to 50cm) rush-like stems with a single spikelet on the top of each stem 
which I identified as Common Spike-rush. There are lots of grasses coming into flower.  
Newly flowering along the river path is Wall Barley and Cocksfoot has its anthers showing.   
 
Water Vole 
No positive sightings this week, but pieces of apple thrown onto the bank above the North 
Bridge disappear quickly which suggests that this pair is alive and active.  There also 
appear to be some new burrow holes on the west bank infront of the gasholder which is 
where we had some nesting last year.   
But on Sunday I found that someone (probably kids) had crashed down through the 
vegetation on  the river bank near the North Gate and had dislodged one of the retaining 
boards where the voles are usually seen.  Let’s hope the voles have not been too much 
disturbed by this damage.  On several occasions I saw dogs being exercised in the river 
beneath the north bridge while the owners looked on, but I did not have the guts to speak to 
them.   
 
Insects 
Very few butterflies this week; just three Peacocks chasing around near the Lumley Gate, a 
blue butterfly (Holly Blue?), one Red Admiral and several unidentified whites.   
Several Ladybirds were on the nettles on the main river path, including, 7-Spot, 2-Spot and 
the tiny yellow one with black spots called Thea 22-punctata.   
I saw my first “Thigh Beetles” (Oedemera nobilis) of the year this week, ie, bright green 
pollen feeding beetles with swollen thighs.  Apparently, only the male has swollen thighs, 
the female is thinner with no swellings.  Last year I did not see them until July 6th, though 
according to Chinnery (p.276) they are about from April to August.  



 
Other wildlife 
There are plenty of fresh Molehills.   
Quite a few snails were visible on plants this week: I tentatively identified one with 
distinctive spiral brown bands on its shell as a Grove or Brown-lipped Snail (Capaea 
nemoralis).  It had distinctive spiral brown bands on its shell.  There were also Garden 
Snails and a very pale snail of a lime to white colour with no obvious markings which I could 
not find it in my general wildlife book, so I will need to look into more specialist texts.   
 
 
Environment 
I updated the Brook Meadow posters in the town Square and on the South and Lumley 
Gates.  The one on the North Gate was OK.   The South Gate one had been torn down by 
the weekend.   
The doggie bin at the end of Seagull Lane which had not been emptied for at least a week 
and was brimming over was been cleared at last on Friday.   
Ted has inserted a new combination lock into the chain on the new gate at the Lumley 
entrance.  I replaced the piece of rope which loops over the small gate.    
The rectangular area on the east side of the meadow behind the Lumley Road cottages, 
which last week had been cleared with a strimmer, has been staked out with a yellow cord 
around it, as if for a games area.   I recall something similar happened a few years ago 
when a  boules court was established in this area which prompted the council into 
restrictive action.  As a conservation group I feel we do not need to take a view on this 
encroachment so long as it does no damage to the ecology of the meadow, though I 
suspect Havant Borough Council may think otherwise.   
 
The Power Scythe 
This week we took delivery of the BCS 615 Power Scythe which we have purchased with a 
grant from the landfill tax.  Fred Portwin has kindly agreed to look after the machine for us.  
I hope we shall be able to give the machine a try out on our next workday on Sunday 17 
June.   
 
Guided Nature Walk  
There will be an amble through the meadow to have a look for some of the wildlife on 
Sunday 10 June starting from Palmer's Road Car Park at 10am.  Please note the stinging 
nettles are high so long trousers and long sleeves highly recommended.   
 
Hollybank Woods 
The new Friends of Hollybank Woods will be holding a Bat Walk in the woods on Friday 8 
June starting at 9pm from the top of Hollybank Lane.  Insect  repellant recommended.  
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Mute Swan flock 
The total flock on the Millpond and in the harbour was down to 77 this week, well down on 
the record-breaking 109 of last week. I think many have gone to Broadmarsh.   
 
Slipper Millpond 
Sadly, the Mute Swan pair from Peter Pond seem to have lost their 4 cygnets; they were 
alone on the pond this week.  I suspect foxes may be the culprits.   
There were plenty of young Mallard and Coot to compensate; I counted 25 Mallard 
ducklings and 19 Coot chicks on the water on one occasion.  At least one Coot is back 
sitting for a second brood.  A Reed Warbler was singing from the reeds in the SE corner of 
the pond. 



Sea Club-rush is the sedge with sharply 3-sided stems flowering along the banks of both 
Slipper and Peter ponds.  
 
Peter Pond 
The Coot pair are building a new nest in the centre of the pond. There appears to be no 
young remaining from the first brood from the nest in the reedbeds to the north of the pond.  
Four Mallard ducklings were on the water apparently without a mother.  Two Reed 
Warblers were singing as usual from the reedbeds near Gooseberry Cottage.  Fred 
Portwin reported that Trout are in the pond.  
 
Report prepared by Brian Fellows: 
Phone 01243 375548.  E-mail: brian.fellows@lineone.net 
Web page: http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/brook-meadow-index.htm 
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WEEK 21: MAY 21-27, 2001   
 
FUTURE MEETINGS 
Tuesday 29 May: Brook Meadow Conservation Group Committee Meeting at 7pm at 13 
The Rookery.   
Friday 8 June: Friends of Hollybank Woods.  Bat Walk in Hollybank Woods  7pm  
Sunday 10 June: Nature walk in Brook Meadow 10-12 Meet in Palmer's Road Car Park.   
Sunday 17 June: Brook Meadow Conservation Group Work session 10-12 Meet at Lumley 
Gate.  
 
WATER VOLES 
Although we have had no no positive water vole sightings this week I am fairly certain that 
the pair we have seen several times on the river bank above the North Bridge are still 
present and active.   On three occasions this week I threw pieces of apple onto the bank 
near their burrow holes (water voles are very partial to a bit of apple) and on each occasion 
pieces of apple were removed.    On Sunday morning the apples were removed within 2 
hours of being thrown there and the muddy bank to the right of the retaining boards had 
also been scuffed up by their feet.  I shall have to try the same thing on the banks further 
downstream where there also appear to be burrow holes, but no reported sightings as yet 
of any water voles.   
Dogs are still a bit of a worry for they do seem to enjoy splashing around in the river near 
the North Bridge where the water voles live.  On one occasion I bucked up my courage to 
speak to a lady who was allowing  her dog into the river, but there were other occasions 
when I chickened out.   Maybe they are not a real problem?   
I read in this weekend’s newspaper about plans for the reintroduction of 250 water voles to 
the Barnes Wetland Centre.  Maybe our meadow could be on the list for some in the 
future?   
 
OTHER MAMMALS 
There are numerous fresh Molehills around the meadow and on Sunday I disturbed a Red 
Fox on the Lumley side.   
 
BIRDS: 
The year list so far is 41, but nothing new this week. There is plenty of activity around the 
meadow, though some of the birds are quieter now they have young in the nest.  I have 
produced a map of the breeding territories of our summer visitors (available on request), of 
which there are 3 Whitethroat, 4 Blackcap, 3 Chiffchaff and 1 Sedge Warbler.  I also heard 
a Reed Warbler this week singing from the Lumley Millstream but I doubt if it is nesting 
there.    
During one evening visit there were 4 Song Thrushes belting out their songs around the 
meadow, but I believe there are only 3 pairs breeding.  The Song Thrush that regularly 
sings on the Lumley side of the meadow is worth listening to since it has a delightful 
descending trill as part of its song.   
On Thursday  I saw a Kingfisher fly upstream from the North Bridge, my first sighting for 
several weeks making it very likely that a pair are breeding somewhere along the River 
Ems, but maybe not actually where it passes through the meadow.   
House Sparrows and Starlings are still visiting the meadow collecting insects for hungry 
nestlings.  I saw a Robin feeding a young bird near the Lumley Millstream and a Cuckoo 
was calling from the Hermitage area, probably the bird mentioned by Ted Aylett last week.   
 
 INSECTS 
Damselflies are wonderful creatures and they are now on wing; this week I found a Large 
Red Damselfly and a Common Blue Damselfly near the Lumley Millstream.   A favourite 
spot for Ladybirds is in the nettles along the main river bank near the gasholder; I found 



several  2-Spot Ladybirds, some of which were mating.   Bumblebees and Crane-flies were 
also on the meadow.   There are at least two active ant hills on the meadow, one with tiny 
reddish ants (Yellow Meadow Ant?) and the other with black ants (Black Garden Ant?).   
I did not see so many butterflies as might be expected considering the warm weather this 
week, just 3 Peacocks, including a pair, an Orange Tip, a Holly Blue (I think) and several 
whites which did not perch long enough for me to identify them, but they were probably 
Small Whites.    
 
 
 
 
 
PLANTS 
The flowering plant list so far this year is 56 plus about 14 grasses, sedges, etc.  Newly 
flowering this week are White Campion, Wood Avens (or Herb bennet), Silverweed, 
Germander Speedwell, Guelder Rose and a yellow daisy which I tentatively identified as 
Beaked Hawk's-beard.  Also new are Common Vetch, Bramble and Cut-leaved 
Crane's-bill.  Just out are a few blue flowers of Brooklime on the east of the meadow and a 
mass of the small white flowers of Water-cress on the west bank of the River Ems.   
Ragged Robin is now flowering in three areas of the meadow.  Lots of Hogweed is in 
flower, some 6-7 feet tall must be the Giant species.    
Among the grasses, sedges and rushes, newly identified this week are Rough 
Meadow-grass, Goat's-beard and what I think is Compact Rush along the centre path and.  
The sedges above the causeway are looking absolutely wonderful and include Divided 
Sedge, Distant Sedge and False Fox Sedge, no doubt plus others not yet identified.  You 
can also find sedges in the wetter areas along the centre path.  Meadow Foxtail is also 
looking good, standing tall and showing its anthers in several parts of the meadow.    
 
FISH 
A good place to look for Trout is just above the South Bridge; this week I saw one large one 
and one small one.   
 
A VERY NICE BOOK 
While looking around the Bartons Road garden centre a book on the remainders table 
caught my eye called “A Year In The Meadow” by Benjamin Perkins.  It is a delightful and 
beautifully illustrated month by month account of Mr Perkins’s wildlife observations in 
Lapwing Meadows on the Suffolk-Essex border.    Although Mr Perkins has far more 
wildlife in his meadows than we have in our own Brook Meadow the parallels between the 
two are fascinating.  Highly recommended and only £4.99.   
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Emsworth Millpond and harbour 
The non-breeding Mute Swan flock was up to an astonishing maximum this week of 109, 
which is way beyond the previous best for May and is only exceeded by the best ever count 
of 117 in Aug last year. Also on the millpond was the Black Swan and about 24 Mallard with 
one family of 9 ducklings.   
Peter Pond 
The Mute Swan pair still have their 4 cygnets.  I am not sure what has happened to the 
Coot chicks. Two Reed Warblers regularly sing from the reedbeds opposite Gooseberry 
Cottage and a Chiffchaff from the small Elm copse.  
Slipper Millpond 
The Coot situation is much as last week with two families of 6 and 4 chicks on the water 
and 3 nests occupied.  A Reed Warbler was singing in the reeds in the SE corner of Slipper 
Millpond, but I don;t think it will be nesting.  



Thorney Island  
The path around Thorney Island is now open.  The Red-hot Pokers are again looking fine 
on the western track.  Look out for Wall Brown butterflies along the bank.  Two Ospreys 
have been reported near Pilsey Island.   
 
COMMENT FROM RALPH HOLLINS ON THE EMSWORTH MUTE SWAN FLOCK  
“These birds fly to open water at this time of year, just before they undergo a moult which 
can leave them flightless, but I wish I knew more about where they come from and if they 
always use the same open water area for moullting each year. Many of the birds are 
probably of local origin, some will have been at Emsworth over winter (perhaps 70 there) 
and others at the Southsea Canoe Lake (another 70 plus), with others in Chichester 
Harbour (around Bosham and Fishbourne) but I think the summer moult total of perhaps 
250+ birds (100+ at Emsworth, 100+ at Fishbourne and 50+ at Broadmarsh) is 
considerably greater than the local winter total. Some of the increase at Emsworth may 
reflect a lower than usual count at Fishbourne this year. If anyone has factual information to 
show where these birds come from and if they remain 'site faithful' from year to year I would 
like to hear it.” 
 
Report prepared by Brian Fellows: 
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WEEK 20: MAY 14-20, 2001   
 

General News: 
1. For the past two weeks Andy Brook has designed a booklet version of these notes and 
very good it was too. He has agreed to do something similar for the bi-monthly Newsletter. 
That should be smart.  
2. On Saturday Nigel and Gwynne Johnson kindly allowed us to set up a little display about 
the Brook Meadow Conservation Group on their Hampshire Wildlife Trust stand at the 
9-days in May jamboree in Havant Park. I took along about 30 copies of Andy's booklets 
which went like hot cakes (well almost like)! It was good publicity and there was a nice bit of 
interest in the project.  
3. On Sunday seven of us had a lovely amble through the meadow for the Nature Walk, 
looking at all the nice flowers coming up and listening to the lovely bird song. We had 
butterflies and ladybirds, trout in the river and even a brief glimpse of a Water Vole. 
Smashing place!  
4. The meadow is drying out and the paths are all quite dry.  But the North Meadow is now 
one solid mass of Nettles and the path along the eastern side will soon be impassable.  
There has been a recent fire on the west bank behind the Palmer's Road Industrial Units 
inside the trunk of a fallen tree, but not serious.   
5. Good to see dog bins being used though obviously there are still quite a few dog walkers 
who couldn't care.  The posters are still in place but are showing signs of wear.  I will 
replace when I have the time.  
The Havant Plan again 
I was interested to read a piece in the freebie newspaper Ems Valley Gazette (May 17, 
2001) concerning a report from West Sussex County Council objecting to aspects of the 
Havant Plan.  According to the article the WSCC wants the urban boundary to the east of 
Emsworth centre to be redrawn to exclude “an area of open space” (presumably Brook 
Meadow?) and for it to be earmarked as part of a designated countryside gap.   It would be 
good to hear from anyone familiar with this report and what its implications might be for 
Brook Meadow.  Is it an advantage to be classified as countryside?   Maybe someone from 
Havant Borough Council would like to comment?    
Birds:  
The year’s total of birds seen on and around the meadow to date is 40.  New this week 
were Swifts hunting above the meadow, a Great Spotted Woodpecker flying across 
towards Lumley and a Reed Warbler singing from the bushes on the west bank beneath 
the gasholder – it is not likely to stay.  It was nice to hear Goldfinches in Palmer's Road 
copse. Our Sedge Warbler regularly sings prominently from the Ash sapling in the east of 
the meadow.  Song Thrush, Blackcap and Chiffchaff have also been singing well but 
Whitethroat were generally quiet.  Breeding is underway and on one day I watched a 
female Blackcap and a Dunnock in the South Meadow collecting a beakfuls of insects – a 
good sign that young are in the nest.  
Insects:  
Seven species of butterfly have been seen around the meadow so far this year and this 
week we had 4 Orange Tips, 2 Peacocks, 1 Comma, 1 Speckled Wood and 1 Small White.    
Several 2-Spot and 7-Spot Ladybirds were seen on the nettles plus a brown Ladybird with 
pale spots which I  identified as Calvia 14-guttata in the Collins Guide to Insects (p.272) 
where it is described as fairly common from April to Sept, on shrubs and small trees.  
Plants 
Ragged Robin is the flower of the week – just out below the Causeway.  Much less 
welcome is the Common Nettle flowering more generally.  Also new this week are Red 
Clover and Yellow Iris (Yellow Flag) on the west bank of the river and on the millstream 
between the two bridges.  The small yellow flower which has just come out in the patch at 
the end of Seagull Lane is probably Winter Cress.   



There is an attractive Snowflake-like flower growing on the river bank in Palmer's Road 
copse, with a very distinctive triangular stem. In Rose (p.414) it is called Three-cornered 
Leek though I believe it has other names.  I have also seen it on the roadside on Hayling 
Island.  It is almost certainly a garden escape; however, I was suprised to find the Hants 
Flora describing it as very rare in Hampshire!!   
In the wet area near the millstream there is a strongly smelling mint growing abundantly 
which I presume is Water Mint; it is not in flower, though it was flowering here last summer.  
What I thought was Hogweed is starting to flower in various parts of the meadow, but none 
of the plants I have examined are hairy, though Rose (p.256) describes Hogweed as 
“roughly hairy”. Lesser Celandine is almost over, but Buttercups are flourishing.  Butterbur 
leaves are growing huge on the south bank.  I think the flower that has been puzzling Tony 
is Cuckooflower.  The long seedheads are falling from the Crack Willow trees and the Goat 
Willow is also shedding its fluffy seeds.  Hawthorn is in blossom – “the darling buds of 
May”.  
 
Ref: Francis Rose "The Wild Flower Key" Warne.  A brilliant book. 
Sedges:  
Following the note concerning pond sedges from Ralph Hollins I checked the glumes on 
the female spikelets and can confirm that we have both Greater Pond Sedge and Lesser 
Pond Sedge on the meadow. You can find them on the banks of the River Ems and the 
Lumley Millstream.  Look out also for Divided Sedge, False Fox Sedge and Distant Sedge 
which are showing nicely in the wet area above the causeway.   
Water Voles:    
Only one brief sighting above the Seagull Lane bridge, but plenty of holes in other places.  
Please keep looking.   Dogs are still a problem.  Tony Wilkinson reported meeting a man 
with a spaniel puppy which was rushing up and down the bank by the water voles' area. 
Tony told him that water voles had been seen in the vicinity and the dog owner 
acknowledged that the voles were timid, so let's hope that dog will be under more control 
next time they are out.   
Fish:   
There are certainly fish in the river.  On Sunday the group had good views of several of the 
small immature parr Trout with spotted bodies.  In Peter Pond look for shoals of huge Grey 
Mullett.   
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Emsworth Millpond  
The non-breeding Mute Swan flock on the millpond has been larger than ever this year.  
There were 76 on the pond and in the harbour on Monday, which is an exceptional number 
for this time of the year.  In fact this year overall has seen record numbers on the millpond.  
The Black Swan comes and goes, no doubt looking for a mate.  John Mant thinks it should 
try Exbury where there is a breeding pair with cygnets.  A couple of Canada Geese also 
come and go and Mallards are very restless at this time of the year.      
Slipper Millpond  
The Mallard family with the 8 ducklings seem to be OK.  The only change in the Coot 
situation is that the Coot which hatched 6 chicks is sitting again on raft 1 for a second 
brood.  The Coot family with 4 chicks from raft 3 were on the water and Coots are still sitting 
on nests on rafts 2 and 4.   
Tree Mallow and White Comfrey are now fully in flower on the east bank with lots of 
Spanish Bluebells.  There is also a sweet smelling shrub with creamy-white flowers which I 
have not identified.  There is a small patch of Bugle flowering at the northern end of Slipper 
Road near the A259.   
Peter Pond  
Despite rumours that she had lost her eggs the Mute Swan successfully hatched 4 
cygnets on Friday – the same number that she managed last year.   The Coots that have 



been nesting in the reedbeds appear to have only raised one chick.  There is also a 
Moorhen pair nesting somewhere in the reeds.  There seem to be two pairs of Reed 
Warblers in the reedbeds opposite Gooseberry Cottage, though the bird that has been 
singing from the reeds in SW corner seems to have gone.  A Chiffchaff has been singing 
from the small Elm copse to the north of the pond.   
Goat's-beard is flowering (mornings only) along the bank by the A259 together with 
Cleaver and Common Vetch.  Yellow Flag is in flower in the Lumley Millstream between the 
two bridges and Germander Speedwell is looking very pretty along the track to Gooseberry 
Cottage.   
Water Levels in Peter Pond  
Tony Wilkinson reports there is some concern about the water level of Peter Pond. It is too 
high to allow the flap valves to drain Hermitage ditch into the pond. He tried raising the 
Slipper Pond sluice gate for one tide which was successful in draining Peter Pond  but 
there was still quite a lot of water coming down the millstream into the pond.  There is a 
problem in that the Slipper Millpond management committee have in the past been advised 
that the sluice should be either fully open or shut because when it is partially open it may 
not be strong enough to withstand the water pressure and scouring action.  Tony says he 
hopes to have it repaired but the person who would do is not available till the autumn.  The 
other good reason for having the sluice open is that it would heighten the gap under 
Hermitage Bridge to let the swans and cygnets through to Peter Pond otherwise they may 
be tempted to try and cross the A259.  Tony has a  SMPPA committee meeting on 
Thursday and he will raise the issue to see what can be done, if anything.    
Hermitage 
Ted Aylett reports that a Cuckoo has been heard and seen in the past week in the 
woodland at the rear of his house in The Rookery where the proposed housing 
development is due to take place.  Ted has a very nice meadow at the bottom of his garden 
with grazing donkeys which full of Buttercups. 
 
Any observations to Brian Fellows  Phone: 01243 375548  E-mail  
brian.fellows@lineone.net 
 

mailto:brian.fellows@lineone.net


WEEK 19: MAY 7-13, 2001   
Birds 
On Monday Frances Brettell showed the value of getting out really early when she had 
good views of a Kingfisher as it flew up river at 7.30am.  It must be nesting somewhere 
upstream.  I followed Frances’s example on Wednesday when I got into the meadow at 
6am but did not see the Kingfisher.  I was also hoping I might hear a Nightingale which I did 
on a similarly timed walk at this time last year, but no luck with this one either.   
However, most of our regular birds have been in good voice this week, in particular, 3 
Whitethroats, 3 Blackcaps, 2 Chiffchaffs, 1 Sedge Warbler, 2 Song Thrushes and 4 
Blackbirds.  Wrens are, as usual, very vocal, but many of the other common birds of the 
meadow have been quieter this week, no doubt getting on with the business of raising a 
family.   
If you look across the meadow from the Seagull Lane bridge you should get a view of the 
pair of Whitethroat nesting in this area, but do not disturb them.  On Wednesday, I got a 
very good view of a Whitethroat, busy collecting nest material from the small willow sapling 
just beyond the bridge. The Starlings are still very busy, constantly coming and going, 
collecting insects, etc, to feed their hungry nestlings.   
The only unusual bird this week was a Coal Tit which I heard singing from the bushes 
infront of the gasholder; this is not a regular bird on the meadow and was not heard again.   
There was no sight or sound of the Lesser Whitethroat heard by Ralph Hollins last week.  I 
was suprised to find a young Moorhen on the river above the north bridge - probably from 
Peter Pond.  A pair of Mallard were regular visitors, but I wonder what happened to those 
three lonely ducklings I saw last week?  
Flowers: 
The yellow flowers of Lesser Celandine still dominate the meadow, but sadly much of the 
meadow is being progressively smothered by the rampant Stinging Nettle which before 
long will render parts of the meadow quite impenetrable.  Dandelions are still in excellent 
condition and there are many seedheads for you to blow.  Cow Parsley and White 
Dead-nettle are also flowering well and Ground Ivy can be seen in the patch at the end of 
Seagull Lane.  Comfrey is flowering all over the meadow, some white, some purple, some 
Common and some Russian (but don’t ask me which).   Look out also for Creeping 
Buttercup and Common Sorrel and Lesser Stitchwort along the Causeway.   The tiny white 
flowers of Cleavers (the plant that sticks to your clothes) are just starting to show. The 
Hogweed is almost out and the leaves of the Winter Heliotrope by the south bridge are 
growing huge – almost Butterbur-size.   
In Palmer's Road copse our solitary Snowflake has finally wilted and the Daffodills are 
finished, but  Bluebells, Garlic Mustard and Wavy Bitter-cress are going strong.  When you 
are putting your bottles in the bottle bank in Palmer's Road Car Park look out for the the 
very handsome Green Alkanet flowering nearby. There are masses of Ivy-leaved 
Speedwell flowering along the path north fom the car park to the town..  The Elder bush on 
the river bank has some white flowers.  The Horse Chestnut tree near the Lumley Gate is in 
flower and a single Guelder-rose bush is almost in flower in Palmer's Road copse.   
Grasses and sedges.  
Many of the grasses are now starting to flower and are well worth more than a second 
glance. Meadow Foxtails are looking very handsome with their anthers showing and some 
are quite large (up to 10cm long).  Barren Brome can be seen in the Seagull Lane patch 
with its lovely drooping panicles with long awns  along with the delicate Annual 
Meadow-grass.  The sturdy Cocksfoot is abundant along along the river bank, but I am still 
debating the (Red?) Fescue.  Help!   Both Field and Marsh Horsetail can be seen growing, 
the latter in the wetter areas in the centre of the meadow.  
Ralph Hollins confirmed that the mass of sedge growing abundantly north of the causeway 
is Divided Sedge.  There is much more than last year, which is good news since this was 
the plant that helped to get the meadow designated as a Site of Importance for Nature 



Conservation (SINC).  There are other sedges and rushes in this area, eg, False Fox 
Sedge and Distant Sedge and no doubt others awaiting identification.  
Ralph and I have been pondering the pond sedges and we are sure there are both types on 
the meadow: Lesser Pond Sedge and Greater Pond Sedge.  We also have a lovely display 
of Pendulous Sedge in Palmer's Road copse.   
Mammals  There are plenty of fresh molehills plus a mysterious hole on the north side of 
the causeway – the work of a very industrious dog?   
Water voles 
Andy and Jane Brook had the only positive sighting of the week on Wednesday evening 
when they saw a water vole peeping out from a hole in the wooden boards which reinforce 
the river bank on the bend upstream from the north bridge - shows that evening is a good 
time to see these lovely creatures. 
Fungi 
The rare fungi Agrocybe cylindracea, smelling of old wine casks, which Ralph Hollins found 
last Saturday can still be seen growing within the decaying main stem of an old willow to 
the right of the north bridge.  Since it was said to be edible I took the plunge tasted one!  
Raw it tastes a little like walnuts but has a bitter edge to it, but fried in butter, it was 
delicious!  Ian Brewster from Havant BC  has been to inspect the tree  and fortunately feels 
that although the decay is quite advanced it is far enough away from the bridge not to 
require any remedial pruning work.   
Insects 
The warm weather towards the end of the week brought out a good selection of butterflies 
with Brimstone, Comma, Orange Tip , Peacock, Small White and Speckled Wood being 
seen around the meadow.   The jet black St Mark's-flies with dangling legs are still around, 
mainly near the sluice gate, but not in such great numbers as last week.  Look out for 
7-spot Ladybirds and Bumblebees; I saw a  white-tailed Bumblebee, probably the early 
Bombus lucorum. 
Brook Meadow Conservation Group Work session 
It was a fine morning for the monthly work session on Sunday and we had a good turnout of 
12 members: Alison Angel (BTCV), Brian Fellows, Frances Brettell, Penny Aylett, Jane and 
Andy Brook, Jill Meeson and friend Jean, Fred and Ruth Portwin, Helen Hartley and Tim 
Hitchens.  We did not wish to do too much at this time of the year for fear of distrubing 
nesting birds, but we cleared the fallen willow branch near the North Bridge and started 
clearing the debris of branches and twigs from around the river bank where it goes through 
Palmer's Road copse, though there is still a lot to do here.  Lots of litter was also collected.  
 
OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS 
Swifts have arrived in Emsworth, look out for them, particularly in the evening, feeding high 
in the sky or screaming around the houses.  Have you heard the Cuckoo?  I heard my first 
Cuckoo of the year in Emsworth this week from Nore Barn area at the end of Warblington 
Road.   
Millpond: There are still plenty of Mute Swans (50+) on the pond plus the Black Swan, an 
occasional Canada Goose and a few Mallard.  On one day this week the pond was emptied 
to allow repairs to be done to the small sluice by Emsworth Sailing Club.  Look out for the 
very pretty flowers of Ivy-leaved Toadflax when walking on the promenade around the 
Millpond.   
Peter Pond:  The Mute Swan is still sitting on her nest on the island, though I was told on 
Sunday that she has lost her eggs yet again.  During the week I saw her being pestered by 
a Brown Rat – could this be the mysterious predator?  The Moorhen pair were on the water, 
but I have not yet seen any young.   The Coot pair are still busy around their nest in the 
reedbeds and could well have young.  A varying number of Mallard are on the pond.   If you 
stand on the drive outside Gooseberry Cottage you will be sure to hear the scratchy song 
of two Reed Warblers and there is another in the reeds in the SW corner of the pond near 
the road.  Reed Warblers are migrants from Africa and breed here every year.  While 



walking along the A259 look out for the yellow flowers of Goats-beard on the embankment, 
but make sure you go in the morning because this flower only opens in the morning 
sunshine, then closes.  Germander Speedwell is flowering well along Lumley path. 
Slipper Millpond:  The pond has been very popular with Mute Swans this week; one one 
day I counted a total of 13, which is exceptional. It would be nice if they remained for they 
looked good on the pond. The Black Swan was with them.  With regards to the Coot 
families all four nest boxes on the rafts are occupied.  Numbering the rafts from 1 to 4 from 
north to south, a pair plus 6 chicks are doing well on raft 1, one is on a nest on raft 2, a pair 
with 4 chicks are on raft 3 and one  is on a nest on raft 4.  A Mallard pair with 7 ducklings 
also made a nice sight, but probably did not breed on the pond.  Nettle is flowering along 
the side of the pond and Tree Mallow is also starting to flower.  
Thorney Island: A green notice on the footpath sign through the boatyard indicates that it 
was officially open, but the path along the Wickor Bank onto Thorney Island remains closed 
though several people were using it.  I decided to walk as far as Little  Deeps where I sat on 
the bank and listened to the Reed and Sedge Warblers singing in the reeds and watched 
the Mute Swan tending to her nest on the north bank of the deeps.  From there I walked 
down the Environment Agency track to Thornham Lane where I heard several Whitethroat, 
but no Turtle Dove or Cuckoo.  A great deal of clearance work is taking place at the 
entrance to Marina Farm – now called “Ricky’s Stud Farm”.  The footpath through the farm 
is closed as are the two paths to Prinsted from Thorney Road.   



WEEK 18 APRIL 30-MAY 6 
 
FUNDING FOR POWER SCYTHE AND TOOLS 
Great news!  We have heard that our application for £2068 from the A&J Bull land infill tax 
to purchase the BCS Power Scythe and other  tools has been successful.   We have to find 
20% of  the grant, ie, £414 before we can have it, but Mark Wilson at Havant Borough 
Council is finding £200 so we need only £214 which will come from our subscription 
account.    
 
BIRDS: N=17   
Summer visitors:  
A Sedge Warbler was singing from the wet area to the north of the causeway for the first 
time this year.  Listen for its rapid scratchy song.  Amazingly it arrived on exactly the same 
date as last year – April 30th.  Let’s hope it stays.   
All the regulars were in good voice: Blackcap (5), Chiffchaff (3), Whitethroat (3).   
Ralph Hollins visited the meadow on Saturday and heard a Lesser Whitethroat singing in 
the hedge around Gooseberry Cottage - maybe this one is just passing through but it would 
be nice if it stayed.   
Four Swallows were seen flying over.    
Residents:    
Maxima recorded this week: Wren (11), Dunnock (2), Robin (4 – unusually quiet), Blackbird 
(4), Song Thrush (2), Blue Tit (2), Chaffinch (4 - best of year), Greenfinch (2).  Starlings 
(30+) have been unusually busy in the meadow this week, flying around and perching in 
the trees; they are probably collecting insects for their nestlings.   Woodpigeon - two pairs 
one in Palmer's Road copse and one in Lumley Road copse. Carrion Crow - pair on west 
bank.  Two Mallard were on river.  
 
FLOWERS:  N=17    
Bluebells are flowering in three areas.   
Common Comfrey: there are several plants with white flowers in the lower meadow and 
one with purple flowers which Ralph Hollins thinks is Russian Comfrey.   
Common Field Speedwell: there is a little flowering along the main river path.   
Common Gorse still  flowering on the causeway.   
Cow Parsley is flowering abundantly, particularly along the river banks.   
Cuckooflower: there are a few flowers in the centre of the meadow.   
Crack Willow: there are many trees with long green female catkins.  No males?   
Dandelion is flowering well in several areas, particularly in the Seagull Lane patch.    
Garlic Mustard is also flowering well in several areas.   
Ground Ivy: there are a few flowers in the Seagull Lane patch.   
Hoary Cress – new this week - a few starting to flower in the Seagull Lane patch.   
Ivy-leaved Speedwell is flowering west of the south gate and along the edge of Palmer's 
Road copse.   
Lesser Celandine is still the most prominent flower, flowering abundantly all around the 
meadow.   
Red Dead-nettle is flowering mainly along the causeway.   
The Snowflake (Summer Snowflake?) still hangs on in Palmer's Road copse but is starting 
to wilt.   
Stream Water-crowfoot is flowering in the main river.   
Wavy Bitter-cress: there are a couple of nice patches in Palmer's Road copse.   
White Dead-nettle is flowering well around the meadow.  
 
GRASSES AND SEDGES (tentative ids!) 
Lesser Pond Sedge (Carex acutiformis) – with their spikelets showing well, male (upper) 
and female (lower), are growing on the west bank of the river just above the sluice gate.  It 



is described in the Hants Flora (p.266) as locally common growing on watersides, 
marshes, wet meadows, etc.   
Pendulous Sedge (Carex pendula) – with spikelets drooping gracefully with 1-2 male 
spikes above 4-5 long narrowly cyndrical female spikes.  It is described in Rose (p.186) as 
very common in the lowlands of S England and in the Hants Flora as locally common in SE 
Hants.  
Annual Meadow-grass (Poa annua) – Flowers throughout the year, one of the world’s most 
successful plants!  Leaves transversely wrinkled.  Growing along the river path and 
elsewhere.  
Red Fescue (Festuca rubra) – Flowers May-July.  Possibly Tall Fescue?  Long spikelets 
and reddish!  Very common in meadows, hedgebanks, etc.   
 
INSECTS:   
Small White and Speckled Wood butterflies were both firsts of the year.   
Swarms of the jet-black St Mark's-fly with dangling legs were all over the meadow on 
Thursday; these are so-called because they often appear close to St Mark’s Day (April 25).   
Three Bumblebees were seen, at least one of which had an orange-red tail indicating 
Bombus pratorum, which is an early bee often finished by the end of July.   
 
WATER VOLES 
No positive sighting of any water voles this week, but plenty of holes.  
 
ENVIRONMENT 
Another willow branch has fallen across the river near the north bridge. 
The posters are still up!  Doggie bins are being emptied.  I have noticed far more dog mess 
on the paths this week, probably indicating greater use of the meadow by dog owners now 
that the paths are drying up.   
 
FUNGI 
When Ralph Hollins visited the meadow on Saturday he discovered a rare fungi!  To quote 
Ralph: 
 “Before going over the bridge from Seagull Lane I looked to the right and saw that the old 
split Willow against the fence, and overhanging the stream, was full of large white fungi 
which I did not recognise. Taking a sample home (very much enjoying their smell) it still 
took me a long time to pinpoint them but I am quite certain that they are Agrocybe 
cylindracea (which I have only encountered once before). I expect Rosie Webb will like to 
see them and they should make a good item for your newsletter in which you can quote 
Roger Phillips (in Mushrooms and other fungi of Great Britain and Europe, p.170) who says 
the taste is nutty and the smell is of old wine casks. They are (or were when fresh) edible 
and Stephan Buczaki says that they are crudely cultivated in southern Europe.” 
 
SLIPPER MILLPOND 
Little change from last week.  The Coot pair with their family of 6 chicks are in the water and 
looking good.  The other three Coots pairs are still sitting tight on their nests.  I think the one 
on raft 3 has some chicks.   Ralph Hollins found a good show of Cornsalad outside a house 
called The Ropewalk on Slipper Road.   
 
PETER POND 
The Mute Swan is sitting tight on her nest with her mate in the water.  The young cygnets 
should be hatching any day.  The resident Coot is also on its nest in the reedbeds.  One 
Reed Warbler is singing from the reedbeds opposite Gooseberry Cottage.   
 
 
 



WEEK 17 April 23-29 OBSERVATIONS 
 

ENVIRONMENT 
I replaced the missing poster on the north gate on Monday securely using lots of nails.  All 
posters remained up all week.  The doggie bins are being used and being emptied.  The 
paths are gradually drying out, but the lower meadow is still partly flooded.  
On Wednesday I met a Richard Williamson (not the famous one!) who was doing a 
watercolour in Palmer's Road copse.  I said we might be interested in purchasing one of his 
paintings.  I will follow up.  
BIRDS N=16   
Main news of the week is that 3 Whitethroat  have returned to Brook Meadow on 
approximately the same date as last year – 25th April.  The earliest date for Whitethroat in 
Brook Meadow I have on record is 17 April 1996.   They were singing in different parts of 
the meadow, north, middle and south and not from the scrub and woodland around the 
edges as with most other birds.  Males arrive first to establish territory and females arrive 
about 1 week later when males get really excited!  Listen for their short scratchy song.   
Our regular birds were all singing as normal this week, except for Robin which was quieter 
– probably attending to nestlings somewhere.   
Approximate maximum counts of singing birds: Wren 14, Robin 6, Dunnock 4, Blackbird 2 
(but we have about 5 pairs), Song Thrush 2 (one pair seen regularly in the willows to the 
north of north bridge), Blackcap 5, Chiffchaff 2 or 3,  Blue Tit 6 (in particularly good voice), 
Great Tit 3, Chaffinch 1 and Greenfinch  1.  
Other sightings: pair of Mallard on the river, 3 tiny Mallard ducklings without their mother – 
only seen once, a pair of Goldfinches in the willows around the north bridge.  
FLORA N=18 
Flowering are Lesser Celandine, Dandelion, Cow Parsley, White Dead-nettle, Red 
Dead-nettle, Bluebell (mainly in Palmer's Road copse), Butterbur (almost over), Common 
Comfrey (just one plant in lower meadow and a purple-flowered Russian Comfrey?), Gorse 
(along causeway), Cuckooflower (in centre of meadow), Daffodill (just a few white ones in 
Palmer's Road copse), Garlic Mustard, Ground Ivy (Seagull Lane patch), Ivy-leaved 
Speedwell (lower meadow), Primrose (north bank), Wavy Bitter-cress (Palmer's Road 
copse), *Snowflake (Palmer's Road copse). There are a few white flowers in mid-stream 
just above the sluice, presumably the Stream Water-crowfoot (Ranuculus penicallatus) 
identified last year by Ralph Hollins. There is a mystery flower almost out near the old 
trailer at the Lumley gate which I shall have to have another look at.  
*Note on Snowflake: The very attractive single Snowflake with three flowers is still 
surviving in the mud beside the river alongside the Riverside Walk through Palmer's Road 
copse, though it has been knocked sideways. I assumed it was a garden escape until I 
noticed a reference in Francis Rose (p.416) to Summer Snowflake (Leucojum aestivum) 
and to the fact that one was recorded in Emsworth in the Hants Flora (p.294) “in a ditch 
south of the new A27  just in Hants” at grid ref 7505 which is where Brook Meadow is!  'The 
Flora of Hampshire' describes it as rare in wet woodland on river and stream sides, mostly 
a naturalised garden escape, considered native along the Loddon and Avon, but doubts 
about its native status in Hants. Could our Snowflake be a wild one?  
Note on Horsetail: I had a good look at the Horsetail and I think we have two species 
growing in the meadow:  I have previously identified Field Horsetail with the large cones 
which ripen in the spring.  In the very wet areas of the meadow, I also found some Horsetail 
without cones which appears to fit the description of Marsh Horsetail in Rose (Grasses, 
Sedges, Rushes and Ferns, p.216), ie few vertical ridges, small central cavity and sheaths 
black teeth with white edges.  The cones of Marsh Horsetail do not ripen until June-July.  
But, there is a puzzling discrepancy in Rose’s description (p.216) of the central cavity of 
Field Horsetail as far larger than that of Marsh Horsetail 2/3-3/4 of the stem diameter and 
the illustration of the stem in Bx which shows the cavity to be quite small and no larger than 
that of Marsh Horsetail.    



MAMMALS: 
There are several fresh molehills around the meadow.  Someone reported seeing a Fox on 
the east side.  
WATER VOLES  
I have had two excellent sightings of a pair of water voles in the area north of the north 
bridge.  On Thursday I watched two voles, presumably male and female, frolicking.  Then 
on Sunday evening at 8 o’clock from the Seagull Lane patch I watched a pair of WATER 
VOLES for about 15 minutes, swimming, feeding on grass and moving from one hole to 
another on the east bank of the river north of the north bridge.  There has been no clear 
sign of any other voles on the river, so it looks as if they could be our only pair this year.   
BUTTERFLIES:  Only one Peacock. 
 
PETER POND  
Two Reed Warblers arrived this week and as usual had settled themselves in the reedbeds 
opposite Gooseberry Cottage on Peter Pond – listen for their scratchy song.  The Mute 
Swan remains on her nest brooding 4 or 5 eggs, having lost some which were laid earlier.  
A pair of Coot is nesting on the southern edge of the reedbeds.  A pair of Moorhen must 
also be nesting somewhere in the reeds.  
 
SLIPPER MILLPOND  
For the first year on my records all the nest boxes on all four rafts on the millpond are 
occupied by Coots.  Congratulations to Tony.  The Coot pair on raft 1 (nearest the A259) 
have 6 young chicks on the raft.   
 



 
BROOK MEADOW EMSWORTH    

LOG REPORT FOR WEEK 16: April 16-22 
 

Events 
On Monday we had the the group’s first ever guided walk round the meadow.  The weather 
was cloudy and cool.  Only 6 people attended, but that suited me fine, far preferable to the 
50+ that turned up for the Hollybank Woods walk.  We did the meadow and the two 
Hermitage millponds in about 2 hours.   
On Sunday the work session was attended by 7 members with Charlotte Walker 
supervising from the BTCV.   The main task was a general clear-up of fallen branches and 
twigs.  The large pile of cuttings at the Lumley gate was reduced in size.  Litter was picked.   
Environment 
The meadow and paths are at last drying out well in the relatively dry weather, but river 
running fast.  
The tree that had fallen across the river near the gasholder has been removed together 
with some rubbish from the river.  Many thanks to Ian Brewster of Havant Borough Council 
(?).  
The phantom poster remover has been at work again after a lax period of 3 weeks when 
none were removed.  The Brook Meadow posters at the Lumley and south gates were torn 
down, but placed in the doggie bins nearby.  Do we have a litter conscious vandal?  I 
replaced all three Brook Meadow posters only to have the one at the Seagull Lane gate 
removed almost immediately.   
On Thursday, in Richard Bishop’s absence, I emptied the doggie bins at the south gate and 
the Lumley gate and put them into the North Gate bin which looks as if it is being emptied.  
Birds 
There are plenty of Blackcaps in and  around the meadow this spring.  I have located at 
least 5 birds singing in different locations this week: 1. on the west bank of the river infront 
of the gasholder, 2. from the bushes along the Seagull Lane path towards the railway arch, 
3. from the regular spot along the river bank opposite Palmer's Road copse, 4. from Lumley 
Road copse and 5. from the river bank area south of the A259 (just off the meadow).   
There are also at least two Chiffchaffs, one in Lumley Road copse and one in the NE 
corner.  No Whitethroat as yet.  A Goldcrest was singing from a conifer tree on the eastern 
edge of the meadow near the Lumley Road gardens – the first for a few weeks.  
Butterflies 
On the guided walk on Monday we saw an absolutely superb Peacock butterfly (*see note) 
on the meadow just south of Gooseberry Cottage. On Wednesday I found my second 
Small Tortoiseshell of the spring, no doubt attracted by the rapidy growing Common 
Nettles where the eggs will be laid.  On Saturday there was a Brimstone.  Two more 
Peacocks and a single Green-veined White  were seen on Sunday.  
Flowers: 
New this week are Lords and Ladies starting to send forth spathes in Palmer's Road copse 
and a few Bluebells in flower.  Cuckooflower is out in the main meadow. The Elder flowers 
are almost out.  The Ash tree on the north bank is flowering.   
Grasses etc 
An early flowering grass with long flower spikes is Meadow Foxtail, but its anthers have yet 
to emerge.  
Water vole 
Pam Picknett reported that, prior to her joining Monday’s walk, her dog had disturbed one 
on the river bank near the gasholder – the first to be reported in this area of the meadow.  
Other wildlife 
A dead Fox in the NE corner over the fence of the garden of The Arches with no obvious 
injuries.   
Butterflies.   Tadpoles are in the puddle inside the Lumley gate.  



 
Comment on the fresh looking Peacock from Ralph Hollins 
There was a dazzlingly fresh looking Peacock butterfly, and Brian comments that he finds it 
surprising that the insect should still look so fresh many months after it emerged from the 
pupa last autumn. I think the secret of this freshness is probably a factor that I was not 
aware of until recently ... I had always assumed that butterflies which hatch in the summer 
fly around until the cool autumn days tell them that it is time to hibernate, by which time you 
would expect them to have some signs of wear and tear. The thing which surprised me was 
to learn that many insects go into hibernation almost as soon as they emerge, even in the 
hot days of August or even July. This strategy has two advantages - firstly that the insects 
are in prime condition when they emerge in spring and have to conduct their important 
business of mating and egg-laying, and secondly that those very hot days of summer are 
not always conducive to the survival of the butterflies - a heatwave can kill off most of the 
flowers on whose nectar the active insect must rely to keep it going - by finding a cool dark 
spot suitable for hibernation it can also avoid the dessication that it would incur from 
exposure to heat and shortage of food supplies if it remained active. 
 
Further thoughts on the Comfrey 
Following Ralph Hollins’s coments on the Comfrey in the meadow on Wednesday 11 April, 
I had a closer look at the Comfrey plants flowering both on lower Brook Meadow and on the 
east bank of Slipper Millpond.  My feeling is that the Slipper Millpond plants are White 
Comfrey Symphytum orientale and the Brook Meadow plants Common Comfrey 
Symphytum officinale.  The two plants certainly look quite diffrent with the leaves of the 
Brook Meadow plants being long and lanceolate whereas the leaves of the Slipper 
Millpond plants are shorter and more heart-shaped.   The two sources of evidence for this 
conclusion come from differences indicated by Rose (p.328): (1) the Brook Meadow plants 
have strongly winged stems, whereas those of the Slipper Millpond plants appear to be 
unwinged; (2) in the Slipper Millpond plants the calyx teeth are only about half the length of 
the calyx tube whereas in the Brook Meadow plants they are twice the length of the tube.     
As Ralph said 'The Flora of Hampshire' (p.201) shows Common Comfrey to be present in 
only two tetrads of SU 70, but one of them is 7206 which includes Brook Meadow.  It is 
clear that the plant is uncommon in SE Hants. There is no distribution map for White 
Comfrey but it is described as being found in waste places almost confined to the SE coast.  
 
Further thoughts on the Snowflake in Palmer's Road copse  
I assumed this was a garden escape until I noticed it was included in Francis Rose as a 
wild flower - Summer Snowflake (Leucojum aestivum) p.416 and that there was one 
recorded in Emsworth in the Hants Flora p.294 “in a ditch south of the new A27  just in 
Hants” at grid ref 7505 which is the ref for Brook Meadow.  'The Flora of Hampshire' 
describes it as rare in wet woodland on river and stream sides, mostly a naturalised garden 
escape, considered native along the Loddon and Avon, but doubts about its native status in 
Hants. Could our Snowflake be a wild one?  
 
Refs 
F.Rose: The Wild Flower Key.  Warne.   
A.Brewis et al: The Flora of Hampshire.  Harley books 
 
 



 
Week 15 April 9-15, 2001 

Not a bad week weather-wise.  The paths are starting to dry out, though the lower meadow 
is still partly flooded.  
Water Vole:    
One sighting on Sunday this week, seen disappearing into a burrow in the river bank in the 
usual area north of the Seagull Lane bridge.  There are clear signs of the vegetation having 
been nibbled with a pile of chopped vegetation indicating a feeding platform.   
Birds:   
No real change from last week.  Wren, Robin, Dunnock, Blackbird, Song Thrush (2), Blue 
Tit, Great Tit, Chaffinch and Greenfinch all singing plus 3 Blackcaps and 2 Chiffchaff. Other 
birds seen: Mallard, Woodpigeon, Collared Dove, Black-headed Gulls, Magpie,  Carrion 
Crow,  Grey Wagtail.    
Flowers:   
New flowers this week: Common Comfrey (*see note) in the lower meadow, Cow Parsley 
along the river banks, Ivy-leaved Speedwell near the south gate and Wavy Bitter-cress and 
Garlic Mustard in Palmer's Road copse.  Butterbur numbers down to 426 spikes; they have 
passed their peak, some flowers clearly withering and large leaves starting to grow.  Field 
Horsetail (*see note) cones are standing up straight in the centre of the meadow just north 
of the line of willows.  The “Blackthorn” in Palmer's Road copse near the bottle bank is 
Cherry; however, there is Blackthorn in the NE corner.  
The yellow Daffodills are over on the river bank, but there are still a few white ones 
flowering near the river.   On Sunday Frances and I found two presumed garden escapes in 
Palmer's Road copse, Grape Hyacinth (Muscari) along the path and Snowflake (like a giant 
Snowdrop) in the mud beside the river.   
We were puzzled by the non-flowering mint growing in some profusion in the area where 
we did the demonstration cut below the causeway.   It has a strong minty smell and the 
leaves are fleshy, dark green with a purple tinge.  We think it is Peppermint (Mentha x 
piperita) which is a hybrid of Spear Mint and Water Mint (which does flower on the 
meadow).  I was suprised to find 'The Flora of Hampshire' (p.208) describing Peppermint 
as a rare denizen (ie growing wild, but introduced).     
Trees: 
Some of the Alders now have a new growth of leaves as well as the long male catkins and 
the green egg-shaped female catkins plus cones from last year.   Male and female catkins 
on the Goat Willows are looking very fine.  The Elder flowers are almost out.  Ash is 
flowering.  
Butterflies:  
The first Peacock and Small Tortoiseshell of the year were flying on Thursday.   
Environment: 
The doggie bins are looking as if they are being emptied.  I replaced the rain damaged 
posters.   
On Thursday Richard, Tony and I had a morning of litter-picking - we collected a good 4 
dustbin bags of rubbish, including a lot of bottles.   We met a chap from the Environment 
Agency who was monitoring the state of the river and we tackled him about cutting the 
riverbank more sensitively this year to preserve water voles. He said he would report back 
to his superiors. 
*Note on Field Horsetail   
Cones in the spring 1-4 cm long, ellipsoid, are terminal on separate ivory-white to pinkish, 
thick unbranched stems whose sheaths are large chaffy and pale brown.  Cones ripen 
March-May.  The flowers are arranged in circles around the cone.  Under the microscope 
the individual flowers look like tiny hats on long stalks with a brown top and a sprinkling of 
sugar, and with white tassel-like pieces hanging down.  The pollen appears as lots of tiny 
green balls stuck to the main body of the cone.  
*Note from Ralph Hollins on Comfreys 



One of the Comfrey plants in Brook Meadow is starting to flower like the one by Slipper 
Millpond, and its flowers are what I would call pure white (not pale creamy yellow) but it had 
decurrent wings to its stem leaves running down for more than one internode which should 
make it Common Comfrey but I think these white flowered plants need some investigation. 
The Hants Flora shows Common Comfrey as abundant up all the Hampshire river valleys 
other than the Ems. It is only recorded in two tetrads of SU 70, but one of them is 7206 
which includes Brook Meadow (the other one is 7002 including the Oysterbeds). There are 
no records for SU 71 and it is clear that the plant is uncommon in SE Hants. There is no 
distribution map for White Comfrey but it is described as being found in waste places 
almost confined to the SE coast. The 'common comfrey' of Hampshire is the hybrid known 
as Russian Comfrey.  I think you could well have the 'rare' Common Comfrey but to be 
certain we have to wait for it to seed - the nutlets of Common Comfrey are smooth and 
shining, those of the Russian Comfrey are 'tuberculate' and dull.  I see that the leaves of 
White Comfrey are not decurrent (as your plant was) and it is not a plant of wet places. 

 
WEEK 14 APRIL 2-8, 2001 

There has been yet more rain this week (will it ever end?) so the meadow remains 
extremely wet.  The river is running fast, the lower meadow is partly flooded with puddles 
on the path and all other paths are very muddy and slippy.  But spring is on the way and the 
birds are singing.  
Water Voles 
The main news of the week was the first sighting this spring of a water vole. After hearing 
many “plops” and watching possible burrow holes for some weeks, on Wednesday I had 
the first definite sighting of one of these delightful creatures while standing on the Seagull 
Lane bridge.  I watched it swim slowly upstream under the bridge, hugging the west bank, 
before it disappeared under the roots of the third willow tree past the bridge.  Watching the 
vole swim along made me realise how vunerable it would be to dogs.  I think it would be a 
good idea to put up a sign asking dog owners not to allow their dogs into the river during the 
breeding season. On Friday I saw what was probably the same vole in the same area 
popping back into its burrow.   
Also, on Friday Tony was brave enough to speak to one lady whose dogs were running 
free on the river bank. He explained about the water vole and pointed out that her two large 
dogs would make short work of a water vole. The lady was interested and took the point 
gracefully.  
Birds 
There was plenty of bird song in the meadow this week.  Of the migrants, Blackcap and 
Chiffchaff have arrived, but no sign of Whitethroat as yet, but they should not be too long.  I 
have heard a maximum of 4 Blackcaps singing (3 in Palmer's Road copse and one in 
Lumley Road copse) and 2 Chiffchaff (one in Palmer's Road copse and one in Lumley 
Road copse).  All the resident birds are also in good voice with a maximum of 14 Wren, 4 
Robin (underestimate), 5 Dunnock, 5 Blackbird, 2 Song Thrush, 3 Blue Tit, 5 Great Tit. 2 
Greenfinch.  Other birds seen included 1 Mallard on river, 6 Woodpigeon, 2 Collared Dove, 
2 House Sparrow, 2 Carrion Crow and 2 Magpie with Black-headed Gulls, a Cormorant 
and 2 Canada Geese flying over.  
Trees:  
Blackthorn (?) is flowering at the start of the riverside walk near the bottle bank in Palmer's 
Road copse.  There is a Hazel tree close by, but I was not able to identify the very tall tree 
with catkins at the top (one of the Poplars?).   Unfortunately, several of the English Elms in 
the small copse to the north of Peter Pond appear to be dying, presumably from Dutch Elm 
Disease.  
Flowers: 
The Butterbur spikes are coming through well; I counted a total of 458 Butterbur spikes, 
294 on the river bank below the sluice gate, 106 above the sluice gate and a further 58 in a 
new site at the eastern end of the causeway near the Lumley gate.  This beats last year’s 



total of 372 and I suspect there are more to come. Plenty of White Dead-nettle is growing 
on the meadow and a little Red Dead-nettle along the causeway. There is a mass of Lesser 
Celandine in the wet area on the eastern side of the meadow adjacent to the millstream.  
The Winter Heliotrope has all gone. There is a goodly flowering of Dandelions on the 
Seagull Lane patch.  What I think is Wavy Bitter-cress is flowering along the riverside walk 
though Palmer's Road copse.  
Environment: 
On Friday I met two chaps contracted by Havant Borough Council to cut the paths on the 
meadow.  It was much too wet for them to do the cutting, but they said they would try again 
in a few weeks time.  
The doggie bins are being used and it looks as if they are being emptied, though Richard’s 
anti-fouling notices are being torn down almost as soon as they were put up.  Clearly, we 
have a very disgruntled dog owner.  But the Brook Meadow posters remained intact, 
though they are very well nailed up! 
Jobs for Havant Borough Council 
I sent a message to David Sawyer about a number of jobs that needed doing:  
1. Remove the trailer from Lumley gate, 2. Replace a single strut missing from the south 
bridge near Palmer's Road Car Park, 3. Erect post at the end of Seagull Lane to prevent 
vehicles gaining access to the meadow west of the river, ie by travellers as happened once 
in the past, 4. Repair wall beside the river where it emerges from the culvert under the 
railway line in the NE corner - bricks have been dislodged into the stream and the rest look 
vunerable. I also asked Ian Brewster to arrange for the removal of the tree that has fallen 
across the river infront of the gasholder.  
 
Reminder: There will be a guided nature walk round the meadow on Easter Monday 16th 
April starting at 10am in the Palmer's Road Car Park.  Wellies advisable.   
 

Report prepared by Brian Fellows  



 
LOG FOR WEEK 13 

 
TUESDAY 27 MARCH, 4.30 P.M., FRANCES 
Birds 
Blackbird (at least 4, 2 singing), Wren (1 seen), Robin (at least 2 singing), Chiff Chaff (2), 
Chaffinch (2), Collared Doves (2x2), Little Egret on river Ems, Mallard (2 flying over), Blue 
Tit and Great Tit (at least 6, several singing), Dunnock, Song Thrush in full song on Alder 
Flowers 
Butterbur, Lesser Celandine, Daffodils, White Dead Nettle, Gorse, Willow, Alder. 
Paths and water level 
Paths in southern section under water, other paths very muddy, water level of Ems very 
high (nearly up to gas marker), level of mill stream also higher than of late (1 ft below 
bridge). 
Notices and bins 
All three BMCG notices are in place (Brian put up 2 new ones on Sunday), the doggy bin 
notices need replacing, all three doggy bins are in use.  
Other comments: 
The southern entrance looks much better after the fallen trees were removed on the work 
day.  
 
FRIDAY 30 MARCH, 9.30 A.M., FRANCES 
Glorious weather, a lot of bird song and activity. 
Birds 
Blackbird (at least 6, 2 pairs), Wren (1 seen), Robin (at least 3 singing, 2 seen), Collared 
Doves (2), Blue Tit and Great Tit (at least 6, several singing), Dunnock, Song Thrush in full 
song on Alder tree, Magpie (trees near North gate). 
Flowers 
Butterbur, Lesser Celandine (more along edges of southern path), Daffodils, White Dead 
Nettle, Gorse, Willow (Sallow), Alder. 
Paths and water level 
Part of southern section is still under water, other paths very muddy, water level of Ems a 
little lower. 
Notices and bins 
All three BMCG notices are still in place.  
 
SUNDAY 1 APRIL, 9.45 A.M., FRANCES 
Birds 
A lot of activity even though drizzling with rain. Blackbird, Robin (at least 3 singing, 2 seen), 
Collared Doves (2), Blue Tit and Great Tit (several singing), Song Thrush in full song on 
Ash tree, Chiffchaff, Chaffinch (at least 2). 
Flowers 
Butterbur (more on causeway path), Lesser Celandine, Daffodils, White Dead Nettle (more 
along sides of main path, Purple Dead-nettle (on left of causeway going towards Lumley 
Gate), Gorse, Sallow, Alder, pussy willow, hawthorn (nearly in blossom near Lumley gate 
and in Lumley copse I think). 
Leaves on some of Crack Willow are starting to come out. 
Other wildlife 
Several green and yellow snails climbing up stalks. 
Paths and water level 
Part of southern section is still under water, other paths very muddy, level of Ems is falling. 
Notices and bins   All three BMCG notices are still in place.  
Other comments: 



1. Somebody (HBC?) has been clearing away undergrowth and digging away soil at the 
southern gate near where we cleared the fallen trees. A brick wall is now exposed and 
water seems to be coming through from the Ems? Clearly something is going on here.  
Richard can you check this out with Havant? A large tree trunk? branch has been left near 
the trailer. 
2. There were a lot of dogs plus owners out this morning. One dog owner threw stones into 
the Ems for his large retriever to go after. Should I have said anything about this to the dog 
owner? What is our position about this? It won’t do the water vole any good! 
 
 



WEEK 12: MAR 19-25, 2001 
SUMMARY 
Wildlife: 20 species of bird were recorded this week, but no Kingfisher or Grey Wagtail.  I 
suspect they may have left the meadow for nesting elsewhere.  All the regulars were 
present, including at least 1 Chiffchaff and 2 Song Thrushes.  A record 15 Wrens were 
heard singing on Wednesday.  No sign as yet of Blackcap or Whitethroat.  No movement 
on the flower front except that the Butterbur continues to flourish with 334 counted on 
Sunday mainly along the lower river banks near the sluice gate.  A couple of “plops” were 
heard in the river, but no definite sighting of Water Voles.   
Environment: The two fallen trees in the lower meadow were removed in the work session 
on Thursday. Two Brook Meadow posters were damaged but were replaced on Sunday.   
Doggie Bins continue to be used, particularly the one at the South Gate, but they do not 
seem to have been emptied at all this week.  The doggie notices have also been removed.  
 
REPORTS:  

WEDNESDAY 21 MARCH   10.30-12.00 
Bird Survey: It was such a nice morning after the heavy overnight rain that I decided to 
conduct a Breeding Birds Survey type survey, keeping to a set pattern of transects around 
the meadow.  I had a total of 19 species, but no Kingfisher or Grey Wagtail sighting so far 
this week.   
Kestrel 1 - flying over.  Black-headed Gulls 4 - flying over.  Woodpigeons 4 - two pairs on 
either side of the meadow, one singing.  Collared Dove 2 - a pair in the garden of 
Gooseberry Cottage,.  Wren 15  - all singing, the most I have counted this year.  Dunnock 
5 - all singing.  Robin 7 - only three were singing.  Blackbird 9 - only 1 singing.  Song Thrush 
3 - all singing (no shortage of song here), one in Palmer's Road copse, one in Lumley Road 
copse and one in the garden of Constant Springs. Chiffchaff 4 - two singing, 2 in the NW 
and 2 in the Lumley gate area.  Goldcrest 1 - in the Lumley gate area.  Blue Tit 4 - none 
singing.  Great Tit 4 - all singing (strange discrepancy between the tits).  Magpie 2 - pair in 
Lumley Road copse.  Carrion Crow 2 - flying over, but in the area.  Starling 1 - flying over.  
House Sparrow 3 - Seagull Lane path.  Chaffinch 1 - in song.  Greenfinch 4 - 2 singing.   
Other observations: I heard a distinct "plop" in the river north of the north bridge, but could 
not confirm any Water Vole sighting.  Nothing new on the flower front. 
 

THURSDAY 22 MARCH  10.00-12.00 
Work Session: This month’s work session took place in lovely spring-like sunshine this 
morning.  However, the ground was extremely wet and muddy and the lower meadow 
partly flooded.  The following members attended: Brian Fellows, Ted and Penny Aylett, 
Sue Pike, Tony Wootton, Jill Meeson, Alison Angell (BTCV).  Frances Brettell, Tony 
Wilkinson and Richard Bishop sent their apologies.  In the absence of Frances Brettell, 
Brian did the health and safety talk and distributed the personal information and skills 
questionnaires.  
The main task was to cut and remove the two fallen Willow trees in the lower meadow by 
the South Gate.  This was successfully completed and the cuttings moved to the area near 
the Lumley gate.   This improves the appearance of the lower meadow.  Fresh growth will 
spring up from the tree stumps in coppice fashion.  
Wildlife observations: Chiffchaff was singing from trees near the Lumley gate.  A Little 
Egret flew into the river.  A pair of Carrion Crows were in the trees in Palmer's Road copse.  
Some spikes of Butterbur are coming up on the path along the causeway.  The very tiny 
Daphnia were seen swimming in the puddle near the Lumley gate.  Frogspawn has all 
gone, eaten by the pair of Mallard that were hanging around this area last week?   
 

SUNDAY 25 MARCH 111.30-12.30 
Flowers: I counted 334 spikes of Butterbur along the lower banks of the River Ems and 
around the sluice gate.  They seem to have spread further than last year, I even found a 



few along the causeway by the Lumley gate.  I suspect last year’s total of 412 by the end of 
March will be overtaken this year.   
Doggie Bins: The bag of dog mess I put near the bin at the North Gate on Monday is still 
there.  The South Gate bin was crammed full.  The bins clearly have not been emptied this 
week.   
Posters: The Brook Meadow poster on the North Gate has been partly torn and the one on 
the Lumley gate completely removed.  I replaced both posters this afternoon.  The doggie 
notices have also been removed from both these gates.   
 
 



WEEK 11: MAR 12-18, 2001 
BIRDS: N = 23 
Plenty of birdsong around the edges of the meadow, particularly in Palmer's Road copse.  
Spring is really in the air.  The south bridge is an ideal place to stand, watch and listen.   
Max birds counted:  Wren 10, Robin 9, Dunnock 5, Blue Tit 3, Great Tit 3, Chaffinch 2, 
Blackbird 4, Song Thrush 2, Chiffchaff 1, Goldcrest 2, Greenfinch 1, House Sparrow 1, 
Woodpigeon 2, Collared Dove 2, Magpie 1, Carrion Crow 2. No sign of Blackcaps, but they 
should not be long.   
Other observations: Pair of Goldcrest in the Alders in Palmer's Road copse. Pairs of 
Collared Doves and Woodpigeons.  A Magpie collecting nest material in Palmer's Road 
copse.  A Kestrel flying around on the east side is now a regular visitor – local breeder?   
The Kingfisher was seen in the usual place along the north stream.  Grey Wagtail seen 
flying overhead.  Pair of Mallard on the river and near Lumley gate - they could be looking 
for somewhere to nest.  No sign of the possible Water Rail that Frances Brettell saw last 
Sunday near the bend.  
   
FLOWERS: N = 7 
There are now at least 50 spikes of Butterbur out on the river bank near the sluice gate.   
There are more Lesser Celandine in flower than last week.   
The Daffodills are looking nice on the river bank opposite Palmer's Road copse – probably 
not wild.   
The first clump of Primroses is flowering on the river bank opposite the railway 
embankment.   
There are some clumps of chives or something similar in Palmer’s Road copse along the 
riverside walk. 
Trees: Two small Goat Willow trees, one with long green (female) catkins to the south of 
the causeway and another with small yellow (male) catkins to the north of the causeway: 
male and female catkins grow on separate trees.   
Just off the meadow in the copse to the north of Peter Pond, some of the English Elms 
have developed their small tassel-like red flowers.  The Alders are looking fine with their 
long male catkins and tiny reddish female catkins.  Hawthorn is shooting. 
 
OTHER WILDLIFE 
Insects:  Red Admiral on the east side on Monday was the meadow’s first butterfly of the 
year.   A Bumblebee was investigating the Goat Willow catkins.   
Water Voles:  Holes in the river bank, particularly along the north bank, but still no definite 
sighting of a vole.   
Amphibians:  The frog spawn seems to have gone from the sluice gate pool 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
Paths: Lower meadow path flooded.  Others very very muddy. 
Posters:  Brian replaced the missing poster on the South Gate and put an updated one on 
the Lumley gate. Doggie Bins:  The bins are all being used, particularly the ones at the 
south and north gates.  Brian renewed the inner bag at the south gate on Monday.  The 
north gate bin gets crammed full.  How often and when is it emptied?  There are patches of 
dog mess along the main path.  Dog notice needs replacing on the north gate.  
 
Jobs for next workday on Thursday March 22 
1) cut off Brian’s branch at the NE corner  
2) cut up and remove fallen tree at southern gate (this may be difficult because the ground 

is under water there) 
3) remove fallen willow branch over Ems near gas holder 
4) remove any other fallen/cut trees/branches as required – eg in Palmer's Road copse 

and by sluice gate 



5) remove litter/rubbish and if possible the bikes and washing machine in the Ems 
6) decide where to put the vegetation: along the boundary with Gooseberry Cottage and 

not along the edge of the Causeway as this doesn’t look very good? 
 
Jobs for Havant Borough Council  
1. Remove the trailer from Lumley gate.  
2. There is a single strut missing from the south bridge near Palmer's Road Car Park.  
3. There is a need for another post at the end of Seagull Lane to prevent vehicles gaining 
access to the meadow west of the river,  ie by travellers as happened once in the past.  
4. The wall beside the river where it emerges from the culvert under the railway line has 
been damaged - bricks have been dislodged into the stream and the rest look vunerable.   

 



WEEK 10: MAR 5-11, 2001 
 

WILDLIFE 
BIRDS:  N=16 
First songs of the year from Chiffchaff near the Lumley entrance (Mon) and Goldfinch in 
Palmer's Road copse (Mon).  Other songsters: Wren, Robin, Blue Tit, Great Tit, Chaffinch 
and Song Thrush.  I heard an unsual song from a Song Thrush in Lumley Road copse in 
which a repeated phrase was followed with a series of descending musical notes 
reminiscent of a Willow Warbler.   
Other sightings: At least three pairs of Blackbirds are on the meadow.  A Goldcrest was 
seen searching around in the trees for insects.  A Kestrel appears to be a regular visitor to 
the meadow – indicating the presence of small mammals.  A Grey Wagtail was seen on the 
river bank.  A pair of Mallard on the river.   
Water Rail?  Frances saw a mystery bird on Sunday morning ... “looking for food in mud 
under the willows near the bend in Ems, reddish brown colour with very distinctive vertical 
tail feathers with white underneath long orange/yellow coloured bill, largish bird about 
same size a song thrush. Moved quite quickly.”  My guess is this could have been a Water 
Rail though the reedbeds of Peter Pond would seem a more suitable habitat.  If this is a 
Water Rail it would make it a first for Brook Meadow, so please keep a look out and report 
any sightings.   
Kingfisher  was seen on several occasions flying up the river in the north bank area – it 
could be thinking about nesting in the bank or possibly on the railway embankment?  
According to BWP the nesting site of Kingfisher is in a tunnel in steep or vertical bank of 
stream, river, or gravel-pit, normally over water, occasionally not; has used hole in wall, 
among tree-roots, or even burrow of rabbit.  
Comment on Kingfisher from Ralph Hollins: 
There are relatively few places along the Ems where the banks form sufficient a cliff face 
for a nest tunnel (I understand that they like the tunnel mouth to be about four feet above 
the water level) and I suspect that the tunnel will be some distance away from the area 
where the bird chooses to fish. If the river banks are not suitable I understand that 
Kingfishers will nest in any vertical bank even if it is quite a long way from any water ... 
 
FLOWERS:  N=6 
Dandelion was the only new flower on the meadow from last week. Lesser Celandine and 
Winter Heliotrope are still flowering in many places and Daffodills are on the river bank and 
in Palmer's Road copse.   The Butterbur spikes are more evident.  A little White Dead-nettle 
is flowering in several places.  
 
TREES:  Goat Willow (or Sallow) behind the Gorse bush has the large female catkins and 
another in the wet area north of the Lumley gate has the smaller yellow male catkins.  
Alder: The large one on the Ems opposite Palmers Rd car park has catkins as do the 
Alders just outside the Lumley gate.  English Elm: Some of trees in the copse north of Peter 
Pond have their small red flowers.   
 
INSECTS:  Whirligig Beetles on the puddle. A few insects (gnats) flying around.  
 
WATER VOLES: Plenty of holes in river banks, but no definite sightings.    
 
OTHERS:  Frogspawn is in the puddle near Lumley gate and in the pond below the sluice 
gate.   
 

ENVIRONMENT 
Dogs:  Everyone noted the meadow has been used by a large number of  by dog owners 
this week, no doubt as a result of the foot and mouth restrictions imposed elsewhere in the 



countryside.  There is a lot of dog mess on east side, but little on river path.  Doggie bins 
are being well used.    
Posters: The poster on the south gate was torn off, but the other two are intact.  
Paths:  Path in lower meadow is under water.  Others are very muddy. More rain forecast 
for next week! 
Litter:   Lots around particularly at Seagull Lane end.  Rubbish in the river (ie two bikes, 
washing machine)  
Jobs for us to do:   
Replace the notice at southern gate.  Have a real good clear up of all the rubbish/litter 
before the guided walk at the beginning of April.  Cut up and remove fallen tree at southern 
gate.  Cut the branch Brian keeps knocking his head on. Move/remove vegetation/trees we 
piled up on edge of balancing pond – but where to?    
Clean up fallen branches in Palmer's Road copse.  We could cut the lower meadow and the 
Seagull Lane patch?   



WEEK 9: FEB 26 – MAR 4, 2001 
 

WILDLIFE 
Birds:  N=16. Singing: Wren, Robin, Dunnock, Blue Tit, Great Tit.  Others: 5 Woodpigeons, 
Little Egret (Thu), Grey Wagtail, Kingfisher (Fri), Sparrowhawk (Sat).  
Water Voles:  There are some fresh-looking holes on the west bank of the river beneath the 
gasholder though we have not had any positive sighting of a Water Vole as yet.    
Moles: There are more fresh molehills on the meadow.   
Flowers:  N=7  No change from last week.  The Snowdrops on the east side are down to 
one sorry-looking individual flower.  There is still plenty of Winter Heliotrope flowering along 
the river banks, though it seems to be decreasing.  Just a couple of White Dead-nettle 
flowers are open on the north bank.  Plenty of Lesser Celandine in various places on the 
meadow.  There is another Gorse bush in the hedge near the Lumley gate; both it and the 
one on the causeway are in flower.  
Trees:  There are a few English Elms in the small copse to the north of Peter Pond which 
Ian Brewster the arborist with HBC thinks may regenerate on our patch.   What is probably 
the only Horse Chestnut  on the meadow near the Lumley gate adjacent to the garden of 
Gooseberry Cottage has sticky buds developing.  Our two Elders (one on the river bank 
and the other near the south bridge) are both sprouting.  
Alder Catkins: Brian was interested to find two quite different catkins on the Common (?) 
Alders in the small plantation beside the main river path, presumably at different stages in 
their development.  One type was purple in colour, short and tightly closed tightly, whereas 
the other was light brown in colour, long and hanging down with the tiny red cone-shaped 
female flowers visible beside them.  
Comment from Ralph Hollins on Alder catkins:  
In Emsworth's Brook Meadow Brian Fellows saw something which I have never noticed 
before, and which probably takes a keen eye to detect - this was female flowers on 
Common Alder. Among all the male catkins hanging down Brian found a few of the tiny 
female flowers which are red, upright and shaped like the cones they will eventually 
become. The old cones are numerous on the trees (so the female flowers must be equally 
numerous). The male catkins are about 5cm long when open (3 cm when still closed) but 
the small red female flowers are at most 5mm tall when in flower and point upwards in 
clusters averaging three in number. Each year I spend some time checking branches of 
Hazel to find and enjoy the sight of their even smaller red flowers (just detectable as buds 
on the Hazel) but I have never spent time looking at the alders in the same way. 
 
ENVIRONMENT:   
Posters: The poster on the North Gate was torn down again on Friday/Saturday it was 
replaced on Sunday.  The other two posters remained untouched.    
Doggie bins and notices: The doggie bins were getting full; they clearly need emptying 
fairly regularly.  We need a rota for when Richard can’t do it.   Another doggie notice has 
been removed, this time from the Lumley gate - the work of a disgrunted dog owner?  The 
only one remaining is on the south gate.  
Litter: On Friday Tony tracked along the west bank of the Ems by the industrial site and 
filled a medium size plastic bag.  He saw a motor scooter and a bicycle on the bank 
amongst quite a lot of industrial debris.  There are two discarded bicycles in the river, one 
beneath the south bridge and the other beneath the north bridge.  
North bridge repaired:  Three cheers for Havant Borough Council who have replaced the 
broken struts in the north bridge at the end of Seagull Lane.  The bridge now looks fine.  
Pity about the metal inscription on the bridge being damaged, though it is still readable.   
More Jobs for Havant Borough Council:  
1. There is a single strut missing from the south bridge near Palmer's Road Car Park.  
2. There is a wide gap at the end of Seagull Lane allowing vehicle access onto the part of 
the meadow west of the north bridge.  Cars were seen parked there on several occaions.  



There is a need for another post at the end of Seagull Lane to prevent vehicles gaining 
access to this area.  We fear it could be a target for travellers again, as happened once in 
the past.  
3. The wall beside the river where it emerges from the culvert under the railway line has 
been damaged, presumably by the lads I saw there last week.  Many of the bricks have 
been dislodged into the stream and the rest look vunerable.  Who is responsible for this 
wall – HBC or the Environment Agency? 
  



WEEK 8 FEB 19-25 2001 
WILDLIFE SUMMARY 
Birds:   16 species reported.  Including ... Pair of Goldcrest working through the trees on the 
banks of the river just north of the south bridge. Song Thrush (Lumley Road copse), Wren, 
Robin, Dunnock, Chaffinch, Great Tit, Blue Tit – all singing.   Grey Wagtail on the River.  
Kingfisher flying along the river (2 sightings). 3 Woodpigeons in Palmer's Road copse.  5 
Collared Doves.  Flock of Long-tailed Tits in trees.  
  
Flowers: 7 species reported:  White Dead-nettle – a little on north bank.  Snowdrops still 
hanging on on the east.   Lesser Celandine fairly common around the meadow and on river 
banks. Winter Heliotrope on river banks.  Daffodills almost in flower.  Gorse in flower on 
causeway.  Butterbur – just a couple of flower spikes poking out near the sluice gate. 
Dandelion – one flower on centre path.  
 
Trees: Goat Willow (Pussy) catkins out on the Lumley patch.  Alder catkins also well 
established.   
 
Water Vole: Fresh-looking holes in north bank opposite the Seagull Lane patch.  New?   
 
OTHER OBSERVATIONS.  
Posters:  The posters put up at the south and Lumley entrances amazingly are still up, but 
the one on the Seagull Lane entrance was torn down.  Brian replaced it.  
 
Doggie Bins:  The bins are being used!  On Thursday Richard emptied the Lumley Road 
and Ems Bridge bins. One dog owner commented that the bins were needed and a good 
thing. Richard put up anti-fouling notices, though the one at the north entrance has been 
torn down – a disgrunted dog owner?  On Saturday Brian noticed the doggie bin at the 
Lumley entrance appears to have been damaged; the lid is dented and the handle 
removed.  
 
New wooden 5-barred gate erected at Lumley Road entrance looks very good.  Brian 
obtained a key from David Sawyer of Havant Borough Council and opened the side gate 
for pedestrian use.  He will make a copy.  The side gate needs a fastener on it and the 
redundant chains which hinder its opening need removing. Brian put a rope over the 
Lumley side gate to act as a catch, but we must not discourage people from using it and 
climbing over the main gate. 
 
Litter: Lots of litter about – half term?  On Thursday Richard removed two pieces of wrought 
iron work that had been dumped on the side of the path at Seagull lane bridge, also picked 
up a bag of cans and bottles.  On Friday Brian picked up three shopping bags of bottles 
near the North Gate - clearly the most vunerable area.  
 
Lads:  On Friday Tony noticed two youngsters trying to light a fire by the bridge at the 
southern end of Palmers Road car park. “They saw me watching from the other side of the 
river and had gone by the time I had walked all the way round. They had burned a 
newspaper on top of a pile of twigs but it obviously failed to catch in the damp conditions. A 
friend told me she had also seen two boys burning stuff at the same place on Saturday 
midday. Could be rather worrying when the grass is dry and I wonder what can be done.  
Two other lads passed me by the entrance below the A259 and one shouted out cheekily 
"Bird watcher, Bird Watcher". “ 
On Saturday Brian noticed 4 teenagers probably up to no good in the NE corner, but did not 
feel up to tackling them. 
 



Jobs: Brian banged his head for the umpteenth time on the low branch in the NE corner – 
we must trim this off.  



WEEK 7: Feb 12-18 
 

Birds:  A total 17 species were recorded this week.  Plenty of song this week from Collared 
Dove, Wren, Robin, Dunnock, Great Tit, Blue Tit, Chaffinch, Greenfinch and Song Thrush, 
but no Blackbird song.  Long-tailed Tits were seen several times.   Grey Wagtail on river.  
Kingfisher seen flying downstream. Up to 6 Mallard on the river. A Kestrel was again seen 
over the meadow – a sign that there are small mammals for it to catch?   
 
Flowers:  N = 7.  The first definite Butterbur flower spike was showing near the sluice gate.  
Plenty of Lesser Celandine on the meadow, particularly along the river and in the wet area 
by Lumley Gate. A few Snowdrops on the east.  A little White Dead-nettle along north bank.  
Plenty of Winter Heliotrope on river bank.  Gorse bush nicely in flower.  Daffodills sprouting 
on the southern river bank. 
 
Other wildlife observations: A large clump of frogspawn is in the temporary pond beneath 
the sluice gate.  Several new molehills – prey for the Kestrel?  No further sign of Water 
Voles.  
 
Power Scythe: On Tuesday we had a demonstration of a Power Scythe from BCS 
Tracmaster which was most impressive - just what we need to cut the rank vegetation on 
the meadow.  We are preparing a grant application to the South Hampshire Community 
Project for funding, but this will take about 6 weeks.  The meadow needs to be cut soon 
before the flowers start to grow.    
I contacted Hampshire Wildlife Trust about a possible loan of their machine and we had a 
visit from their reserves officer John Durnell who was very impresed with the meadow.  
HWT  has a power scythe, but does not loan it out to groups.  However, John said he may 
be able to arrange for a visit from a group of voluteers to help cut the meadow.   
John told me that Brandon Tools in Portsmouth had a power ccythe for hire.  I contacted 
them, but was told it would not be available until the weekend of 24-25 Feb.   
 
Workday Sun 18 Feb:  
Only 6 people attended the workday which was a little disappointing in view of  the fine 
weather.  Maybe the notice was not sufficient.  It was supervised by Alison Angel from the 
BTCV.  The main tasks were raking up the vegetation from the demonstration cut, clearing 
a few branches and litter picking.  We are planning to hire a power scythe next weekend to 
cut the southern area of the meadow, for which we hope to drum up plenty of volunteers to 
remove the cutting.   
 
Prepared by Brian Fellows.  



 
WEEK 6: FEB 5-11, 2001 

 
Birds 
On Friday Feb 9 10.30-12.30 Brian conducted a semi-formal BBS type of survey of the 
birds in and around the meadow, which should be repeated at regular intervals.  A 
transect* was planned out which went round the edge of the meadow and into the two 
areas of woodland – Palmer's Road copse and Lumley Road copse.  
16 species of birds were recorded as follows (s = singing): 1 Kestrel hunting, several 
Black-headed Gulls flying over, 1 Woodpigeon, 1 Kingfisher flying upstream, 13 Wren (s), 5 
Dunnock (s), 10 Robin (s), 4 Blackbird, 2 Song Thrush (s), 1 Chiffchaff calling from the 
garden of Gooseberry Cottage, 2 Goldcrest feeding around the south bridge and one 
singing, a flock of 5 Long-tailed Tits feeding in trees around Palmer's Road copse, 6 Blue 
Tits (s), 4 Great Tit (s), pair of Magpies, 3 Chaffinch (s).   
*Note on the transect.  A transect is a fixed route for recording wildlife.  I would anticipate 
using this transect for the guided walks.  Keeping this transect open could be one job for 
the workdays.    
Other birds seen this week: Grey Heron (fo), Mallard 6 on river.   
 
Water Vole:  There are quite a few holes in the river bank, particularly north of the north 
bridge, but no definite sighting as yet of any voles.   
Amphibians: There is big clump of frog spawn in the still water on southern side of sluice 
gate.  Two mating frogs were also seen.   
 
Flowers:  
Ivy: Just a few on the willows on the north bank and in Palmer's Road copse.   
Snowdrops: Some flowering on the east side of the meadow behind the Lumley Road 
cottages.   
Gorse: A few yellow flowers on the only Gorse bush on the meadow on the causeway.   
Lesser Celandine: Quite a few flowers mainly on the river banks but also on the meadow 
itself.  
White Dead-nettle:  One or two in flower on the main river bank almost opposite the 
gasholder.   
Butterbur:  One or two pink spikes just showing near the sluice gate 
Daffodils:  Buds showing well on river bank and in Palmer's Road copse.  
Nettles:  Continuing to shoot up.  
Lords and Ladies (Arum maculatum):  Leaves are sprouting in Palmer's Road copse and 
on north bank.   
Hawthorn:  Is starting to shoot.  
Spotted Laurel:  This could be the ID of  the pale-leaved shrub in Palmer's Road copse.   
Bryophytes: Frances noticed what might be a clump of liverwort on the other side of the 
river in the northern section (opposite the first two willow trees). I didn’t have my binoculars 
and I’m not sure if you can get over that side to get a closer look. 
 
Environment:  The heavy rain during Wednesday night produced a rise in river level and 
the paths in Palmer's Road copse and in the lower meadow were badly flooded again.  
Everything very sodden.  Lots of water lying about. All other paths are very muddy. 
An ivy covered bush has toppled over into the River Ems below the gasholder where the 
new fence has been erected – no doubt its roots were weakened during the erection of the 
fence.   
Litter bins and doggie bins 
Litter is particularly bad along Riverside Walk including beer cans. But quite a lot elsewhere 
too 



On Thursday Feb 8th Richard and Brian met Robert Hill from Havant Borough Council 
Leisure Services Department.   Robert agreed to erect two litter bins, one at Seagull Lane 
and the other at the south gate.    
On Friday Feb 9th Richard and Brian met Paul Reap from Havant Borough Council 
Environmental Health Dept.  Paul agreed to erect 3 doggie bins at the three main 
entrances to the meadow.  He agreed to empty the one at the Seagull Lane entrance if we 
would empty the other two.  
Other comments from Frances:  
1) One of the willows hanging over the Ems on the bend in the river looks as if it is being 
held up by a branch which is cracking. I think we should have a look at all the trees along 
the river bank to assess their condition. 
2) Is it worth asking the Environment Agency or HBC if they could remove the washing 
machine in the river? It really does look awful!! 
3) I don’t suppose it is significant but some white powder (flour I think) has been put in 
patches along the main path and also on both ends of the bridge at Seagull Lane and on 
tress down the northern path. Kids I suppose???  



 
WEEK 5: JAN 29 – FEB 4, 2001 

 
Birds: 
The birds were in good voice in the meadow this week with Robin, Wren, Dunnock, Blue Tit 
and Great Tit dominating as usual.  However, there were two new songsters in the meadow 
chorus this week with Blackbird and Chaffinch singing for the first time this season.  More 
very good news is that 3 Song Thrushes were seen in the meadow, hopefully they will 
establish territories for themselves.  I gather Song Thrush are doing well this winter and 
wonder if this is connected with the wet weather and an abundance of snails.  Grey 
Wagtail, Goldcrest and Long-tailed Tit were also seen this week, but no report of 
Kingfisher.  Two pairs of Carrion Crows were investigating the trees on either side of the 
meadow - likely to build nests.  They used to build in a tall tree in the garden of Gooseberry 
Cottage until it was cut down.  As usual 4 Mallard (3 males and 1 female) were in the river 
– maybe they will nest somewhere up stream?  It would be a nice idea to try to map out the 
territories of the breeding birds in the meadow this year – not an easy task.  
 
Flowers:  
In addition to the regular Winter Heliotrope, Lesser Celandine and Ivy, White Dead-nettle 
was flowering again on the river bank after a brief break and a few Snowdrops were 
flowering on the east of the meadow behind the Lumley Road cottages.   No further 
movement in the Butterbur, but the Daffodills will not be long coming out on the lower river 
bank opposite Palmer's Road Copse.  
 
Trees:  
A couple of Leylandi-type conifer trees (not noticed before?) were reported in the plantation 
on the east of the meadow behind the gardens of the cottages in Lumley Road.  There is 
also a nice looking bush with bright orange berries on the west bank of the river just south 
of the north bridge – ID?  Another mystery shrub is one with bright yellowish leaves in 
Palmer's Road Copse where it stands out from the other dark vegetation – possible 
Spotted Laurel (RD p.99)?  
 
Water Vole:  
We have had more evidence in the past week that Water Voles may be back, since there 
are several freshly created burrow holes on the river bank adjacent to the railway 
embankment in the NE corner of the meadow.  
 
Moles:  
There was more evidence of mole activity with several fresh molehills in different parts of 
the meadow.   
 
People 
Lots of people with dogs as usual.  But, we shall soon have a doggie bin!  But will it be 
used?  Richard picked up a bag and a half of litter on his visit.  
 
Environment 
The river level is falling slowly, but the lower meadow and Palmer's Road Copse are still 
partly flooded.  Lumley Millstream continues to rush into Peter Pond, but the sluice gate on 
Slipper Millpond is open, so the water remains low in both ponds.    
Next week, on Thursday 8 Feb 10am we will be having a demo of a Power Scythe in the 
meadow.  If it is suitable we hope we shall be able to purchase it and do a few experimental 
cuts and path making.  
 
 



WEEK 4 JAN 22-28, 2001 
 
Birds:   
There was plenty of birdsong – mostly in the lower meadow and Palmer's Road Copse with 
Robin, Wren, Blue Tit and Great Tit particularly active plus 2 Song Thrush.  Others: a Grey 
Wagtail, a Kingfisher (two sightings flying) and a Goldcrest (two sightings), 4 Mallard on the 
river near Palmer's Road Copse, a small flock of Long-tailed Tits, Dunnock, House 
Sparrow, Blackbird, Woodpigeon, Magpie.  Total for the week = 16, not including gulls 
flying over.  
 
Water Voles:  
Are they back?  Possible burrow holes on the river bank below the gasometer and on the 
opposite bank in between the first few willows north of north bridge and the NE corner. 
Frances did the survey of this part of the river last year and there were absolutely no holes 
to be seen here last year.  So perhaps the water vole migrates to this part of the river in the 
winter?  Ralph Hollins reported a loud plop in the stream near Palmer's Road Copse which 
could have been a Water Vole. 
 
Flowers:  
Butterbur spikes are starting to show near the sluice gate.  A little Lesser Celandine in wet 
area north of Lumley Gate.  A little ivy in Palmer's Road Copse.  I found a plant in the 
Seagull Lane patch which I have not yet been able to identify.  It had whorls of 7 oval leaves 
up the stem, rather like a Crosswort, but that flower has only 4.  There appeared to be a 
yellowish flower on the end of the stem, but on closer inspection it was new leaves growing.   
There is a nice patch of bramble in centre of north meadow.   
and another large patch around Lumley Road Copse and along the back of the cottages in 
Lumley Road.  We must do a proper survey of the bramble on the meadow.  
 
Insects: 
There was quite a bit of insect activity over the river mainly midges and gnats 
 
River: 
River level falling.  The river level is one foot below the sluice gate.  The lower meadow is 
still partly flooded as is the riverside path through Palmer's Road Copse.   
 
People: 
Plenty of people with dogs. Cycle tracks along north bank.  More rope on willows in NE 
corner – kids?   
Tony Wilkinson came across 3 lads of about 18 loitering about at the tunnel under the 
railway who responded a little awkwardly when I greeted them. Don't think their primary 
purpose in being there was birdwatching!  
 
Environment 
Site clearance on the industrial site on the west bank to the SE of the gasholder. A metal 
fence has been erected along part of the west bank which has entailed some clearance of 
bushes and small trees from along the bank, but it is not serious.   
There is also an old fence around part of Lumley Road Copse.  Why?    
 
Tony Wilkinson asks did you there is an official sign on Lumley Road warning that litter 
offenders could be fined a maximum of £100. Perhaps HBC could be persuaded to put up 
a few more around the place. Some Dog Fouling signs might also be a good idea. I've 
noticed a lot more about over the past three years or so and I think this has made a 
difference. Certainly the Slipper Pond Path has improved.  
 



WEEK 2 JAN 8-14, 2001 
 
BIRDS:  
Robin – max 10 singing.  Wren – max 9 singing.  Dunnock – 2 singing.  Blue Tit – 2 singing.  
Great Tit – 2 singing.  Song Thrush – one seen, but no song this week.  Blackbird – at least 
3 seen.  Chaffinch – 2 seen.  Great Spotted Woodpecker – 1 was seen on several 
occasions. It is a fairly frequent visitor not sure where from, but hope it stays to nest.   
Carrion Crow – 3 were cawing in the trees around Palmer's Road Copse.  They used to 
breed in the high trees in Gooseberry Cottage until they were cut down a couple of years 
ago.  Not sure where they nested last year.  Maybe they will try Palmer's Road Copse this 
year?  Little Egret – 1 was seen on the river on several occasions. It is probably a frequent 
visitor, but is easily disturbed by people walking along the river path. Woodpigeon – 2 seen.  
Black-headed Gull – flying over 
 
FLOWERS:   
Winter Heliotrope – only a few remain remain along the river bank. The plants have clearly 
been damaged by the recent frosts, but they should go on flowering for a few weeks yet.   
Butterbur – the pink tips of the flower spikes can be seen poking through the surface of the 
damp soil near the sluice gate - they seem to open their flowers while still underground and 
to be already in flower as they come up so it may not be long before they replace the 
flowers of Winter Heliotrope that are now beginning to go over.  I found just one flower head 
open on Jan 8.   
Common Gorse – a few flowers are on the bush along the causeway.  
Lesser Celandine – first of the year flowering in the wet area to the north of Lumley Gate. 
These are tiny yellow flowers, a little like buttercups.  Celandine are usually the first of the 
spring flowers to come out, but these in the meadow are not the first by any means, since 
they have been seen by Ralph Hollins in Havant area since Dec 10.   
Yarrow, Hogweed and White Dead-nettle seem to have completely disappeared.    
Teasels - On Jan 12 Frances and I were interested to see, just north of the causeway 
across the meadow, a small patch of Teasels with each plant having a mass of green 
shoots sprouting from between the spines of the seedheads.  I can only assume that these 
are the seeds which have not shaken off the seedheads and are starting to sprout.   
 
Note on Teasels from Ralph Hollins  
“Viviparous Teasels?  Dead Teazels are a very common sight, still standing erect when 
many other plants have succumbed to wind, rain and frost and fallen to the ground, but 
Brian Fellows today found some on Brook Meadow at Emsworth in which it seemed that 
seeds had germinated in the dead heads and fresh green shoots were appearing (as they 
commonly do on the Wild Onions in late summer). I have never seen this happen before, 
have you?” 
Note: Viviparous plants have green shoots instead of flowers, ege viviparous fescue.   
 
MOSSES:  
On Mon Jan 8 I met up with Rod Stern, a woodland conservation and management 
consultant who was in the meadow carrying out a survey of the mosses in the area as part 
of a scheme organised in West Sussex.  He allowed me to accompany him in his search for 
mosses in the meadow and was kind enough to write out a list for me of the 11 species he 
had found there. He was particularly interested in a nice specimen of Fissidens incurvas 
which he found just inside the the riverside walk in Palmer's Road Copse and in some 
Cryphaea heteromalla which was growing on a tree next to the A259.  From 'The Flora of 
Hampshire' these are the only two species on Rod's list which were not rated as either 
"abundant" or "very common" which is presumably why he found them interesting.  I 
subsequently received a postcard from Rod saying that he had identified 2 further mosses 
which he had collected from Brook Meadow which are rare in Hampshire and Sussex: 



Amblystegium tenax and Eurhynchium speciosum.  This is excellent news for Brook 
Meadow.  We will now have to find them! 
Rod was interested to learn about the Brook Meadow Conservation Group project and 
thought the cut and removal of rank vegetation should improve the abundance and visibility 
of the flora. I said I would keep him in touch with developments. He could be a useful 
advisor for the group on flora matters and on conservation.  I have his postal address and 
e-mail.  
 
MAMMALS 
A fresh mole hill on the river bank indicates the presence of Moles. Unusually, a Grey 
Squirrel was seen in in trees near Palmers Road car park – not many in this immediate 
area.  Possible Water Vole hole in bank below gasometer, but no sign of them as yet. 
 
WATER LEVEL: 
The level of the River Ems has gone down considerably since last week, though there is 
still flood water in the southern end of the lower meadow and the Riverside Walk in 
Palmer's Road Copse remains partially flooded.  The Lumley Millstream has also gone 
down, but is still flowing very quickly into Peter Pond.  The footpath from Seagull Lane to 
Lumley Mill is still under water and the garden of Constant Springs is still flooded.  
 
PUBLICITY 
On Jan 12 Frances, Tony, Ted and I had a photo session with a chap from the Chichester 
Observer.  There should be a piece about the Brook Meadow Conservation Group in next 
week’s paper.  
 
PEOPLE 
2/3 walkers, usually with dogs were seen on all visits. There is always dog mess along the 
main river path and elsewhere, but we are not the only ones to get this – look at the 
promenade around the millpond for example! 
 
SUGGESTED TASKS FOR NEXT PRACTICAL SESSION 
1. remove logs/post brought down by river deposited at sluice gate to balancing pond 
2. redistribute gravel on path near sluice gate 
3. remove dumped shopping trolley/bike, etc in northern part of meadow 
4. cut and remove surplus vegetation from several (3-4) trial areas (2-3 m square) 
5. cut branch from overhanging tree in north east corner 
6. remove garden escape (Sumac) north of Lumley Rd copse 
 



WEEK 1 Jan 1-7, 2001  
Summary of observations.   
Floods:  
The lower meadow is still flooded, particularly near the south gate  in the south and along 
the path, though the water in the River Ems has gone down in the past week. Water level in 
Ems well below Gas marker.  The riverside walk through Palmer's Road Copse is also 
flooded not not so bad as it was last week. All paths very muddy.  Water level in Millstream 
approx. 1 ft below underneath of bridge. There is still water in the puddle near trailer at 
Lumley Path end. 
Birds:  
Birds singing: Robin 5, Dunnock 1, Wren 2, Collared Dove 2 Great Tit 1, Blue Tit 2.  A pair 
of Wren was active around the red willow plantation in front of the gasholder, more reason 
why this area should not be disturbed (Jan 3).   Other birds observed included Great 
Spotted Woodpecker flying over, a Song Thrush in the lower meadow, 2 pairs of Blackbird, 
a small flock of Long-tailed Tits, 4 Goldfinches feeding in the high branches of the Alder in 
the lower meadow near the river, Carrion Crows and a Little Egret. I looked and listened in 
vain for a Chiffchaff in the bushes beneath the gasholder where I have seen one in 
previous winters.   
Frances (7 Jan) also thought she may have seen a pair of Bullfinch in the willows near the 
bend in the river. In view of the scarcity of Bullfinch in Great Britain I have discussed this 
sighting with her and she agrees that they could have been brightly coloured Chaffinch.  
However, I have once recorded Bullfinch in the meadow and a further sighting would not be 
entirely suprising, though we have to be certain.  So please keep a look out for this 
beautiful bird and let me know of any possible sightings.  
Flowers: 
The Daffodills are beginning to sprout (not flower) along the banks of the lower river.  We 
must keep a look out for any early Butterbur spurs along the river near the sluice gate. 
Stinging nettles are starting to shoot up + member of Compositae in southern part (deeply 
divided leaves).  Everything else seems to have gone.  
Insects: 
Small insects flying over Ems (gnats??) 
People (Jan 7): 
1 woman + young child; 1 man + dog (riverside walk); 2 men (going in direction of Lumley 
Path); 1 man + girl + dog (path going to left of bridge at Seagull Lane end); 1 man + 2 
children + dog; 1 woman + 2 children + dog.  
Tasks requiring attention 
The flood water coming down from the sluice gate has gouged out a hole in the south path 
near the steps, the gravel has been piled up into a heap.  This hole needs filling in at the 
next workday. Other jobs for the workday include removing the large wooden post which 
has been washed over the sluice gate into the lower meadow and removing the pile of logs 
washed up against the sluice gate.  Litter and rubbish to be cleared.  
 
 
Report prepared by Brian Fellows: 
Phone 01243 375548.  E-mail: brian.fellows@lineone.net 
Web page: http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/brook-meadow-index.htm 
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	WILDLIFE ON THE MEADOW
	On Monday I spent a few minutes at a favourite spot in Lumley Road, near where the tree root has been extracted, watching a Song Thrush, 4 Blackbirds, a Wren and a Blue Tit having communal bathing session in the shallow Lumley Millstream.  I noticed M...
	On Boxing Day I had a quick walk round the meadow was delighted to see a Treecreeper feeding in the Willows near the bend in the river. This was only my second sighting of this elusive bird on the meadow.
	On Saturday morning there was a light covering of snow over the ground and trees, but forecasters said it would not last.  I went over to the meadow to take some photos of this rare event before all the snow disappeared.  The meadow looked really pret...
	ENVIRONMENT
	I was very suprised this week to find that all the logs had been cleared from the river near the bend.  What good samaritan has done this deed, I wonder?
	PLANTING FOR WATER VOLES
	REVIEW OF THE YEAR - BIRDS
	The total number of bird species seen on and around the meadow this year was 48 from a total meadow list of 52.  Our resident birds were all regularly seen or heard and, hopefully, bred successfully – they will have some nest boxes to help them next y...
	Reviews of other wildlife on the meadow will be presented in subsequent updates.
	OTHER EMSWORTH WILDLIFE NEWS
	The Millponds
	On Monday I counted just 30 Mute Swans on the town millpond, though I saw another 20 or so over at Nore Barn plus the regular pair were on Slipper Millpond, making a grand total of 52 for the area.  The Black Swan was also present on the town millpond...
	The Harbour
	This week the harbour has been packed with gulls – I would estimate at least 3,000 were roosting on the mudflats.  More interesting were the presence of 32 Shelduck in the main channel on Monday with two Little Egrets feeding in the town channel.  Lit...
	BIRDS IN THE GARDEN
	With a succession of hard frosts this has been an interesting week for birds in the garden.  Most days started at about 7am with the strident song of the local Song Thrush.  It sometimes ventured into the garden to take food, but was often chased off ...
	On most days I saw a Little Egret fly down into the Westbrook Stream which runs behind the gardens on the east of Bridge Road and into the millpond.  What it finds of interest in this rather small and mucky stream is difficult to imagine.  I got some ...
	Probably, the most interesting visitor to the garden this week was a Grey Wagtail.  This delightful bird with a bright yellow bottom is not to be confused with a Yellow Wagtail, which is a summer visitor and rarely comes into gardens.  I saw it feedin...
	One one day a flock of about 8 Long-tailed Tits visited the garden, exploring the shrubs for insects and feeding, four at a time, on the peanut holder.  They stayed for a few minutes and then were gone.
	Large flocks of Starlings were flying around the town as usual, with about 70 descending at one time to gobble up the moistened bread I put on the bird table for them.
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	Committee Meeting: Tuesday 15th January at 7pm at 13, The Rookery.
	Charlotte Walker of the BTCV will be attending this meeting to discuss with us the pros and cons of a volunteer group getting into grazing to help us understand what we may be taking on.
	Workdays: Thursday 3rd January and Sunday 20th January, meeting at 10am at the Lumley Gate.
	WILDLIFE
	Birds
	Robin, Wren, Blue Tit (particularly active) and Collared Dove were all singing this week.  Dunnock was calling.  On Wednesday I saw a pair of Goldcrest working their way through the trees in Palmer's Road copse; one came to within 10 feet of where I w...
	Plants
	I found just 12 plants in flower this week, plus 4 grasses.  Dandelion seems to have given up. The Petty Spurge looks quite fresh, but I don’t think it is in flower.  I did find a Red Dead-nettle flowering along the path leading down to Palmer's Road ...
	A number of Michaelmas Daisies are still flowering along the A259 bank overlooking Peter Pond.
	Cow Parsley is sprouting in many places in preparation for flowering in the spring.
	Dead Creatures
	I found a corpse of a rat or a water vole in the SE corner of the South Meadow with the Ingram’s black cat in the vicinity.  I could not be sure which animal it was, but I fear it could have been a water vole.
	On Wednesday Fred Portwin pointed out two dead fish in the Lumley Millstream, a Trout and a flatfish.  We also sighted a number of live Trout.
	More Molehills
	ENVIRONMENT
	OTHER LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS
	Birds on the Millponds
	This week I counted just 35 Mute Swans on the town millpond plus the regular Black Swan.  One of the Mute Swans had a white ring on its right leg, but I could not detect any lettering with which to identify it.
	Duck numbers remain high with 106 Mallard on the town millpond plus another 30 or so on the other millponds.  Tufted Duck numbers were up to 20 on the millpond. There has been a mini-invasion of Coot with 20 in the harbour near the quay and another 10...
	MISCELLANEOUS NEWS
	Is Slipper Millpond in the Chichester Harbour AONB? – Yes!
	The doggie bins are being well used, but there is still far too much dog mess along the paths.  The Portsmouth News have launched a campaign against dog mess which, by making people more aware of the problem, might have a beneficial effect on situatio...
	Blue water pipes are still everywhere along Lumley Road.  I trust they will eventually be covered up?
	The extension to Gooseberry Cottage is nearing completion and looks rather splendid!
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	Committee Meeting: Tuesday 15th January at 7pm at 13, The Rookery.
	Charlotte Walker of the BTCV will be attending this meeting to discuss with us the pros and cons of a volunteer group getting into grazing to help us understand what we may be taking on.
	Workdays: Thursday 3rd January and Sunday 20th January, meeting at 10am at the Lumley Gate.
	BIRDS
	Not much change from last week.  Wren, Robin and Collared Dove were singing as usual with occasional bursts from Blue Tit and Great Tit.  Dunnock were giving their squeeky calls, but not yet singing.  Several Long-tailed Tit flocks were moving around ...
	MAMMALS
	There are lots of fresh Molehills springing up all over the meadow.
	PLANTS
	The number of flowering plants was down to just 13 this week, plus 4 grasses.  One new flower was a single bright yellow flower of the Creeping Buttercup which has sprung up alongside the path from the Palmer's Road Car Park to the South Bridge.
	I was suprised at the very strong smell coming from the patch of Annual Mercury which has been flowering for some weeks near the barrier at the end of Seagull Lane.  Apparently, the purpose of this plant’s fetid odour is to attract midges which pollin...
	Winter Heliotrope has a far more pleasant aroma and is now flowering along the main river bank as well as under the South Bridge.
	I was grateful to Ralph Hollins for pointing out that the Germander Speedwell I have been reporting is more likely to be Common Field Speedwell.  When I checked the patch of plants growing alongside the Palmer's Road Car Park they were, as Ralph, sugg...
	I have just realised that the small patch of tall Phragmites (Common Reed) which can be seen growing in the far SE corner of the meadow are just inside the boundary of Brook Meadow.  They are in a ditch which runs south from the garden of Gooseberry C...
	ENVIRONMENT
	Another mini-dam has appeared across the river near the bend in front of Unit Number 5.  It was constructed mainly from small branches gleaned from the cuttings on the banks.  I removed some of the smaller branches that I could reach, though the rest ...
	The large tree stump has been removed from the Lumley Millstream opposite “El Rancho”.  A lot of small twigs have gone into the millstream which needs cleaning out.
	WORKDAY
	Sunday 16 Dec:
	There were just three of us for today’s work session in the meadow, Frances, Penny and me!  We got the power scythe out and managed to cut and rake most of the area immediately north of the causeway, which had been left during the big cut in August.  ...
	Future workdays
	As an experiment, for the first three months of 2002, we shall be holding workdays on Thursday mornings in addition to the regular Sunday morning.  The next workdays are on Thursday 3rd January and Sunday 20th January, meeting at 10am as usual at the ...
	OTHER LOCAL NEWS
	Birds on the millponds
	There were plenty of birds on the millponds this week with up to 52 Mute Swans, 1 Black Swan, 116 Mallard and 8 Tufted Duck on the town millpond and another 34 Mallard, 4 Coot, 4 Moorhen and 200+ Black-headed Gulls, plus a few others, on the Hermitage...
	Is Slipper Millpond in the Chichester Harbour AONB?
	Hollybank Woods
	On Friday I had a lovely stroll through the woods.  With all the leaves off the trees you can actually see where you are!  No special bird observations, but several Robins came out to investigate me and a Kestrel was mobbed by Carrion Crows.  I spoke ...
	Sparrowhawk in my garden
	On Thursday I was watching a mixed flock of Greenfinch, Chaffinch and House Sparrow feeding on the seeds I had recently thrown onto the grass in my back garden when in swooped a Sparrowhawk.  The flock took off, but not before the hawk had grabbed a G...
	Grey Wagtail in Havant
	Ted Aylett can see again!  When I went round to 13, The Rookery last Monday to deliver the weekly update I found both Ted and Penny in a great mood.  Ted had just had his operation and all went well and he could see again!  Amazing!  Ted commented in ...
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	Committee Meeting:
	Tuesday 15th January at 7pm at 13, The Rookery.
	Workdays:
	Thursday 3rd January, Sunday 20th January, meeting at 10am at the Lumley Gate.
	WILDLIFE ON THE MEADOW
	Birds
	On Wednesday a Great Spotted Woodpecker was calling from the tall trees near the Lumley Gate.  Another Great Spotted Woodpecker was calling from the west bank behind the industrial estate, though they could have been the same bird.  I found a woodpeck...
	Plants
	No change in the flowering plants from last week; a total of 15 were counted.  The only suprise was  Meadowsweet, still flowering on the river bank.  Winter Heliotrope is smelling nicely.
	ENVIRONMENT
	The river was flowing well.  More logs were in the river, both by the bend and beneath the North Bridge.
	OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS
	Peter Pond
	About 22 Mallard and 2 Coot were on the water.  Tony Wilkinson reported that a water vole had been seen in the pond near the information board. The Winter Heliotrope is flowering and smelling very well on the bank of the pond near the track to Goosebe...
	MISCELLANEOUS
	Chichester Harbour Conservancy’s application for funding from the Heritage Lottery Trust
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	Committee Meetings
	Tuesday 11th December at 545 Southleigh Road.  Including a review of 2001 with Alison Angel.
	Tuesday 15th January, Tuesday 19th February.  All at 7pm.  Check for the venue.
	Workdays
	Sunday 16th December, Sunday 20th January, Sunday 17th February at 10am meeting at the Lumley Gate
	WILDLIFE ON THE MEADOW
	Birds
	There was not much activity last week in the meadow, but our two resident Song Thrushes have woken up and are singing strongly, one from the Lumley side and one from the Palmer's Road side.   Wren and Robin are the only other birds regularly singing, ...
	Long-tailed Tits have been frequent visitors this week – you can usually hear them calling before you see them.  On Sunday I saw a Goldcrest in a tit flock near the Lumley Millstream.
	A Little Egret was a regular visitor to the river and Grey Wagtails appear to have taken up residence.
	A pair of Carrion Crows were active in the trees on the west bank on Sunday – they did not nest on the meadow this year.
	On Sunday I found a pile of feathers on the Seagull Lane patch which I did not recognise - probably the work of a Fox despatching a domestic fowl.
	Plants
	The number of plants in flower was notably less than last week – I counted just 15, down from 19 last week.  Bristly Ox-tongue, Charlock, Common Comfrey and Michaelmas Daisy have gone and several other like Hogweed, Dandelion, Common Ragwort, Hedge Mu...
	The solitary Purple Toadflax is still flowering nicely behind the bottle bank in Palmer's Road copse and Gorse on the causeway.
	More flower spikes of Winter Heliotrope are coming up near the South Bridge and their aroma is already quite distinctive.  There are a lot more along the river path which should be smelling wonderfully in a few weeks.  I was suprised to find several p...
	Pepper-saxifrage is still standing in the wet area north of the Lumley Gate with tiny purple-looking fruits very prominent. Looked at under the microscope the fruits are basically green with prominent ridges.  The purple colour comes from the top of t...
	I found a Field Maple with bright yellow leaves along Lumley Road on the east bank of the Lumley Millstream.  This takes the tree list to 18 and the total plant list to 210.
	ENVIRONMENT
	Someone has covered the rubble on the east side behind the cottages with a layer of soil.  I suppose this will grow over in time.  However, there has been more dumping of garden tree cuttings in this area.
	More logs have been thrown into the river near the bend, but as yet are not causing a blockage.  Graham Ault and I pulled out a few of the smaller ones.
	OTHER LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	Committee Meetings
	Tuesday 11th December at 545 Southleigh Road.
	Tuesday 15th January, Tuesday 19th February all at 7pm.  Check for the venue.
	Workdays
	Sunday 16th December, Sunday 20th January, Sunday 17th February at 10am meeting at the Lumley Gate
	WILDLIFE ON THE MEADOW
	Plants
	I could only find 19 plants in flower on the meadow this week.  Gwynne Johnson quickly identified the plant with shiny green leaves and pale green flowers from the patch at the end of Seagull Lane that I had been puzzling over as Annual Mercury.   Thi...
	Nigel Johnson confirmed the conifer in the plantation on the east side as Western Red Cedar.  It differs from Lawson Cypress in having shiny flat foliage, deep shiny above and paler below, with fruity scent.
	Corrections to the plant list from Pete Selby
	I was very grateful to Pete Selby, the South Hants Botanical Recorder, for checking through the plant list on the web site and making a number of corrections to the scientific names and suggesting a few alternative identifications.
	With reference to the puzzling Orache/Goosefoot growing mainly in the SE corner of the lower meadow (which neither Ralph Hollins or Gwynne Johnson wanted to identify) Pete suggested it could be Common Orache (Atriplex patula) – I will have to look aga...
	Pete also raised a doubt about the Sea Arrowgrass (Triglochin maritimum) which was identified last year, but which I have been unable to find again this year, despite the fact that I know exactly where to look.  As he says we don’t seem to have any ot...
	Pete rightly suggests I was a little over optimistic in labelling the pivet at the end of Seagull Lane as Wild Privet (Ligustrum vulgare).  It is far more likely to be Garden Privet (Ligustrum ovalifolium) as an escape.
	Pete was interested in our Summer Snowflake (Leucojum aestivum) a single plant of which was flowering alongside the river in Palmer's Road copse.  He says it could just be native and if so an important find.  He will come and look at it in the spring.
	With regards to our Horse Chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum) near the Lumley Gate Pete indicates that if it has red flowers then it will be Aesculus carnea.  I will need to check next spring.   He thinks we must surely have Grey Willow (Salix cinerea),...
	Insects
	Just 2 Red Admirals were seen thisa week.  A total of 18 pecies of butterfly have been recorded this year on the meadow, missing just Clouded Yellow from last year’s list.
	ENVIRONMENT NEWS
	Logs are back in river!
	As expected, despite our efforts during last Sunday’s workday to move the recently sawn logs logs away from the river, many were back in the river this week, forming a small dam/bridge just above the main bend.  There is also a log in the river under ...
	Bonfires
	On two days this week I noticed bonfires burning on the eastern side behind the Lumley Road cottages. The large pile of rubble and garden waste remains unmoved.  I believe HBC are dealing with this.
	Commemorative crosses on North Bridge
	OTHER LOCAL WILDLIFE NEWS
	Record number of Mallard on Emsworth Millpond
	Plenty of nice birds at Nutbourne
	A good walk for birds at this time of the year is to go from Nutbourne along the seawall to Prinsted and back through the fields.  Park at the end of Farm Lane.  At the end of last week I found about 100 Teal and 16 Snipe on the Ham Brook water meadow...
	Peregrines suprise Xmas shoppers in Chichester
	Chichester Harbour Conservancy applies funding from the Heritage Lottery Trust.
	I heard this week that Chichester Harbour Conservancy has submitted a bid for £1,500,000 from the Heritage Lottery Fund to aid essential conservation work, research, education and sustainable access projects in the Chichester Harbour ANOB over a 3-yea...
	I was naturally curious as to whether Brook Meadow could possibly benefit from this project, but Anne de Potier tells me it falls outside their area which only goes as far as the road.  However, this presumably means Slipper Millpond could benefit, bu...
	WILDLIFE
	Birds
	I was pleased to see my first Song Thrush for a few weeks near the Lumley Millstream.  Wren and Robin were still the only birds I heard singing, but most of our other residents birds were about.  Flocks of Long-tailed Tits called from the trees and a ...
	Fred Portwin reported some good bird sightings from his walks through the meadow, namely a Pheasant on the main meadow, a Grey Wagtail on the river and a Water Rail in the millstream above the Lumley bridge.
	Plants
	The hard frosts this week seem to have convinced many of the plants that winter was here and that there was no point in flowering.  I found only 18 plants in flower this week plus 4 grasses.   The white flowers of several Hogweed plants can be seen st...
	Insects
	There were plenty of flies around the Ivy and one or two bumblebess and just one butterfly – a Red Admiral was seen.
	Fish
	Fred Portwin found another dead Trout while clearing out the Lumley Millstream on Sunday.  What is killing them?  Live ones can be seen jumping in the pool between the two bridges.
	WORKDAY
	Sunday 18th November 2001.
	The weather was cloudy and cool; the threatened rain held off for this morning’s work session in the meadow attended by Tony Wilkinson, Jill Meesom, Graham Ault, Penny Aylett, Anthea Lay and Brian Fellows.
	We found Fred Portwin already hard at work when we arrived clearing up the Lumley Millstream so we left him to it and went over to tackle the dam that kids had built on the main river by the bend.  This was an elaborate structure bridging the river, m...
	As well as the pallets, which we returned to the yard, we also cleared a large number of heavy logs from the river.  The logs were moved away from the river and piled up to provide wildlife habitats as they rot down for beetles, etc.
	We all got pretty wet and our backs were aching after this workday – hopefully not to be repeated in a month’s time!
	HBC have been informed about the problem with the pallets and other rubbish in the yards behind the industrial estate which will undoubtably find their way back into the stream in the near future unless they are removed or secured.
	ENVIRONMENT NEWS
	Tree Cuttings
	Doggie Bins
	On Wednesday the doggie bin by the North Bridge was overflowing and in a disgusting state – it had not been emptied for at least a week.  I rang HBC and they said it would be emptied that afternoon and it was!  Let’s hope it gets emptied more regularl...
	To complain ring HBC on 02392 474174 and ask to speak to the person responsible for emptying the doggie bins.
	Blue water pipe
	The blue pipe which is a new water main is snaking its way down Lumley Road and down the track to Gooseberry Cottage.
	WILDLIFE OBSERVATIONS
	Birds
	No change from last week.  Wren and Robin still singing well and Blue Tit, Great Tit, Blackbird, Great Spotted Woodpecker, Chaffinch and Little Egret often seen.   Graham Ault saw two Great Spotted Woodpeckers on Sunday.  The lady who lives at a house...
	Fish
	Fred Portwin reported that he fished a 14 inch dead Trout from the Lumley Millstream.
	Plants
	The total plants in flower this week was down to 24 and they are getting harder to find!  However, we have Winter Heliotrope still to look forward to.  It is flowering on the banks of Peter Pond, as well as by the South Bridge.  There are plenty of mo...
	Brent Geese in Emsworth Harbour
	Brent Geese are now to be seen in Emsworth Harbour in increasing numbers; I counted about 100 on Sunday.  Look out for juveniles which have white bars across their wings, though there are not many about this year, suggesting the Brents did not have a ...
	Shelduck have also arrived in the harbour – I saw 8 there on Sunday.  The most numerous wader by far is Dunlin – I counted 1500 in the harbour on Sunday.  Look out also for the occasional Greenshank and Spotted Redshank.
	Mute Swans on the millpond.  Where do they go at night?
	There are over 80 Mute Swans on the town millpond during the day, but many fewer at at night.  I asked Ralph Hollins and he thinks the reason they leave the pond is that they do not sleep happily so close to banks and slipways from which predators (re...
	Tufted Duck have returned to the millpond – there were 14 there on Sunday afternoon.
	Coot numbers were up to 34, mostly in the Hermitage complex though a quite few are now starting to collect around the Quay.  Ralph suggests they do this to eat seaweed after a summer spent inland on fresh water, but doing so in a place where the water...
	Pied Wagtails on the millpond
	If you walk around the millpond in the evening you will notice hordes of Pied Wagtails – they must have a roost somewhere.  Anyone know where?
	Research showing the decline in House Sparrow numbers over the last 30 years or so has been widely reported.   I have also noticed a decline in my garden.  There have been very few this year and there is no sign as yet of the expected autumnal increas...
	To compensate for the lack of Sparrows I had a few interesting visitors this week, including a Coal Tit taking black sunflower seeds from the seedholder and moving into a nearby tree to consume them, a Goldcrest flitting around the trees and a “charm”...
	I know Grey Squirrels are a bit of a pest, but I rarely get one in my garden, at least, until this week when one came in for about half and hour, munched its way through seeds and peanuts and then left.  I haven’t seen it again.  Hopefully it will not...
	It looks as if the position of Thorney Island as the prime roost site for Little Egrets in the UK is under threat.  The current magazine of the Wetlands and Wildfowl Trust reports that 217 Egrets roosted at the WWT Llanelli Reserve on the evening of 3...
	Breeding success at Arundel WWT
	The WWT magazine also reports that breeding birds did well at the Arundel reserve despite the floods.  Of the captive birds 3 Long-tailed duckings, 4 Hawaiian goslings and 5 Bewick’s Swan cygnets were successfully raised.  In the wild area the floatin...
	ENVIRONMENT NEWS
	Several logs have already been thrown into the river near the bend – seemingly to make a crossing point to replace the “Willow bridge” that was cut down.   We must move the logs away from the waterways during the workday next Sunday.
	The small sluice gate on Slipper Millpond has not yet been repaired, so the two Hermitage millponds remain tidal, but Tony Wilkinson was hoping the work would be completed this weekend.
	Water company workers were busy this week laying a new blue plastic water pipe along Lumley Road.
	WILDLIFE
	Birds
	On Monday while leaning on the North Bridge I had the pleasure of seeing the blue flash of a Kingfisher as it flew beneath me.  On the same occasion I was alerted to look up by the harsh calls of a flock of 12 Rooks as they flew overhead – suprisingly...
	Also, on Monday at about 12 noon there was a demented hybrid duck sitting on the bank of the river near the South Bridge, squawking continuously.  It had probably lost its way from the millponds and was calling for its mates.
	There are definite signs that some birds are getting frisky in preparation for breeding, with pairs of Blue Tit and Great Tit displaying and chasing one another.  But as yet Robin and Wren were the only regular songsters in the meadow this week, with ...
	Several flocks of Long-tailed Tits were spotted and heard as they made there way through the meadow.  A Goldcrest was again seen in the trees around the Lumley Millstream.  The now regular Great Spotted Woodpecker called from the tall trees on the Lum...
	On and around the river Grey Wagtail and a Little Egret were regularly seen. A Moorhen was glimpsed as it made its way through the tunnel under the railway embankment towards the garden of Constant Springs.
	Fish
	I did not see any fish in the river myself this week, though a young lad I spoke to who was fishing claimed he had caught three Trout in the last few days and a Pike!  If  this latter is true then he probably did us a good turn since Pike are predator...
	Plants
	I counted 30 plants in flower this week, plus 4 grasses.
	Still showing particularly well are Michaelmas Daisies, Ivy, Common Nettle, Hogweed, Bristly Ox-tongue, Yarrow, Red Clover and White Dead-nettle.  Several plants of the white version of Common Comfrey (not to be confused with White Comfrey!) are now f...
	Newly flowering this week were Wavy Bitter-cress in Palmer's Road copse and Hedge Woundwort along the path north of the North Bridge.
	A couple of flowerheads of Winter Heliotrope were showing for the first time this winter by the South Bridge; this strongly smelling plant should be quite a feature in the next few weeks.  Ralph Hollins also noted some early flowers of Winter Heliotro...
	Field Horsetails (possibly some Marsh also?) are shooting up in the wetter areas of the meadow.   The Black Medick near the Lumley Gate has produced its black pods.
	Fungi
	There has been yet another good crop of the rare fungi Agrocybe cylindracea growing in the old Willow stump by the South Bridge.
	Trees
	Thus far I have positively identified 15 different species of tree/shrub around the meadow.  I am tempted to include Holly which I see is growing in the disputed area between the two bridges near Lumley Road.  As yet unidentified is a Leylandii-type C...
	The long-winged seeds of the Ash hang from the large tree which bends over the river by the railway embankment.
	Insects
	The fine weather brought out plenty of insects which were attracted, in particular, to the strong smelling flowers of Ivy.  Red Admirals were everywhere; I counted a maximum of seven on Friday morning.
	ENVIRONMENT
	Ownership of the banks around Gooseberry Cottage
	Following the comments in last week’s report on the ownership of Brook Meadow, Steve Mountain of Havant Borough Council wrote to clarify the situation regarding the banks around Gooseberry Cottage.
	He said, “The banks were constructed by the then DOT as part of the off-site works for the A27 Havant-Chichester bypass, to allow the field (which is owned by HBC) to operate as a retention lake at times of high river flow (since the flows off the new...
	HBC is now in the position that the bank, although not built by us and forming part of a structure not operated by us, is nevertheless the responsibity of HBC as landowner under the Land Drainage Acts 1991/1994.”
	Clearance of the waterways and paths in Brook Meadow
	This week David Sawyer of HBC instructed his contractors to carry out a number of clearance tasks in the meadow, namely:
	1. The removal of all debris, both natural and artificial, from both the Ems and the Lumley Millstream.
	2. The strimming of a metre width along the banks of the Lumley Millstream.
	3. The removal of all tree branches and limbs crossing both the Ems and the Lumley Millstream.
	4. The removal of all tree branches and limbs crossing the paths within Brook Meadow.
	5. Making the necessary clearance for the installation of a seat.
	OTHER LOCAL NEWS
	Guillemot in Emsworth
	Ros Norton rang to say that she had seen a Guillemot swimming and diving in the harbour near the Quay at 3.30 on Saturday afternoon.  This is an unusual bird to be seen in our area.  I have only seen one locally, in Langstone Harbour in Feb 1999.  The...
	Millponds
	There were plenty of Mute Swans on the town millpond where I counted 84 on Sunday afternoon along with our regular Black Swan.  Mallard were also numerous with 110 on the town millpond on Sunday and 32 on the Hermitage ponds.  The first 2 Tufted Duck ...
	Thorney Island
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	The next workday is on Sunday 18 November at 10am meeting at the Lumley Gate.
	The next committee meeting is on Tuesday 20 November at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.
	WILDLIFE
	Birds
	Insects
	Red Admirals are still abundant – I see them everywhere.  Three were seen in the meadow by Frances Brettell on Sunday.  Also, on Sunday I had the interesting experience of being closely inspected by what I assume was a male Southern Hawker dragonfly. ...
	Fungi
	There is a new growth of the rare fungus Agrocybe cylindrincae in the old Willow stump beside the South Bridge.  There is also a growth of this fungus on an old Alder stump by the millstream along Lumley Road.  Phillips in his book “Mushrooms” reports...
	Plants
	Apart from the Michaelmas Daisies which are still looking very good the number of flowering plants on show in the meadow is rapidly declining; this week I counted just 24, plus 4 grasses.  Newly flowering this week was a patch of Shepherd's-purse just...
	Young Birdwatcher
	While walking through the meadow on Thursday morning I was very pleased to meet young Liam who is 12 years of age. Liam had binoculars around his neck and a camera in his hand and was clearly very keen to find out about the wildlife in the area, havin...
	OTHER LOCAL NEWS
	Emsworth Millponds
	On Monday 63 Mute Swans were on the town millpond together with the Black Swan which was missing last week.  The Peter Pond pair were in the slipper basin.  The total number of Mallard was slightly down on previous weeks with 58 on the town millpond a...
	Harbour
	On Monday the first Brent Geese of the winter were in the harbour; I counted 58, all of them adults.  Juvenile Brent Geese seem very scarce again this year.   Other birds in the harbour were Cormorant, Little Egret, Oystercatcher, Grey Plover, Ringed ...
	Thorney Island
	According to a poster along the track to Thorney Island it appears that the west security gate is still closed, though access can be obtained through the main gate.  Another notice announced plans to construct a footpath through Marina Farm to Thorney...
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	The next committee meeting is on Tuesday 20 November at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.
	The next guided walk is on Sunday 4 November at 10am meeting in Palmer's Road Car Park.
	The next workday is on Sunday 18 November at 10am meeting at the Lumley Gate.
	VISITORS TO BROOK MEADOW
	Damian Offer and Debbie Miller
	On Wed 24 October Frances Brettell, Wally Osborne, Elisabeth Kinloch and I met up with Damian Offer, the Hampshire Grazing Project Oficer from Hampshire County Council and Debbie Miller, our Habitat Management Advisor, to discuss the practicalities of...
	Several issues were identified, as follows.
	(1) Fencing.  The meadow could be fenced with standard fencing for cattle which was wooden posts and three strands of barbed wire.  Kissing gates could be included at strategic points.  The fencing would take a contractor about a week to complete and ...
	(2) Water for the cattle.  Piping a water supply onto the meadow would be expensive. Due to the embankment there is no easy access to the River Ems, but access to the Lumley millstream was easier.
	(3) Another major cut.  Another cut of the meadow would be needed next summer to remove the new growth of rank vegetation, followed by fencing and then possibly by cattle in the autumn. We should be able to obtain some funding for this cut, though not...
	(4) Nettles.  Nettles are already growing fast and need to be controlled.  A selective herbicide is one possibility though strimming would be preferable.
	(5) Funding.  The Hampshire Grazing Project could provide 75% of the funding for the introduction of grazing cattle up to £2,000.  Maybe Havant Borough Council could be approached for the rest.
	(6) Public consultation.  Publicity will be given to the proposed grazing project, with the regular group Newsletters, notices, articles, etc. and a public meeting at which both Debbie and Damian would attend to explain the management of the meadow an...
	(7) Security of the cattle  One important issue that was not discussed concerned the security of the cattle.
	Phil Pett of the Environment Agency
	On Thursday 25 October Elisabeth Kinloch and I met Phil Pett, the Flood Defence Officer for the Environment Agency.  Several issues were discussed.
	(1) Ownership of the Brook Meadow area.  Phil had a map of the Brook Meadow area  showing the ownership.  HBC own the whole of the meadow, the lower meadow (balancing pond), the patch at the end of Seagull Lane and Palmer's Road copse.   They also own...
	(2) The old Willow tree in the millstream opposite “El Rancho” in Lumley Road  Phil confirmed that this tree had been felled by contractors of HBC to provide a free run for the waters of the stream.  The remaining stump and logs will be removed.
	(3) Clearance of the banks of the Lumley millstream  HBC had approached our group to undertake this task but we felt were not properly equipped to do it.  At Phil’s request I agreed to go back to the group with the view to reconsidering doing the clea...
	(4) Proposed watering area for cattle   Phil stressed that any fencing put in the stream should not be a trap for floating vegetation which would restrict the flow of water.
	(5) Clearance of the River Ems  Phil was very pleased with all the work we had done in clearing the river on the last workday.  However, he asked if we could continue to keep watch on the build-up of debris and clear it where necessary.
	BAT TALK
	There is a talk called "Introducing Bats" on Wednesday 7th Nov at Swanwick Nature Reserve at 7.30 p.m.
	Interested in bats & want to find out more?  Bat biology & behaviour - a slide talk. Bats in houses & trees - where do they hide?  The work of the Bat Hospital. Bat detectors,  latest computer software.
	Swanwick Nature Reserve has parking available, ramp access to the building & disabled toilets.  A small donation would be appreciated to cover costs of speakers & refreshments.  Please bring along your friends.  Swanwick Reserve can be found a few min...
	For details about the above please contact either of the following: Chris / Mike Pawling 02380 617551 Colleen 01794 524232
	GROUP NEWS
	Committee Meeting
	The October committee meeting was held at Ted Aylett’s house on Tuesday 16 October.  The main decisions were: to investigate strimmers with a view to purchasing one, to investigate the construction of a noticeboard, to produce group badges to be worn ...
	The next committee meeting is on Tuesday 20 November at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.
	The next guided walk is on Sunday 4 November at 10am meeting in Palmer's Road Car Park.
	Workday
	On Sunday the monthly workday was attended by Frances Brettell, Wally Osborne, Graham Ault, Jill Mesom and myself.  The weather was cloudy and cool and the ground was very wet, but fortunately the rain held off.  The risk assessment was conducted by F...
	The next workday is on Sunday 18 November at 10am meeting at the Lumley Gate.
	Hampshire Grazing Project
	The Hampshire Grazing Project is an initiative funded by Hampshire County Council and English Nature to encourage appropriate grazing on land of conservation value.  The project offers free advice and support as well as grants up to 75% for work such ...
	On Wednesday 24th October Damian Offer, the Grazing Project Officer and Debbie Miller, the Habitat Management Advisor, will be visiting Brook Meadow to discuss the possibility of introducing some grazing cattle onto part of the meadow.  I will report ...
	Wildlife Watch
	We are hoping to arrange a conservation work session in the meadow for the local Wildlife Watch group (the junior section of the Hampshire Wildlife Trust).  We have tentatively booked Saturday 9th February 2002. It will be lovely to see children in th...
	Bat Boxes
	One evening last week Ian Brewster of Havant Borough Council saw some bats in the meadow and suggested we might like to erect some bat boxes to help in their conservation.  We are actively following up this good idea.  Are there any bat experts among ...
	WILDLIFE
	Birds
	Robin and Wren were singing much as usual.  Dunnock, Great Spotted Woodpecker and Chiffchaff were calling.  I saw a Chiffchaff in the willows in the centre of the meadow.    On Wednesday I saw a  Kestrel hovering over the meadow before being chased of...
	Insects
	Again, Red Admirals were everywhere.  Common Darters are also still fairly common near the river and millstream, with some coupled together.  I saw one large blue-bodied dragonfly which did not settle – probably a Southern Hawker.   While examining so...
	Plants
	I counted 32 plants in flower this week, though it is becoming quite difficult to determine whether certain plants are or are not in flower (e.g Redshank).  Michaelmas Daisies are showing wonderfully around the meadow; less prominent are Bristly Ox-to...
	Water-starwort continues to flourish in the river, but shows no obvious sign of flowering.  However, a piece I took home and kept in a bowl of water a week ago has a couple of small violet flowers.  If it then fruits this should enable me to confirm (...
	Fungus
	There has been another very good crop of the white fungus Agrocybe cylindracea growing inside the old Willow stumps immediately to the south of the North Bridge at the end of Seagull Lane.  This is the fungus described as rare, edible and smelling of ...
	Water Vole
	I saw a distinct scurrying movement into one of the burrow holes in the river bank near the gasholder as I walked past.  I waited for a few minutes, but saw nothing more definite.
	OTHER LOCAL NEWS
	Emsworth millponds
	The Hermitage millponds have been full of water again – a sign that the Slipper Millpond sluice gates are repaired?  On Monday the Mute Swan flock was up to 49 on the town millpond, but there was no sign of the Black Swan.  There had been one seen in ...
	The Ems Valley
	Green Sandpipers have been wintering along the River Ems between Emsworth and Westbourne for many years and on Thursday I found two in the usual spot on the river bank half way to Westbourne.  They flew up as I approached and wheeled around a few time...
	I found a fern and a moss growing on the wall of the railway arch at the end of Seagull Lane.  All I can say about the fern is that I’m pretty sure it is not a Spleenwort.  With regards to the moss, going purely on its resemblence to the picture in Ro...
	Nutbourne
	On Thursday morning I found a substantial flock of about 150 Linnet feeding on the partially flooded meadow at the end of Farm Lane in Nutbourne. There were at least 2 Reed Buntings mixed in with the flock and they were also joined from time to time b...
	Bonanza of birds
	Next Committee Meeting is on Tuesday 16th October at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.
	Next Work Session is on Sunday 21st October meet at 10am at the Lumley Gate.
	The AGM was held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on Wednesday 3rd October from 7pm.  It was attended by 26 members.  All members of the present committee were re-elected, though Tony Wilkinson stood down in favour of Andy Brook who will handle ...
	Guided Nature Walk
	Next Committee Meeting is on Tuesday 16th October at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.
	Next Work Session is on Sunday 21st October meet at 10am at the Lumley Gate.
	ENVIRONMENT
	The doggie bin at the South Gate fills up remarkably quickly.  We really should get Havant Borough Council to empty this one (at present we have to empty it) as well as the one at Seagull Lane.
	The poster remover seems to have given up, though they are getting very tatty.  Hopefully, we should have a proper noticeboard in the near future.
	In addition to the Elms which have been felled near the entrance to Gooseberry Cottage (noted in last week’s report) I noticed that a substantial and quite healthy-looking Willow had also been felled a little further up Lumley Road before you get to t...
	The fallen willow branch in the Seagull Lane patch has been partly decimated, presumably by kids  We will probably need to remove it at the next workday.
	There is a lot of litter collecting along the river.  Bags of rubbish have been dumped in Palmer's Road copse along the path from the bottle bank and what looks like metal chair frames have been dumped on the west bank near the bend in the river.
	OTHER LOCAL NEWS
	Emsworth Millponds
	Cormorants were fishing in the town millpond and more were on Slipper Millpond.  But I did not see the Little Grebes on the Slipper pond – Did anyone?  There were 63 Mute Swans plus the Black Swan on the town millpond on Monday.  A pair of Mute Swans ...
	Emsworth Harbour
	The Brent Geese are back, but I have not as yet seen any in our harbour.  On Saturday a Greenshank was seen flying with bright yellow underwings and rump. Details sent to ringing man, Pete Potts.
	Rare bird on Hayling Island Golf Course
	A Buff-breasted Sandpiper was seen on Wednesday evening on the eastern side of the Hayling golf course nearest to the western beach car park and attracted a good few twitchers.  This is an American bird,  but a common vagrant to Great Britain, particu...
	A rare fern
	There is a fine display of Maidenhair Spleenwort (Asplenium trichomanes) on the walls of the Waterside Church in Bath Road.  According to Ralph Hollins this is only one of two places locally that it grows.
	Seagull pub sign
	Debbie Robinson tells me that it was handed over to a couple living in one of the newly built flats on the Seagull site. The lady there has it in her garage and intends to hand it over to Emsworth museum.
	ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:
	The AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on Wednesday 3rd October at 7pm (not Tuesday as announced on the formal notification).  Park in the South Street Car Park.
	The AGM will be followed by refreshments and guest speaker who is Gwynne Johnson, the Chairman of the Havant and Emsworth Branch of the Hampshire Wildlife Trust.  Gwynne will be talking about conservation issues in meadows such as Brook Meadow.
	WILDLIFE NEWS
	Birds
	Ralph Hollins went through Brook Meadow for the first time since the cut on Friday and had the pleasure of first hearing, then seeing, two Kingfishers fly close by him while he was standing on the causeway near the Lumley Gate.  He watched them headin...
	Plants
	I counted 48 plants in flower on the meadow last week.  Michaelmas Daisies (or are they Sea Astors?) have started to flower near the causeway and the very pretty white flowers of Black Nightshade now brighten up the area behind the bottle bank in Palm...
	Insects
	There are some lovely dragonflies to be seen in the meadow at present.  I saw two  with bright blue bodies crossed with black which I tentatively identified as male Common Hawkers, but I was corrected by Ralph Hollins who pointed out that as these are...
	The only butterflies on the meadow last week were Red Admirals and Small Whites.
	ENVIRONMENT NEWS
	Jobs That Need Doing
	Bags of rubbish have been dumped in Palmer's Road copse along the path from the bottle bank and what looks like metal chair frames, has been dumped on the west bank near the bend in the river.  There is a fallen Willow branch in the Seagull Lane patch...
	Miscellaneous
	There was lots of dog mess about this week – sign of the meadow being more used following the cut?  The doggie bin at the South Gate fills up remarkably quickly.  The poster remover seems to have given up - the notices about the cutting have remained ...
	GROUP NEWS
	Btcv Strimmer Course
	Frances Brettell, Wally Osborne and Andy Brook were our three representatives on this training course which took place on Sunday 30th Sept.  Fortunately, the rain relented sufficently in the afternoon for some cutting to be achieved, though I was obli...
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	Committee Meeting: Tuesday 16th October at 7pm at 13 The Rookery.
	Work Session:  Sunday 21st October – regular monthly workday, meet at 10am at the Lumley Gate.
	OTHER LOCAL NEWS
	Emsworth Millponds
	The Mute Swan flock is much the same as last week with about 67 on the millpond and in the harbour. The Black Swan was also present.  The I counted 128 Mallard on the three millponds. Slipper Millpond was empty of water for a few days at the end of th...
	Emsworth Harbour
	Brent Geese
	There are no Brent Geese in Emsworth Harbour as yet, but they have arrived in Langstone Harbour, a little later than usual.  They usually settle down first in the SE corner of Langstone Harbour off the west Hayling shore, though will soon be seen ever...
	Little Egret Survey
	A coordinated Little Egret survey is taking place at a number of roost sites along the south coast.  The September count found about 550 birds.  However, there are none using the traditional site at the Great Deeps on Thorney Island where they have be...
	Red-Backed Shrike
	A Red-backed Shrike has been on Hayling Oysterbeds since last Wednesday.  It is a rare bird and well worth going to have a look.  You should see it perched on bushes on the “brick field” east of the old railway line at SU718037.  It is a juvenile bird...
	Buzzards Galore
	After many years absence from our area Buzzards are now back and spreading.  Stansted Forest is a good place to see them since three pairs nested there this year. Another pair nested in Oldpark Wood at Bosham, and I saw five Buzzards soaring over the ...
	Influx Of Greenfinches
	I was suprised find an exceptionally large flock of 32 Greenfinch feeding on seeds on the grass in my back garden, most appeared to be juveniles.  This is the second highest number I have ever recorded in the garden.  Has anyone else noticed an influx...
	BIRDS
	I was pleased to see a Grey Wagtail back on the River Ems in Brook Meadow for the first time this autumn; they arrived back at about the same time last year.
	Also, on the river, as last week, was a Little Egret.  I have a feeling this is a single bird which moves between the harbour, the Hermitage Millponds and the River Ems.
	As usual, Robin and Wren have been regularly singing.  On Friday Tony Wilkinson also heard a Great Tit singing along the south path.
	PLANTS
	Flowering plants were down to 38 on the meadow this week.   But the star Pepper-saxifrages are showing very well above the rampant bindweed in the area north of the Lumley Gate; I counted 11 plants.  Ominously, the Japanese Knotweed is flowering profu...
	I was especially pleased to find two more plants to be added to the Brook Meadow plant list this week bringing the overall total to 197.   200 here we come!
	1. Marsh Thistle
	This is growing in the wet area by the Lumley Millstream north of the Lumley Gate with some red-purple flowers showing.  Marsh Thistle can be distinguished from the more common Creeping Thistle by its continuous spiny-winged stem (the stem of the Cree...
	2. Petty Spurge
	This is growing near the path to the North Bridge just past the barrier at the end of Seagull Lane.  This plant has an unusual flower, lacking petals and sepals.  Each cup-like structure contains a stalked female ovary and several very small male flow...
	FUNGI
	MORE ON HORNETS
	The Mute Swan numbers were up to over 70 this week during the Emsworth Food Festival, no doubt getting wind of the free food on offer!   There are still plenty of Mallard on the millponds, with a total of about 130 present. Most are on the town millpo...
	In the harbour Little Egret numbers are building up – I saw 8 feeding in the town channel on Thursday.  Black-tailed Godwits are still the dominant wader feeding on the mudflats at low water (long legs and long straight bills), but look out also for O...
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	Work Sessions:
	Extra session on Sunday 30th September for raking etc following the BTCV strimmer course, meet 2pm in South Meadow.
	Sunday 21st October – regular monthly workday, meet at 10am at the Lumley Gate.
	Annual General Meeting:
	The AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on Wednesday 3rd October at 7pm (not Tuesday as announced on the formal notification).  Park in the South Street Car Park (no charge in the evening).
	The AGM will be followed by refreshments and guest speaker.
	The guest speaker will be Gwynne Johnson, Chairman of the Havant and Emsworth Branch of the Hampshire Wildlife Trust.  Gwynne will be talking about conservation issues in meadows such as Brook Meadow.
	FRIENDS OF OLD BRIDGE MEADOW
	On Monday I accompanied Brian Currell and Richard Tully from the Friends of Old Bridge Meadow in Bosham around our meadow.  Brian and Richard are engaged in a similar conservation project at Bosham, though their meadow is considerably smaller than Bro...
	INTERCHANGE
	On Tuesday evening I gave a talk on Brook Meadow and the work of the group to Interchange.  This is an informal group of local Emsworth residents who meet regularly for talks on various community issues.  The group contact is Jill Allum, but on Tuesda...
	WILDLIFE
	Water Voles
	On Wednesday 12th I had a very nice view of a Water Vole in the river where it bends to go alongside the railway embankment.  It was swimming alongside the bank and feeding around the Branched Bur-reed; I am so pleased I asked the Environment Agency n...
	Birds
	Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, Robin and Wren are the only regular singers with occasional bursts of song from Great Tit and Blue Tit.  The soft “sweet” call of the Chiffchaff  can also be heard around the meadow.  Swallows hunt for insects in the evening...
	Plants
	Despite the cutting of the meadow there are still plenty of flowering plants to be seen in the uncut areas; I counted 53 plants in flower last week.  One plant newly flowering this week was Common Mouse-ear in the Seagull Lane patch.  Still showing we...
	Butterflies
	Butterflies appear to be on the wane.  All I saw this week were Speckled Wood, Small White, Comma and Red Admiral.   However, we could still see Brimstone, Clouded Yellow (scarce this year), Small Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Red Admiral and Painted Lady.
	Dragonflies
	There were plenty of Common Darters around the river; the male has a red abdomen and the female brown.  This week I saw a pair copulating and ovipositing in the river near the gasholder.
	Hornets
	As reported above, the Sunday work party disturbed what appeared to be a Hornet’s nest while cutting the Great Willowherb north of the Lumley Gate.  The nest appeared to be in the ground, though we did not investigate too closely since the insects wer...
	Fungi
	Other wildlife
	Elisabeth Kinloch and Sue Pike saw a tiny lizard during their wardening session on Tuesday.  From its size it could have been a young Common Lizard (Lacerta vivipara)?
	OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS
	As expected the local Mute Swan flock was down in number after the large summer peaks to just 53 birds on Friday with 39 on Emsworth Millpond and 14 in the harbour.  The regular Black Swan was also on the millpond.  However, Mallard numbers remain hig...
	WILDLIFE
	Mammals
	Inevitably, a number of small mammals will have fallen victim to the cutting machine, though their overall populations are not likely to be affected.  Several Common Shrews (Sorex araneus) were found.  This shrew is quite distinctive with its dark bac...
	There are many new molehills springing up on the meadow where it has been cut.
	Birds
	Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, Robin and Wren are the only regular singers at present with occasional bursts of song from Great Tit and Blue Tit.   On Sunday I was pleased to hear my first DUNNOCK SONG of the autumn.  The soft “sweet” call of the Chiffcha...
	Note from Ralph Hollins on Dunnock song
	Plants
	The total number of plants recorded in the meadow over the past 2 years now stands at 195.  This includes 12 trees and shrubs and 41 grasses, sedges and rushes.  Despite the cutting of the meadow there are still plenty of flowering plants to be seen i...
	September is the time for berries and there are many to see in the meadow.  The Blackberries have been excellent this year, but they are now almost finished.  Also, prominent are Haws, Rosehips and the bright red berries of Bittersweet.  There are con...
	Butterflies
	Several butterflies have been taking full advantage of the mass of Fleabane and Water Mint in the uncut area above the causeway, with Large and Small Whites particularly active.   Other butterflies seen in the past week include Speckled Wood, Comma, R...
	Dragonflies
	Two areas in the meadow very good for dragonflies are in the uncut area around the Lumley Millstream and the South Meadow.   I am still trying to get to grips with the identification of dragonflies, but here are my tentative identifications for two dr...
	Other wildlife
	White fungi are growing  on the newly cut willow stump beside the South Bridge.
	ENVIRONMENT
	Posters
	The mystery poster remover has been at it again in the past week.  Two of the three notices giving information about the cutting were torn down, on the North and Lumley Gates.  These were replaced.  Also gone was the perspex-covered notice on the Nort...
	Litter
	Generally, the big cut revealed a lot of litter that will have to be removed next workday.  In particular, there is a large collection of bottles on the meadow inside the North Bridge.
	There has been a lot of litter in the river beneath the North Bridge, most of which I managed to pick up.  I think the culprits are a group of young men from local factories who have their lunches on the bridge.  I tried putting up a small notice aski...
	Men from HBC went looking for the motor cycle that had been dumped on the meadow, but could not find it.  I could not find it either, it appears to have been removed.
	Doggie Bins
	The doggie bin at the Seagull Lane entrance was in a distgusting state on Friday, full to overflowing.  I informed HBC that it was a health hazard and thankfully they emptied it in the afternoon.  But I feel we should should not be expected to empty t...
	Seagull Lane Barrier
	On Friday David Sawyer of Havant Borough Council put a padlock on the new barrier at the entrance to the site at end of Seagull Lane and gave me two keys for use by the group.
	A Seat
	Richard Bishop met up with David Sawyer of HBC in the meadow on Thursday morning to discuss the location of the new seat which is to be erected and paid for by Havant Borough Council. As previously agreed it will be located on the river bank at the ju...
	The River
	The river is running very low at present, though it has been fairly full of water during the summer.
	The local Mute Swan flock was down to 88, but is still large, with 64 on Emsworth Millpond and 24 in the harbour.  The regular Black Swan was on the millpond.
	The Mallard flock was up to 144 with 66 on Emsworth Millpond, 58 on Peter Pond and 20 on Slipper Millpond and Dolphin Lake.  In addition there was a flotilla of 9 Mallard ducklings on Dolphin Lake.  There were also 2 white ducks.
	There were 4 Cormorants on the large Slipper Millpond raft.  A total of 26 Coot were on Peter Pond and Slipper Millpond and in the adjoining Dolphin Lake.
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	Work Sessions: Sunday 16th September meet at 10am at the Lumley Gate.  Sunday 30th September: extra session following the strimmer course, meet 2pm in South Meadow.
	Committee Meeting: Tuesday 18th September at 7pm at 545, Southleigh Road
	Annual General Meeting: The AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on Wednesday 3rd October at 7pm (not Tuesday as announced on the formal notification).   There will be refreshments and a guest speaker. Come along if you can.
	THE EMSWORTH SHOW
	The Brook Meadow Conservation Group shared a stand with the Friends of Hollybank Woods at the annual Emsworth Show on Bank Holiday Monday.  The weather was fine and we had a constant flow of people visiting the stand.  We had displays with pictures of...
	THE BIG CUT
	Tuesday was the day we had all been waiting for – the initial cut of the meadow which was cancelled last year due to the wet weather.  I put up notices at the three entrances advising about the cut and the need to take care when walking through the me...
	Brian Cull and his colleague Robert arrived Tuesday morning with their two machines (forager and tractor)  and decided to start with the area south of the line of Willows and to dump the arisings around the base of some of the trees.  Brian was wary a...
	On Thursday fortunately rain in the morning cleared up enabling Brian to complete the cutting of the northern section of the meadow, dumping the arisings neatly along the eastern edge of the meadow.   Several areas were left uncut that were too boggy ...
	Public responses to the cutting
	The responses from people walking through the meadow to the cutting have been generally very positive, though following his regular Thursday morning stint Richard Bishop popped in to show me one of the five notices he had found pinned up around the me...
	ENVIRONMENT ISSUES
	Havant BC contractors have trimmed the large damaged Willow tree to the east of the South Bridge and have felled a Willow to the west of the bridge.  Both trees were potentially threatening the south bridge.  They have also cleared up somew overhangin...
	COMMITTEE MEETING
	The Brook Meadow Conservation Group held its monthly Committee Meeting on 21st August.  The Minutes of this meeting and the Agenda for the next meeting can be seen on the group web site at http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/
	WILDLIFE SIGHTINGS
	Despite all the activity in the meadow this week we have had several  interesting sightings.
	Mammals
	Inevitably, a number of small mammals will have fallen victim to the cutting machine, though their overall populations are not likely to be affected.  Both Richard Bishop and I found Common Shrews (Sorex araneus).  This shrew is quite distinctive with...
	Birds
	Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, Robin, Great Tit and Blue Tit have been singing and Chiffchaff regularly calling. Long-tailed Tits have been seen flitting through the meadow.  On Thursday Richard Bishop had the good fortune to see a splendid Kingfisher per...
	Water Voles
	Elisabeth Kinloch and Sue Pike on their Tuesday wardening session managed to find all the nest boxes in Palmer's Road copse and had the bonus of seeing a Water Vole in the river opposite where they were standing in the copse.
	Insects
	Several butterflies were seen taking full advantage of the mass of Fleabane and Water Mint in the uncut area above the causeway, with Large and Small Whites particularly active. I also got a brief view of a bright Comma, but Meadow Browns and Gatekeep...
	Plants
	I was delighted to find seven more flowering Pepper-saxifrage plants in the wet area over by the Lumley Millstream; this is one of the seven old meadow indicators we have on the meadow.  They have not been cut and are fairly easy to find in amongst th...
	The local Mute Swan flock was up to 116 on Wednesday with 79 on the millpond and 37 in the harbour.  The local Mallards are now into their eclipse plumage during moult when they all look like females; I counted 118 of them this week.
	On Thursday there were 4 Cormorants on the large raft on Slipper Millpond and one on the Bath Road millpond.
	FUTURE GROUP EVENTS
	Annual General Meeting: The AGM will be held in the Emsworth Centre in South Street on Wednesday October 3rd at 7pm. There will be refreshments and a guest speaker. Come along if you can.
	This weekly summary is available on e-mail for members of the Brook Meadow Conservation Group. Please send any observations/news for inclusion to Brian Fellows – address below.
	THE BIG CUT IS ABOUT TO HAPPEN!
	I met Brian Cull who has been contracted to cut the meadow for us.  He was to have done it last year, but this had to be postponed due to the wet weather.  We had a walk round the meadow and Brian was satisfied that it was dry enough to be cut.  I ind...
	I have just heard from Brian Cull that, weather permitting, he will begin cutting on Tuesday 28th Aug; the whole job should take 3 to 4 days. I will keep you posted.
	BIRDS
	There is very little bird activity in the meadow at present.  Robin, Wren, Chiffchaff, Collared Dove and Woodpigeon were the only birds heard singing, with an occasional snatches from Blue and Great Tit.  The soft “sweet” call of the Chiffchaff is a c...
	INSECTS
	Banded Demoiselles are common along the river, particularly around the Branched Bur-reed above the North Bridge.
	The total number of plants in flower at present is about 75.  Fleabane and Water Mint are still looking particularly fine.
	I found a plant of Stone Parsley flowering along the west path; this is another old meadow indicator, making a total of 7 for the meadow.
	There is still an excellent crop of Blackberries in the far SE corner of the South Meadow; Jean and I picked 4 pounds for jam.
	We were lucky with the weather for the rearranged workday on Sunday, it was fine in the morning, but tipped down in the afternoon.  Six members attended.  Using the power scythe we cut a swathe to mark out the area above the causeway that we want to p...
	ENVIRONMENT
	Millponds
	The local Mute Swan flock remains very large with around 100 birds on the millpond and in the harbour, plus the regular Black Swan. The Mallard flock continues to increase with over 130 now on the three millponds and the marina. There is a very nice p...
	Emsworth Harbour
	The waders are starting to return to our harbour.  Black-tailed Godwits are always the first to arrive and you can expect to see up to 150 feeding around the main channel; look out for colour-ringed birds.  The Marina seawall is a good place to see th...
	The semi-resident Osprey can still be seen on the eastern side of Thorney Island.  It can often be seen from the end of Thornham Lane, perched on a fence post, or on one of the old landing lights.
	Poacher caught on the Ems
	Tony Wilkinson solved the mystery of the poacher who was arrested using a 5 metre net across the River Ems to catch Trout and Salmon.  It happened not in the meadow, but in the stretch of the river called Dolphin Lake which runs beside Slipper Millpon...
	Birds
	The only birds I heard singing in the meadow this week were Robin, Wren and Chiffchaff.   A pair of Chiffchaff were seen the Lumley Gate and a Song Thrush near the South Gate.
	Insects
	Not so many butterflies were about this week.  I noted just 1 Red Admiral, 1 Peacock, 1 Holly Blue, 4 Small Whites and 4 Gatekeepers. On Sunday after the rain I watched a couple of Speckled Woods frantically twirling around each other for about 5 minu...
	Banded Demoiselles were often seen along the river, particularly around the Branched Bur-reed on the northern stretch of the  river.  On one occasion I watched a male Emperor Dragonfly for several minutes as it patrolled up and down a short stretch of...
	In the South Meadow I found two female Wasp spiders (Argiope bruennichi) or as Ralph Hollins prefers to call them Golden Orb spiders. They were on their webs in tall grass, some 2-3 feet from each other.  These spiders are not difficult to find, they ...
	I had another sighting of the large orange hover fly with 2 dark bars on its body which I first saw last week.  It was feeding on a Water Mint flower.  It is almost certainly Volucella zonaria (Chinery p. 206), as suggested to me by Ralph Hollins.
	Reference book: Michael Chinery, “The Collins Guide to the Insects of Britain and Western Europe”.
	Water Voles
	On Wednesday I was pleased to confirm my son’s sighting last Sunday of a Water Vole in the river infront of the gasholder.  This means we could have three breeding pairs on the meadow this year.  Are there more, I wonder?
	Mammals
	I found what appeared to be a Bank Vole dead on the central path above the causeway.
	The total number of plants in flower this week in the meadow was 75.  Fleabane and Water Mint are still looking particularly fine.  Ominously, I noticed that our one and only (thank goodness) Japanese Knotweed on the west bank of the river infront of ...
	I was delighted to find a plant of Pepper-saxifrage which I have been searching for since the visit of Pete Selby, the South Hants Botanical Recorder a few weeks ago; he found it, but until now I could not. It was not in flower, but its leaves are ver...
	There is still an excellent crop of Blackberries in the SE corner of the South Meadow.
	Reluctantly, I was obliged to postpone the scheduled workday in the meadow on Sunday due to very heavy rain and wet conditions.  As always happens, the sun subsequently came out, but conditions were much too hazardous for work to go ahead.  I have pro...
	The big cut
	On Friday I met up with Brian Cull who has been contracted to cut the meadow for us.  He was to have done it last year, but this had to be postponed due to the wet weather.  We had a walk round the meadow and Brian was satisfied that it was dry enough...
	Environment
	Litter baskets have been erected inside the North and South Gates as promised by Havant Borough Council.  Richard Bishop has written to David Sawyer of Havant Borough Council requesting a meeting to decide on the location of a seat.  We shall also nee...
	General
	I have not seen any House Martins nesting in Emsworth this year.  Does anyone know of any nests?  They used to nest under the eaves of houses at the top of Westbourne Avenue, but not this year.  Robins are now singing again in several places around th...
	The Lumley Millstream has been cut by the Environment Agency revealing water vole burrow holes in the banks near Lumley Mill Farm.
	Millponds
	The local Mute Swan flock remains much as last week.  I counted 98 on Monday with 50 on the millpond, 46 in the harbour and 2 on Slipper Millpond, plus the Black Swan.
	The Mallard flock continues to increase.  On Monday I counted 136 with 70 on the millpond, 10 on Slipper Millpond, 18 in the marina and 38 on Peter Pond.
	Emsworth Harbour
	On Monday my count of the birds feeding in the channels and on the mudflats at low water (excluding gulls) were as follows: Little Egret 5, Oystercatcher 2, Lapwing 3, Redshank 40+, Greenshank 3, Grey Plover 1 – in superb summer plumage, Curlew 2, Whi...
	Colour-ringed Black-tailed Godwits
	Among the Black-tailed Godwits were two with colour rings on their legs.  One had the combination blue-red (left leg) and yellow-lime (right leg).  This bird regularly returns to our harbour each year; I first recorded it here in Aug 1999, then again ...
	Pete was not sure about the other colour-ringed bird I reported to him; it could have been ringed in The Wash, but he asked me to check the colour combination again.
	The semi-resident Osprey can still be seen on the eastern side of Thorney Island.  It can often be seen from the end of Thornham Lane, perched on a fence post, or on one of the old landing lights.  Also, look out for Kingfisher, Wheatear and Whinchat ...
	Poacher caught in the meadow?
	A piece in the Portsmouth News on Saturday reported that a poacher had been caught using a 5 metre net across the River Ems to catch Trout and Salmon (?!) following a tip-off from a passer-by.
	Two new Water Vole sightings
	The clearance of the river banks by the EA has revealed several more Water Vole burrow holes and, most importantly, we have had two more positive vole sightings in new areas.  On Wednesday I was walking through Palmer's Road copse when I saw one swimm...
	Jobs for Havant Borough Council
	1. The new barrier at the end of Seagull Lane does not yet have a lock; it is secured only by a piece of wire.
	2. A motor scooter has been dumped just off the main river path south of the North Bridge and needs to be removed.
	Insects
	Best counts of butterflies this week were 4 Red Admiral, 2 Speckled Wood, 10 Small White, 8 Gatekeeper, 2 Meadow Brown and 1 Peacock.   I noticed a very large fly feeding on a thistle flower, mainly bright orange-yellow with dark stripes across the ab...
	Comment from Ralph Hollins, Have you considered Volucella zonaria for your large hoverfly (Chinery p.207)?  You may well have ruled it out as having only two bands across its abdomen where yours had three but it is the most impressive of the lot and h...
	Wardening Training Course
	On Tuesday evening several members of the group attended the Wardening Training Course at Havant CivicOffices organised by the BTCV.  A number of issues were discussed concerning the role of the  volunteer warden, such as, limits of responsibility, de...
	There is not much bird activity in the meadow at present.  On Friday a pair of Whitethroat scolded me from the usual Willow in the centre of the meadow; there was also a pair of Chiffchaff, one was very yellow.
	Guided Walk
	Only David Search, the conservation student from Hayling Island, turned up for the guided walk on Sunday.  However, the weather was poor with a chilly wind and drizzle.  No special observations, but we were interested to see a man feeding the Trout in...
	Nest boxes
	On Friday Ian Brewster of HBC and the Cedar Tree Surgeons erected 7 Schwegler nest boxes on trees in Palmer's Road copse; 3 Great Tit boxes (32mm hole), 2 Blue Tit boxes (29mm hole) and 2 Robin boxes (open front) – see if you can spot them.  Putting t...
	Although most of the wild flowers are now finished I still managed to find 73 plants in flower in the meadow this week.  Most prominent are the bright yellow flowers of Fleabane which provide a lovely splash of colour.  The mauve flowers of Water Mint...
	OTHER EMSWORTH NEWS
	Millponds and harbour
	The Mute Swan flock is falling, but remains very large.  I counted 99 this week, with 31 on the Millpond and 68 in the harbour.  The ever amorous Black Swan is with them.  The Mallard flock is also expanding with 54 on Emsworth Millpond, 4 in the harb...
	Both Halberd-leaved Orache and Grass-leaved Orache are growing on the town beach.   Walking along the path to the west of Dolphin Lake I was interested to see masses of what I presume to be Knotgrass with red flowers – Rose says the flowers are white....
	FRIDAY 30 MARCH, 9.30 A.M., FRANCES
	SUNDAY 1 APRIL, 9.45 A.M., FRANCES
	SUGGESTED TASKS FOR NEXT PRACTICAL SESSION
	Tasks requiring attention

